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PROCEEDINGS

(Witness sworn.)
MR. FLYNN: Before we begm, let me make
two statements for the record. One, it is the
position of the defense that the lobbying activities
of The Tobacco Lnstitute are privileged by the First
m Amendment and no civil Iiabihty can rest on the
[el exercise of those rights. So we're producing this
[s] witness as we've produced those records germane to
(101 this issue, fully reserving those rights which we
[I 11 intend to assert if this issue comes up by the
114 plaintiff at trial.
[13]
Second,more housekeeping,it is our
[la] understandmg this is a three-hour deposition based
[is] on the statements of Ms.Walburn and the agreement of
[16] counsel, so we would expect or anticipate it will be
[ i n done - it's around 9:15 - by 12: 15, with the
[la] addition for breaks.
MS. WIVELL: Well Mr. Flynn, with regard to
[19]
1201 your second position, as you know, we noted the Rule
[zi] 30.020deposition ofTheTobacco Institute, and the
[qfust three subjects that were discussed were were
[n] combined with the Walker Merryman deposition,which I
1241 terminated early. Ihope to be through in
/ pq approximately three hours, but it's our position that
i
I

[a

131
[4]
[s]
[6]

-

Page 9

we're not limited to three hours because we have,A,
fust, in the meet and confer, estimated the time
(31 that would be used for this deposition,it was never
[4] a steadfast guarantee, and I've had read the
[s] transcripts of the two meet and confers that were
[6] related to that; number No, as you told me when we
m were taking Walker Merryman's deposition,I have 20
[el hours and you didn't care how I used them, and when
p] we finishedWalker Merryman's portion of this
[to] deposition, 1 finished a complete day early, so I
[ t i ] have no trouble - I feel no compunction taking
[ i q whatever time Ineed to do the job because I have at
[i3] least 10 hours left of the deposition time.
,[MI
SO I suggest we just proceed, go forward, see
[is] how we do, and try and get the job done.
MR. FLYNN: 1t.s my 1161
1 [ i q It's my recall, and we'll read it if we have to,
I [ie] that in the deposition of Merryman we mentioned and
(191 talked about the three-hour limit based on Roberta's
[20] statement. But I'm amenable to your - go ahead,
p i ] let's start, and hopefully it will be academic.
MS. WIVELL: Hopefully.
DAVID M. HORAtDOVSKY
(241 called as a witness, being fust duly
, [zs] sworn,was examined and testified as
(11
[a

;1
Page 7 - Page 9 ( 4 )
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A: Not to my knowledge.That I [2] Q: You have to let me finish, sir.
A: I'm sorry.
[4]
Q: Okay?
A: I thought I understood what you were asking.
[6]
Q: AU right.
m Has anyone ever directed you to make political
8 campaign donations to a particular politician?
! 191 MR. FLYNN: Just just
[lo] I'm going to object to this untll and unless
i [I I] it's restricted to tobacco or the tobacco industry,
[ l a tobacco representative or tobacco principal.There's
[i3] just absolutely no legitimacy to inquiring of this
114) man's activities for other people, other entities.
MS. WIVELL: AU right, sir, let me
[is]
(161 rephrase the question to try and meet Mr. Flynn's
111 objection.
1181
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Has anyone within the tobacco industry, its
1 [ig]
' [ a ] representatives or principals, ever directed you to
[ z i ] make political campaign donations to a particular
1221 politician or his or her campaign fund?
A: 1 do not recall any such comment from anybody
[n]
(241 involved in the tobacco industry to me.
Q: AU right. Now you understand that political
[ZS]

follows:

1 E:

ADVERSE EXAMNATION
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: AU right. Sir, would you introduce yourself to
[41
[s] the ladies and gentlemen of the jury?
A: My name is David Mark Horazdovsky.
[sl
p-~ Q: Sir. have you ever been deposed before?
[a]
A: One time.
Q: Let me mtroduce myself. My name is Martha
[9
[ i o l Wivell and I represent the State of Minnesota and
[I 11 Blue Cross Blue Shield in the case that's been
[ i z ] brought by those two entities against the various
[I a] tobacco companies and The Tobacco Institute.
(141
Now you said you've been deposed before, sir?
[iq
A:Ten,lSyearsago.
[is]
Q: What was the nature of the deposition?
(17
A: It was - had to do with the company that I
[la] worked for at the time. It was an employment
[ 1 9 matter. Nothing to do with this case.
Q: By whom are you currently employed?
p ]
A: I'm employed byTheTobacco Institute.
[zi]
[q Q: How long have you been employed by The Tobacco
[ a ] Institute?
[24]
A: Almost one year.
Q: So you would agree that tobacco pays your
1251
14

R

1

-

-
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salary;doesn't it?
A: I work for TheTobacco Institute.
[q
0: Well, and tobacco is what makes The Tobacco
pl
[4] Institute: isn't it?
MR. FLYNN: That's just argumentative.The
[5]

Page 14

action committee donations are Uferent than
[a donations to a candidate; right?
m A: Uhhuh.
[4]
0 : AU right.
151
THE REPORTER: Your answer?
[q THE WITNESS: My answer is yes, I
m understand that distinction.
Q: AU right.Let me ask- try andask the
[a]
[9] questions again.
Have you ever donated money to a political
[to]
[I 11 action committee?
MR. FLYNN: Again I ask that it be
j[iq
j [13] restricted to tobacco.
[i4
A: Have [ r q I'm very unclear on what you're asking here.
[i6] Are you asking in my role as an employee ofThe
[ i n Tobacco Institute have I -have I ever donated money
[ l e i to a political action committee?
[is]
9: No, sir, that's not my question. I'm a s b g
whether - since you You've been a lobbyist for the tobacco industry
[zi]
[afor a long A: For a long time.
! [n]
/ [XI 0: time; haven't you?
[zs]
A: Yes.

111

m

111

I

-

He's answered the question.
A: I work for The Tobacco Institute.
[a]
Q: And now, sir, how much is your salary?
[g]
A: I would say it's probably in the range of
[lo]
[ i i ] 585,000.1don't really know what my salary is, if
114 you want to know the truth.
Q: Well in addition to your [i31
[i4] I'm sorry. Do you get a check every couple of
[is] weeks?
A: I get a check every two weeks.
[iq
117 0: AU right. And in addition to that check, do
[la] you get a bonus?
1191
A: No, ma'am.
0: Do you get any other kind of stipend?
[201
pi]
A:Therearew I get health insurance.There arc - there's a
[ n i retirement program, which I am not a member of at
1241 this point; I'm not eligible at this point. But I
PSI work for a salary.

-

Page 15
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Q: AU right.
14 A: It's an honorable thing.
Q: Is any part of that salary used to make
[31
[ 4 political action committee cam - or campaign
(51 donations?
161
A: Are you asking w if I make contributions to
m political candihtes?
[a] Q: Well let's start it this way, sir: Is any part
[9] of your salary designated to make PAC donations?
[lo]
A: No.
Q: Are you encouraged by your employer to make PAC
[I I]
[ i 4 donations?
A: No one at The Tobacco Institute has ever
[l3]
[ i ~ ]discussed political contributions with me.
[iq
Q: Ever.
[iq
A: Ever.
0 : Has anyone from any other tobacco company ever
[i71
[la] hscussed political donations with you?
[I]

[I91
[XI
[21]
[nl
[n]
r24i

b5i

A: In -

I'm not quite sure what you're asking.
Q: Well, sir, you know what PAC donations are.
A: bght, yes.
Q: Has anyone ever suggested that money that you
have, for exam~le,
be directed to a articular
polit - poliucian's camp-

Page 13

[I]

Q: Sir, you must wait until I'm through with my
[21 questions.
131
A: Okay.
Q: The reporter will clude us both.And you just
(41
[s] did it again.
ts1 A: I hate being chided.I'm sorry.
[I]

,

m

Q: AU right.

Have you evcr donated money since you have been
[9] a member of the lobbying team for the tobacco
[lo] industry to a particular politician?
A: During my work as a lobbyist I have participated
[I 11
[14 in making political donations to PACs and candidates.
Q: Both PACs and candidates; right?
[is]
(141
A: Uh-huh.
[is]
THE REPQRTER: Your answer?
I [ i s ] THE WITNESS: To the best of my knowledge,
[a]

MR. FLYNN: He needs a "yes" or "no."
THE WITNESS: Yes. I'm sorry.
MR. FLYNN: That's what he's griping about,
, - . instead of a 'bh-huh" or something.
1221
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MR. FLyNN: &cause he can3(m ]
THE WITNESS: I'll get rid of the Fargo
1241
i psi accent and say "yes"and "no."
[la]
[iq

;:; ; 1

1
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0 : Did you talk to anyone at North State Advisors?
A: No.
[31 Q: Now you've mentioned already in this deposition
(41 that you're a lobbyist for the tobacco industry;
(51 right?
[6] MR. FLYHN: Institute 1 thmk he said.
m A: I have - I have lobbied on behalf of The
[el Tobacco Institute. My job today is not as a - as
pi their contract lobbyst. I mean I have a multi-state
[lo] regon in which we employ lobbpsts. I am I don't do as much day-today lobbylng as I &d
[I 11
[IZ]when I was a regstered lobbyist for any of my
[i3] clients [MI Q:Allright.
A: - that I work for.
[I51
[i6] 0: YOUhave a full-time job yithTheTobacco
(17 Institute.
A: It's a full-time job.
[lei
[ig] Q: AU right.And you have been a lobbyist on
[zo] behalf of the tobacco industry, it would be fair to
pi] say, since you joined North State Advisors?
[n]
A: Shortly thereafter. I don't recall working on
[a] tobacco issues the tirst year or so that I was there,
~441 but cert;unly at some point when I was an employee of
[zs] North State 1 lobbied tobacco issues.
(11

Page 31
[I]involved

with involves not just the legislature, but

m state a d d s t r a t i v e agencies and also

[q

[31 municipalities.
A: There there definitely are times where all
[41
[5] those organizations are of interest [61 Q: right.

-

j
A: - to a lot of lobbying groups, not just
)i m
[a] tobacco.

/

[g] Q: But you've lobbied to all three areas; right?
i [lo] A: Lh-huh. I've certainly spent time m all three
[ill years.
0: NOWYOU
[12j

have registered as a lobbyist?

Q: When was the first time you regystered as a
A: I don't recall the year.Again, I believe that
is all public record and it would be easy enough to
[re] find that out.
$3
/[19] Q: NOW
....
W
! [20) But do you recall when you first registered?
I pi] A: It had to have been sometime back in the '80s.
~4 1mean - and I don't - I wouldn't even recall whch
[nl client it would have been for first.
1241 Q: Because you have to register [25]
A: Right.

1 I:

-

/
Page 29

Q: AU right. Now would you agree that one
m definition of lobbying is -or a lobbyist is a
[3] person acting for a special interest group who tries
to influence the introduction of or voting on
[s] legislation or the decisions of government agencies
[q or admirustrations?
m MR. FLYNN: You can have it read back. if
[a] you caught it all the first time p] A: I'm not sure if that's a Webster definition of
[lo] lobbying, but some of those things that you mentioned
[II] are thmgs that lobbyists do.
[iq
0: AU right.Well you would agree that while
1131you've been a lobbyist for the tobacco industry,
1141 you've tried to influence the introduction or voting
(151 of legislation?
A: I don't recall [iq
(17 I'm trylng to remember any instance where I had
[te] any impact on the introduction of bills.That
[19]generally Certainly, as a - as a tobacco lobbyist,
[20]
pi] historically we don't introduce a lot of
IW legislation.Certainly we are interested in how
1231 legislators vote on a given piece of legislation.
(241 That's part of the job.
1251
0 : AU right.And part of the job also is to try
111

Page 32

0: - on behalf of a particular client; don't you?
(21
A: Right.
131 There are thresholds.There are hour thresholds
(41 and dollar thresholds that - that trigger
[q registration for - for a client.
Q: Now sir, you would agree that there are a number
m of tools that are available to you as a lobbyist;
[a] right?
MR. FLYNN: 'Tools!" If you understand it,
p]
[lo] you can
[II] A: I don't know what she means as far as a tool is
[iq concerned.
0: Well have you ever testified on behalf ofThe
1131
[i4j Tobacco Institute in any formal legislative session?
[iq
A: No, not to my memory. I don't think - I don't
[16] believe I have.
[iq
Q: Can you direct me to a single instance where any
pel of the registered lobbyists for the tobacco industry
[ig] have ever testified formally?
[zo] A: I recall situations where a gentleman by the
121) name of Douglas Kelm has testiEed.There may have
[abeen others. But yeah, there have - I mean there
(a] have been occasions where a registered lobbyist has
1 ~ 4 1testified.
0: But you have, despite the fact you haven't
[I]

-

,
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Papl

and interact with state administrative agencies.
A: There are some issues where that makes sense to
[3] do.
[4] 0: Well you've done it; haven't you?
[11

[51

A: I'm sure over the course of my lobbying career I

[s] have.
m Q: And other things that you have done is that you
181 have gone out and tried to influence the decisions of
191 local or municipal government authorities; right?
[lo] A: Personally as a lobbyist?
[ I I]
0: Yes, sir.
A: I recall an instance in
[iq
[IS]There was an ordinance, I think, in the city of
[MI Chanhassen several years ago that I actually &d
[is] attend a city council meeting. But that is not
(161 something that I commonly do.

-

117

Q: Well sir, you actually lobbied - were part of

[la] the lobbying effort to lobby the entire city council
rig] of the city of St. Paul with regard to a smoking ban;
pol weren't you?
A: I do remember being in the council chambers. I
pi]

don't know that I actually talked to any council
[z3] members. I do remember being in the chambers.
Q: But you would agree that the lobbying effort on
1241
[25] behalf ofTheTobacco Institute that you have been

[nl

Page 28 - Page 33 (8)
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[i] personally

testified, arranged for other people to
(21 test@ on behalf ofTheTobacco Institute; right?
M
A: One of a lobbyist's jobs is to bring the best
141 people with - you know, with - with qualifications
[s] before a legislative committee, if that's what the
[6] legis if that's what the committee is interested

m in.
[el

-

0: And that's one of the tools or resources that a

pl lobbyist uses.
(101
A: Witnesses?
[1l]
Q: Yes.
[izi
A:Yes.
1131 Q: All right.And as a lobbyist, despite the fact
[id] that you've never testified in your multi-year career
[is] as a tobacco lobbyist, you would agree that you have
(14 talked to legislators and admimstrators and
[in municipal authorities to uy and convince them to see
[lei a particular issue in your light; right?
119
A: 1 have spoken to legislators and local I'm
[20] sure over - at some point, other people that you've

-

(211

mentioned.

[zq
0: All right.And you've tried to persuade them.
[23] You've used the art of persuasion.
[24)
A: mat's - I mean if you're having a conversation
[XI with someone, we I mean you try l.r~
to do

-

-

-
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Q: And one of the things they do is they cultivate
personal relationships; right?
A: We talk to legislators.
[3]
i (41 Q: And they cultivate personal relationships, don't
1 [51 they?
A: I think most lobbyists cultivate personal
161
m relationships with legslators.
a: AU right. Another thmg TheTobacco Institute
[el
i p1 lobbyists have done is to encourage contact by
![lo] various of their constituents with legislators;
/ [ i t ] right?
A: I can't imagine us doing anything to discourage
consumers from contacting a iegslator. I mean I
1141 would think there are that's Grassrootstype contacts to legislators are very
1 [is]
[is] important. It's input that I h k a lot of
i [ ~ qlegslators desire.They need to know what their
[I 61 constituents think.
Q: And isn't it a fact that TheTobacco Institute
119
[ a ] has focussed I'm sorry, the lobbyists for The
[21] Tobacco Institute have focussed on trying to develop
(221 strong grassroots communications networks with
(n] various legislators?
/ p ] A: 1don't know that I'd call them communication
1 [25] networks.There have been issues where I think it's

11

(clearing throat) excuse me.
n Q: And the lobbyist p]
MR. FLYNN: Were you done'
[4]
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I'm fir L.hed.
[q
MR. FLYNN: Okay.
[6]
Q: And the lobbyists who work on behalf ofThe
m Tobacco Institute provide lnformation to the people
[el that they're trying to mfluence; right?
A: There certainly is lnformation provided by
191
[ioi lobbyists.
Q: Okay.And one of the things that lobbyists
[I 11
[14 do - I'm sorry, strike that.
One of the things that the lobbyists who have
[i3]
[14] been working on behalf of The Tobacco Institute have
[is] done in this state is to make political
[i6] contributions. Isn't that Uue?
A: As tobacco lobbyists? Is that what you're
i
1181 saying?
[is]
Q: Yes, sir.
A: The answer to that question, to the best of my
[m]
p i ] ability, is no.
Q: Well isn't it true [U]
A: That implies something that isn't part of the (231
[ a ] of the systemin ttus state.
Q: Well isn't it true that the - that the PAC
[25]
[I]

I
1

-

-

1
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within North State Advisors was utilized on behalf of
[ 4 The Tobacco Institute?
M
A: Specifically?
141
0 : Yes, sir.
[s] A: No.
Q: Never has; that's your testimony?
[q
m A: Specifically?
[a]
Q: Yes, sir.
A: It wasn't called the North StateTobacco PAC. I
p]
[to] mean it was not utihzed specifically for the - for
[I 11 any specific client 114
Q: Oh,okay.
A: - to my knowledge. It was not utilized for any
[IS]
1141 specific client of that firm.
Q: Well was money within the North State Advisors
[is]
[iq PAC, the one they had within the firm, any money, if
(171 it - any portion of that money, used for tobacco
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been important for constituents to contact their
[4elected representatives, similar in a lot of ways to
M what the Smoke Free Coalition does, what any number
[4] of interest groups at the Capitol do. It's - you do
[s] try to get voters to contact the people who - who
[ q they've elected to public office.Thatls kmd of a
m basic tenet of the way our government runs.
Q: Sir,do you understand that the tobacco industry
[el
p ] has for years employed a single strategy to defend
1 [lo] itself on three major fronts: litigation, politics
I [I 1) and public opinion?
I [ l a A: I - I don't understand that.To my knowledge,
[ i q I do not understand that.
Q: Showing you what's previously been marked as
[id]
[is] Plaintiffs' Exhibit 405, this is a letter or a memo
[I q from the vice-president ofThe Tobacco Institute to
[ i n the then-president ofTheTobacco Institute dated May
[is] lst, 1972.And for the record, the Bates number is
[is] 87657703.
Sir, the second paragraph of this document says,
[20]
[ a ] "For nearly twenty years, this industry has employed
[qa single strategy to defend itself on three major
[Z~I fronts - litigation, politics, and public opinion."
j pa] Right?
MR. FLYNN: You read it right.
psi

111

111

[la] ~ U ~ ~ O X S ?

A: I'm redly not sure if I understand what you're
asking me. If you're asking me what I think you're
asking me, the answer is definitely no. We - the 1221
PAC monies, to the best of my knowledge, are
[n] not Idon't know, I assume other firms have
p41 internal PACs also, and to the best of my knowledge
ps] those monies are not used for the benefit of any
[iq
(m]
pi]

-
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specific client.
Q: It would be illegal to do so;wouldn't it?
(fl
A: I don't know if it would be illegal or not, but
131
[4] it's not the way it happens.
Q: Well let me talk about some of the other things
[q
[6] that tobacco lobbyists do do.They do cultivate
m personal relationships; don't they?
A: More than any other lobbyists? I mean when you
(81
[Q] say "tobacco lobbyists," I'm real I'm getting
[lo] I'm not - I For a lot of my career I'm not just a tobacco
[I 11
[ l a lobbyist.Are you asking me if I do thmgs
[la] differently when I'm representing a tobacco client
1141 than I do when I'm representing another client?
Q: Let me rephrase the question.
[I q
[ i q Sir,The Tobacco Institute lobbyists have
[I 71 cultivated personal relationshps
[re]
A: That
0: - with various legislators, administrators and
[ig]
[MI municipal authorities; right?
A: Tobacco lnstitute lobbyists act in their
[211
1221 professional role like lobbyists for any other group
[a]
that employs lobbyists [a]
Q: And one A: - as far as I know.
pq
[i]

-

-

-

-

A: That is what the paragraph says.
[4 Q: And it goes on to say, 'While the strategy was
M brilliantly conceived and executed over the years
[dl helping us win important battles, it is only fair to
[s] say that it is not - nor was it intended to be - a
(61 vehicle for victory. On the contrary, it has always
m been a holding strategy,consisting of
[el "creating doubt about health charge - about the
pq health charge without actually denying.it." Right?
[lo] Have I read it correctly so far?
A: I believe that's what this document says.
i[iil
0: Sir, and isn't it true that as aTobacco
[iq
(131 Institute lobbyist, that you have been t a h g part in
[id] defending the tobacco industry on the politics and
[ t q public opinion level?
MR. FLYNN: Just forget the document. Now
1161
[IT she's asking you a question.
(181
THE WITNESS: Oh, I see.
[191
MR. FLYNN: So do you want to have it read
[m) back?
i ~211 A: I have endeavored as a lobbyist to accurately.
[zq fairly and honestly represent my client's position on
[n] speclfic issues before the legslature.
p41
Q: And you did that as part of this thrust that The
pq Tobacco Institute vice-president refers to in the
111
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second and thud paragraphs of Extubit 405; right?
MR. FLYNN: I object, it's just
[;1
PI argumentative.You've not established the witness
141 saw or read - ever saw rlus document. It's dated
[5] 1972.
[6]
A: I was m Just graduated from high school then.
[a] I've never met Mr. Panzer. I have no idea Q: Well sir, you [91
A: I don't know what this is even.
[to]
Q: Well you understood when you joinedTheTobacco
[ill
[121 Institute lobbying team, that lobbying was one of the
[is] major purposes ofTheTobacco Institute; didn't you?
[id]
A: Of course.
Q: And as a matter of fact, you understand that
[is]
I161 there is a special State Activities Division ofThe
1171 Tobacco Institute that's been set up since its
[re] incepoon; right?
A: I work for that division.
[ig]
Q: And you understand that that state's activities
[MI
(211 section ofTheTobacco institute has been set up
[n~
since its inception; right?
A: I don't know that as a fact.
p31
(Discussion off the stenographc record.)
p41
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1421 was marked
[25]
[I]

GI

-

L: That is a really broad question. I m + n it's ! (21 I - 1 suppose that applies in baseball or law. I
[3] mean You certady have to spend tune in the Capitol
(41
1 [4to be an effective lobbyist, although I know some
1 [6] that don't. But in the course of your work you meet
m legislators, you meet public oficlals, you - that's
[a] where you're spending your work day.You're there.
[9
0: Well, and isn't it m e that the value that
1 [lo] North State Advisors had to The Tobacco Institute was
11i 1 in large part because of the access that the
[iz] principals of that lobbying firm had with the
[13] legislative and executive officers of the state of
1 [id] Minnesota?
[is]
A: 1 think the value of North State to the - to
[is] any of their clients is the fact that they understand
[ i q how to lobby. I mean they - they understand the
[la] process.They understand, y6u know, where things are
(191 physically in the Capitol. It i
b - it would be
1201 impossible for someone to @ in the lobbying business
[zi] for any period of time and not meet legislators, meet
[m legislative leaders, meet state officers, and develop
[n] some kind of a relationship with them, much like it's
![241 impossible, I'm sure, for you to come to work in tlus
[z5] law firm every day and not develop relationshps with

,
1

for identification.)

BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[4] Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1421, this is a document entitled
[S] "Organization of The Tobacco Institute," bearing
[61 Bates number TIMNO01 5045; correct?
m A: L%-huh.That's what it says.
[el
0: All right.Would you turn to the second page of
p ] the document.That shows an organizational chart for
[lo] The Tobacco Institute; correct?
[it]
A: Uh-huh.
1121
THE REPORTER: Your answer?
Q: You have to answer out loud.
[I31
[id]
A: Yes.Yes, I'm sorry.
0: And is t h s the organization that you
[is]
[ i q understand, as far as the state activities portion of
1171this chart, is in existence today?
A: I'm not sure the number of field regions that we
[la]
[i9] have, and I don't know what the legislative support
(201 box is. 1 don't know who That's not saying that it doesn't exist, but I'm
pi]
[PI not farmliar with it.
PI Q: All right. But you understand that there is
1241 board of directors ofThe Tobacco Institute that
PSI oversees an Executive Committee who oversees the

W

-
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0 : You have to answer out loud.
A: Yes, that's clear hom this document.
m 0 : All right.And you would agree that that
181 organization
A: There is a state activities division. I work
p]
[to] for it. I already told you that.
Q: I wasn't through with my question.
[ill
A: I'm sorry, ma'am.
[I 21
Q: You understand that that's the organization that
[I31
[lo] has been in existence withinme Tobacco Institute as
[is] far as you know since you began lobbying for it.
[I61
A: That's correct.
Q: And you would agree that you began your lobbying
[11
[la] activities on behalf ofTheTobacco Institute some
[19] time during the period you were at North State
(201 Advisors.
pll
A: Correct. Correct.
rn 0 : Now sir, would you agree sometimes that with
[231 lobbyists, it's not what you know, it's who you
1241 know?
MR. FLYNN: Objection, it's argumentative.
1251
[5]
[61

Page 44

partners in your firm and other people here that you
[4work with.
p]
Q: Well sir, isn't it true that there were - that
[4] TheTobacco Institute thought that North State
[s] Advlsors had a whole lot more value because of the
[61 dvect entree into both the offices of the
m legislative and executive leadership that the
[a] principals of that fum had?
A: I really don't have the knowledge to answer that
[91
[to] question. I assume they were retained by the
[ i l l Institute because
(14
MR. FLYNN: You've answered it.You don't
[I31 know.
A: I don't know. I don't know why.
[MI
0: AU right.WelJ let me see if I can help you
[is]
1161 refresh your recollection, since you're s p e a h g here
[I~I on behalf ofTheTobacco Institute today.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1422 was marked
(la]
[ig] for identification.)
[MI
BY MR. FYNN:
0: Showing you what's been marked as Plaintiffs'
[21]
[n~
&bit 1422, this is a document Bates numbered
[n] TIMN457803 as its beginning Bates numbers; right?
[24]
A: That looks correct.
9: And this is a tobacco lobbyist evaluation for
'psi
111

PI

[I] president, and then that one of the four major
[21 ofTheTobacco Institute is the state activities
p1 department.
[4]
A: bl-huh.

Page 43
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[I]

the IobbyistsTom Kelm and North State Advisors;

rn correct?

A: I've never seen this document before, so 1- at
this - and I haven't had a chance to read it. I am
[s] not sure what it is. It does say on the second page
[el "Lobbyist Evaluations," however.
m Q: All right.Why don't you take a moment and read
[a] it.
191
A: Great.Thank you.
[lo] Thank you for the time.
Q: AU right.Youlve had the opportunity to read
[I 11
(12) Exhibit 1422?
[is]
A: Uh-huh.Yes, ma'am.
0 : Tfus is an evaluation ofThomas Kelm and North
[la]
(151 State Advisors that was done by The Tobacco
[i6] Institute; right?
j [ I A: That's what it says.
Q: All right. Now you understand that Mr. Kelm was
[la]
[ig] a former DFL leader and aide to Governor Wendell
M
[ I Anderson; right?
A: Ll-huh.Yes, I understand that.
p11
Q: And as a matter of fact, according to this
/[24
document, that was considered a plus as far as
i 1241 evaluatina Mr. Kelm: true?
:
document speaks
/ izsj MR. F ~ ~ N INobiect.The
[3]
[41

1
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for itself. If you want to read something to him
But I don't t h k it's - unless he wrote it or
[q
p ] authored it, that - for him to interpret the
[4] document. Just A: Well whoever wrote the - this document thinks
[sl
[ti] that that's true.
m Q: Well this is a document written by someone at
[el The Tobacco Institute analyzing their lobbyist,Tom
is] Kelm; right?
A: It looks to me Like, as you've said just
[lo]
[I I] prev~ously.
that it's an evaluation, which to me
1121 means some - an individual made some individual
(131 judgments about a lobbyist's effectiveness. I mean
(141 that is what the document says.
Q: The document notes that Mr. Kelm was a DFL
[iq
[is] leader and former aide to Governor - to democratic
[ i q governors and senators, maintains a firm grip on
[lei relationships with democratic representatives and
(191 senators; right?
A: That's what the document is says.
[20]
Q: And then there's a reference to a second
(211
[zz] principal at North State Advisors; right?
[a]
A: Right.
Q: HOWdo you pronounce his last name?
1241
A: Krogseng.Just Like it's spelled.
(251
[I]

Page 49

have been exemplary.lhe obvious exception to thls
1 [ q record has been the recent 1985 legislative sesslon
[3] when a 5 cent cigarette tax was passed to fund sewer
141 projects and various health related activities."
151 Right?
i [6] A: That's what the memo says.
Q: All right.And it goes on to say, 'When
: m
[a] considering the dozens of le~slativemeasures placed
I [9] before Mr. Kelm and North State Advisors, including
[to] sampling bans, numerous tax measures ranging as high
[ t i ] as 72 cents per pack and other legslative matters
[ i q squelched in the drafting stage, Mr. Kelm and North
[I$ State Advisors have no peers;" right?
A: That's what the document says.
[la]
Q: M right. Do you agree that Mr. Kelm and North
[ i q
[ i q State Advlsors had no peers when it came to
[ i q legislative activity on behalf ofTheTobacco
[is] Institute?
[iq
MR. FLYNN: Objection, there's no
[ a ] foundation. Compared to who?
[211
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
[q MR. FLYNN: I mean that's A: To my memory there was no one else lobbying on
(n]
[ a ] behalf ofTheTobacco Institute during these years.
(251 so it would be difficult to compare them to anyone.
I [I]

'

I
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Q: AU right.And from Krogseng was a former
m Republican Party state chairman; wasn't he?
p]
A: Yes, he was.
Q: He had served many years in positions of
[a]
[ q adnustration with Republican governors and
[6] senators; right?
m A: I'm not familiar with his - I'm not personally
[a] familiar with David's background, other than that he
p ] was a former Republican Party chair.
Q: Well at least according to what's written here,
[to]
[ i I] those were considered positive items in the
[ i q evaluation; right?
[i3]
MR. FLVNN: Again I object, the document
[la] speaks for itself. It seems it's just biography to
[is] me, but A: That's what the document says.
[is]
Q: AU right.And it also says that both of those
[iq
[is] people, Kelm and Krog I'm going to have trouble with his name. How is
[iq
it again?
(211
A: Krogseng.
Q: - KTOgseng had direct entree into offices and
(PI
p ] legislative of exec I'm sorry, strike that.
And it says that both Kelm and Krogseng have
(241
12% direct entree into offices of legislative and

-
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Q: Well at least the author of t h ~ document
s
said
they have no peers. Do you agree that they were good
lobbyists?
MR. FLVNN: That's really a double
[a]
[q question, but I guess the question is were they good
[ q lobbyists.
I m A: I think the people at North State are good
[el lobbyists.
Q: AU right. Well what bills were referred to
[91
/[lo1 hem as the legislative matters that were squelched
' [I t ] in the draft~ngstage by Mr. Kelm and North State
[I q Advisors?
[is]
A: I really would not know.
Q: YOUjust don't know
[id]
[is]
A: Idon't know.
Q: AU right. Let me fulish.
[i61
[ i q You don't know what the author of this document,
[I 81 Exhibit 1422, was referring to when talking about the
[ i q legislative matters squelched in the drafting stage
1201 byTheTobacco Institute's lobbyists; is that right?
A: I do not know what the author of this document
[zi]
[awas referring to when he wrote those words, or she [ n ] or she wrote those words.
Q: But YOU are aware of legislative matters that
[a]
pq have not gotten beyond the drafting stage as a result

[I]

[I]
[q
p]

I

1

-

-
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executive leadership; right?
n A: That's what the document says.
Q: Now sir, do you agree that it is important for
[31
[a] TheTobacco Institute to have people of Kelm and
151 Krogseng's respectability as their lobbyists here in
[61 the state of ~\linnesota?
A: I would think any principal looking to hire a
[el lobbyst would want a respected lobbyist.
Q: AU right.And do you agree
191
[to]
A: That's pretty logical.
[ti]
Q: I'm sorry.
[ i q Do you agree or disagree with the statements
[la] here concerning these two men that we've just talked
[la] about?
MR. FLVNN: The statements you've read?
(151
[iq
MS. WIVELL: Yes.
A: I don't disagree with the statements that are
[tq
[la] here.
Q: All right. Could you turn to point five on the
fig]
[qsecond page.There it asks the question: 'What is
121) your opinion of lobbyist's overall track record with
[aTheTobacco Institute during his tenure;" right?
A: That's what the question is.
[23]
Q: AU right. Goes on to say, "Since 1980,the
pa]
ps1 track record ofTom Kelm and the North State Advisors
[ii

-
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of lobbying activities which Mr. Kelm and others,
p~including yourself, at North State Advisors d ~ on
d
p ] behalf ofTheTobacco Institute; right?
A: 1cannot at this time specifically recall any
[a]
[ q tobaccerekted legislation that didn't make it to
[ti] the drafting stage because of anybody's speclfic
m activity.That is not to say that a legislator who
[a] had an idea for a bill didn't talk to a lobbyist,
[el some lobbyist, and decide not to proceed with that,
[to] but 1 cannot think of a specific incidence where that
(111 is true.
Q: You just can't remember any as you sit here
114
[la] today; right?
[MI
A: I - l w o ~ l d [ i q I cannot remember any as I sit here today.
Q: And you didn't talk to Mr. Kelm in preparation
[i6]
[ i q for your deposition to see what matters he might
[is] remember that were squelched in the drafting stage;
1191 right?
A: I did not speak to Mr.Kelm in preparation for
[20j
[zt] this deposition.
[zq
Q: Now sirMR. FLYNN: For the record, it looks like
[a]
[za] Exhibit 1422 is dated July 31, '85. Go ahead.
Q: Now sir, you understand that one ofThe Tobacco
[zs]
[I]
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Institute's basic objectives is to fight bills that
[q would raise taxes on cigarenes.
MR. FLYNN: I 0bject.h phrased it's
[31
[4] argumentative.
A: I don't know where it comes frc. 31.I mean
[s]
[6] g e n e d y tobacco taxes - tobacco tax Increases are
m opposed by The Tobacco 1nstitute.That's - that's a
[el true statement.
0 : Okay. Do you know what punitive or restrictive
(91
[lo] legislation aimed at tobacco would mean, what that
[I I] phrase would mean?
A: I may have a personal opinion on what punitive
[iz]
[i3] legslation is. I'm not quite sure what context you
[id] want me to respond. I mean do you Are you W g about am I aware of bills that
[is]
[I61 the author has labeled as punitive or that I mean
( 1 7 I don't - I don't quite know what context you want
[ie] me to answer that in.
0 : Well you understand the phrase "the prevention
jig]
[ a ] of punitive" - I'm sorry, str~kethat.
YOU understand that the phrase "prevention" [zi]
[ n ] or "prevent the imposition of punitive or restrictive
[ a ] legislation"is one that's been used by The Tobacco
[24] Institute.
A: I think it's psl

that. I know that this is considered to be a very Tobacco issues are - are very prominent in t h ~ s
[a
31 state. .
Q: AU right. I'd like to talk for a minute about
! [s] the tobacco farmly in the state of Minnesota.You've
(61 heard reference to that phrase, "the tobacco famdy;"
m haven't you, sir?
A: Yes. I've heard reference to Uut phrase.
Q: It's used bvTheTobacco Institute lobbyists
(9
[to] from time to time; isn't it?
A: I'm sure that - well I have no I
[ 1 4 I mean I can't tell you on such and such a date
[is] that somebody used that, but I suspect that those
[id] words have crossed the lips of lobbyists.
Q: AU right.Tobacco industry lobbyists; right?
[is]
A: I think that's who we're talking about here.
1161
Q: I just wanted to makc sure.
[iq
[la] Now you would agree that$e tobacco f a y in
[ig] Minnesota is not just the M c c o industry lobbyists;
[20] right?
MR. FLYNN: If you undchtand that.
[a]
[q A: I don't - I MR. FLYNN: Don't speculate. If you don't
[a]
[24] know [zs]
A: I don't know.

'

;I

1

1
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[i]

MR. FLYNN: - what she's talking about,
tell her.
Q: Well you understand that, in addition to The
p]
141 Tobacco Institute lobbyists, Phihp Morris has
(51 lobbyists here.You were one of them.
161
A: They do.They do.
m 0 : R.J. ReynoldsTobacco has lobbyists here in the
[a] state of Minnesota.
, 191 A:Theydo.
O: And in addition to those lobbyists, there are
/[lo]
i [I I] other lobbyists who have interests which are
1 [ iq considered akin to or sirmlar to The Tobacco
[13] lnstitllte lobbyists' interests; right?
A: It would be helpful if I knew who you were
144)
[is] referring to.
0 : Well you understand that there are cooperative
[is]
[ i q agreements that TheTobacco Institute has signed
[la] with, for example, the MinnesotaTobacco and Candy
1191 Distributors; right?
[a]
A: I have no knowledge of a cooperative [ z i ] I don't know how you're defining "cooperative
[zq agreement," but I don't have any knowledge of that,
[ a ] as I understand "cooperative agreement." I know that
we MR. FLYNN: You've answered it.
[2q

Page 57
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ambiguous, what you mean by "extraordinary,"whatever
[a that word was. It's so vague it can't be answered.
p1
A: I have
(41 I have notlung to judge what would make what
(51 expenditure extraordmuy here versus some other
161 state. I have no basis on which to make that kind of
m a judgment.
[el
0 : Well sir, you have been a lobbyist on behalf of
p ] the industry not only in the state of Minnesota but
[to] in at least four other states; right?
A: I have not lobbied in four other states. I
[I i ]
[i2] have - I have lobbyists in - in other states.
Q: And you're aware that the expenchtures that the
[i3]
[id] tobacco industry has made in the state of Minnesota
[ i s] far outspent what has been spent in the other states
in which you have lobbyists; right?
MR. FLYNN: Again I have the same
[IT
[is] objection, it's so vague and ambiguous with or
fig] without the inflection of what you mean by "far
(201 outspent."
A: I don't know what "extraor,dmaq" is in that
1211
[qcontext. I mean is there more money spent here than
[ a ] th~s
North Dakota? I suspect that there is. Is
[XI there more money spent here than in Cahfornia?1
[zq sus - I don't know the answer to that. I don't know

-
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MR. FLYNN: Have you w THE WITNESS: Yes.
MR. FLYNN: Do you know if it's ever been
p1
[4] used or not?
A: I'm sure it has been used by The Tobacco
[q
[61 Institute.
m a: AU right. Let me show you
A: Would it be possible to take a little bit of a
[el
[Q] break?
6 : Sure.AU you have to do is say the word.
[lo]
A: Thank very much.
[I I]
THE REPORTER: OH the record, please.
[la
[I 31
(Recess taken.)
[141
BY MS. WIMLL:
0 : Sir, you would agree that for at least the last
[is]
[ i q 15 years, the tobacco industry has considered
[i71 Minnesota to be a bellwether state; hasn't it?
A: I think that's an accurate statement.
[re]
Q: And as a result of tIus designation of Minnesota
1191
1201 as a bellwether state, extraorrlmary resources have
p i ] been expended on b e N of the tobacco industry to
rn try and prevent what it viewed as anti-tobacco
1231 legislation from becoming law here in the state of
(241 Minnesota.
MR. FLYNN: I object, it's vague and
ps]

/

[I]

[I]

THE WITNESS: Thank you.
(Discussion off the stenographic record.)
[q
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1423 was marked
131
141 for identification.)
BY MS. WIVELL:
1 151
Q: Sir. showing you what's been marked as
161
m Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1423, thu is a letter hom Sam
I [el Chilcote, president - I'm sorry.This is a letter
i [g] to Sam Chdcote, president ofTheTobacco Institute,
[lo] from Thomas A. Briant; right?
[Ill
A: Right.
Q: Who is Mr. Briant?
1 [ia
1 [13] A: Mr. Briant is an attorney in town.
1 [I41 MR. FLYNN: For the record, it's dated
[IS] December 28th. 1990.
A: I believe Tom is the executive director of a
[la]
(171 wholesale group in Minnesota.They wholesale
[ia] tobacco, among other products. I don't even -I'm
[I91 not ;[a]
I believe they've changed their name from this.
~ j s i ] I thmk it's the Minnesota Wholesalers Association,
/[z4 something Like that. But that's the group that Tom
i 1231
, . is with.
1 [ a ] Q: Ail right. But "thts,"you were pointing to , j2s1 A: The Minnesota Candy and Tobacco.
[I]

1
1
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Q: AU right.
(4 A: And it is attached.
Q: And it says "STATE LEGISLATIVE ISSljESat the
[3]
[4] top; right?
[q
A: Yes.
1 [6] Q: The first is 'TobaccoTaxes." R~ght?
j m A: L%-huh.
/ [a) M E REPORTER: Your answer?
; [9] THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
i (101 Q: Among the others is "Smoker/Nonsmoker Insurance
[ ~ i Rates;"
]
right?
A: That appears on the list.
1121
Q: And you would agree that along with tobacco
[la]
(141 taxes, smoker and nonsmoker insurance rates was an
[is] issue that was of considerable interest t o n e
[16] Tobacco Institute.
MR. FLYNN: Again I object to your phrase
[in
1 [la] "considerable"as vague and ambiguous, but : [ ~ e ] A: I would not agree with that statement.This is
i [mi an odd - this is an odd list. I don't It does not seem to refer specifically to
Minnesota, in my opinion.
Q: Sir, is it your testimony that smoker/nonsmoker
[a]
(241 insurance rates were not an interest item forThe
[ZSI Tobacco Institute?

Q: Sir, you have to let me finish.
A: I'm sorry.
Q: You were pointing to the letterhead that says

!

)

Minnesota Candy and Tobacco Association, Inc.; right?
A: Correct.
Q: And h s letter is a cover letter that attaches
[6]
m an agreement that is a contract between the counsel
[a] for the Minnesota Candy and Tobacco Association and
(91 The Tobacco Institute; right?
(41
[5]

[to]

VoL 1, October 16,1997

A:That'swhatitlooksWte.Ihavenothadan

opportunity to read this completely.
Q: No one's shared W s document with you before,
[14
[13] sir?
A: I may have seen this before, but I don't recall
[i4]
[ i q reading it.
Q: AU right.Well why don't you read it with an
[16]
[ i n eye toward answering the question of whether this
[t a] document comprises an agreement between The Tobacco
[ig] Institute and the Minnesota Candy andTobacco
[20] Association for the calendar year 1991, a cooperative
[2i] agreement.
A: Thank you, I'll do that.
1231 I've read the document.
MR. FLYNN: Did you read the last page,
1241
psl too?
[I I]

[I]

jE
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Q: Sir, you've now read Exhibit 1423?
A: Yes, ma'am.
Q: And it does comprise an agreement betweenThe
p]
141 Tobacco Institute and the Minnesota Candy andTobacco

A:
[I]
[21 not.

[I]
[21

Not to my knowledge in Minnesota. Definitely

Q: Sa if there is information to the contrary,
you're simply not aware of it; right?
A: Lf there is information to the contrary, I'm not
[5]
[6] aware of it.
m Q: Now one of the issues that's listed here is
[a] 'Tobacco Sales &Vending;" right?
[q
A:Yes.
Q: That has been an interest item for The Tobacco
[lo]
I [I 11 Institute and continues to be to this day; right?
A: The sales part certainly has. I believe the
[ i q vending issue was finally resolved last session. I
[id] don't think that's of interest to anybody any more.
Q: AU right. Now sir, [I 51
A: TO the best of my knowledge.
(161
Q: - have you ever seen this document before, the
[in
[lei list at the end?
A: I do not specifically recall seeing this list at
[iq
[zo] the end before. I do believe that 1glanced at the
[21] previous three pages, though, yesterday, but I have
[221 not - I don't recall this list.
Q: You would agree it's consecutively Bates
[a]
(241 numbered with the rest of the document; wouldn't you?
[zs]
A: Yes.

1

Association;doesn't it, sir?
A: It looks like a contract between those two
m entities, correct.
Q: And pursuant to that contract TheTobacco
[a]
[B] Institute was going to pay $20,000 a year to the
(101 Minnesota Candy andTobacco Association; right?
A: That's what the document says.
[ill
Q: And one of the purposes of this agreement was to
1121
[i31 help attain joint legislative goals; right?
114
A: That's
[iq
MR. FLYNN: I t speaks for itself.
[16]
A: -what it says.
[i71
Q: And those goals are listed on the last page of
[la] the document; isn't that true?
[is]
A: There is a list of issues on the last page of
[20] this document.
[21]
Q: And those were issues that, according to the
[221 document, were common to the two associations;
PI right?
MR. FLYNN: gain, the document speaks for
1241
1251 itself. If you can focus the witness where that's
[s]

[q

[4]

I

-
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said, we can move on. I don't see where that
[2] reference is made, but Q: Sir, directing your attention to the second
131
141 paragraph on the first page, it ends, "A list of
[5] these and other primary issues" A: Are you on the first page of the letterhead with
161
m Tobacco Institute?
[el
Q: I'm sorry, strike that.
[QI Turning your attention to the second paragraph
(101 of the second page, it ends by reference to "A list
[I i ] of these and other primary issues in which we share
[ l a an interest is attached for your dormation;"
[I 31 correct?
A: Correct, that's what it says.
[id]
Q: And that list is found on the last page of the
[I51
1161 exhibit; right?
A: There is a list on the last page of the exhibit.
1171
Q: And the list of issues in which The Tobacco
[la]
(191 Institute shares a common interest with the Minnesota
Z
[ OI Candy and Tobacco Association is included at the last
[zi] page of the document; right?
[a A: There is a list attached to the last page of the
[ a ] document. Oddly, it doesn't seem to be written in
[241 the same form as this contract, but it is definitely
1251 a list of tobaccclrelated issues.

Page 63

[I]

[I]

Q: You have no reason to believe it was not

attached to the document when it was sent to Mr.
Thomas Briant:do YOU?
A: No, I have no reason
141
151 Could I have just a very short break?
(61
Q: Certainlv.
THE REPORTER: Off the record, please.
a
(Recess taken.)
MR. FLYNN: For the record, I gather the
[a]
I [lo] fourth page of this exhibit, number 218496, was not
[I I] on the list of predesignated exhibits that plaintiff
intended to disclose - is intended to be used with
[I 31 the witness.
MS. WIVELL: Well for thc record, any - my
[t4]
[is] copy shows four pages.Any mistake that was made was
,[is] absolutely inadvertent.And my - all of my copies
(171 are a four-page document, so
MR. FLYNN: I'm not really arguing with
[la]
[2]

[31

-

1/ m

-

, [I91

1x1
1

1

1

[21]
[22]
[a]

YOU.

z
0

g

0

MS. WIVELL: Yeah.
MR. FLVNN: I'm just saying that's why he

k"

didn't see that page MS. WIVELL: Okay.
THE WTNESS: Yeah.
MR. FLYNN: because it wasn't part of
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isn't that right?
p]
A: That's correct.
Q: What other associations does The Tobacco
131
[41 Institute contribute money to?
A: Oh, gosh.To the best of my knowledge we
[s]
[6] support the Mumesou Grocers Association, the
m Minnesota Retail Association, and possibly, although
[a] I'm not sure, the .Minnesota Petroleum Marketers.
Q : How about the MLnnesota Wholesale Marketers
[g]
[ i 01 Association?
A: I think that's the successor group to this
[ i 11
1 1 4 SOUP.
[I]

MS. WIVELL: All right.
MR. FLYNN: -you listed.That's all.
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q : Okay.Well going back sir, to the last page,
[5]
[6] have you ever seen this type of document or list over
m the years that set forth a list of state legislative
[a] issues?
191
A: I don't recall seeing this specific one. I've
[lo] certady seen lists of issues for many of my
[I I] clients.
[12]
Q : AU right.Well [i3] But for TheTobacco Institute, have you ever
[id] seen stmilar lists of state legslative issues A: I'm sure over the years I have seen Lists of
[is]
[i6] legislative issues.
Q : They were s~milarto thrs?
[I 7j
A: It would be impossible to recall what speclfic
[lei
[ i g items they contained, but I assume that some of these
[ m i may have been. But the drrect answer to your
[ a ] question is yes, I'm sure that I've seen lists of
[ n l tobaccerelated issues.
Q: Now sir, for how long hasTheTobacco Institute
[n]
p r ] been contributing money to the Minnesota Candy and
p s ] Tobacco Association?
M

131
["I

[I3]
,[id]
[is]
[i6]

1

Q:
A: IOkay.
believe we have solved that problem.
Q : All right.

Sir, showing you what's previously been marked
as Plaintrffs' Exhibit 3144, this is a letter dated
g requests for the
I [I a] 1995 to - regarding 1996
[ig] Minnesota Wholesale Mar
association. Is tlus
p ] the organization the that 6 %
the~successor?
A: I believe it is.
1[21]
Q : Now this document refers to a contribution of
1[
I (n] $45,000 in funding from The Tobacco Institute.
MR. FLYNN: Again I object. It speaks for
[ a ]
pq itself. But 1[i7j

:
i

-

3?
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MR. FLYNN: I object to the frame of the
m question.This is not a contribuhon of money, this
pi is a purchase of services as I read the contract.
[4] It's an argumentative statement as you've phrased it.
A: I don't know the answer to that question. I
[.q
[61 have no idea how long.
m a: Do they contribute today?
MR. FLYNN: Again I object to your use of
[el
p ] the word "contribute."
MS. WIVELL: Counsel, I'm reading from the
[lo]
[I I] document.
[la MR. FLYNN: Then read the document. I read
(131 it as a contract where they're buying some
[id]
They use the word "contribution." Well all
[15] right. Go ahead. Do they contribute let it be.
[16] DO they A: To my understanding, we do.
[in
Q: Now the ~MmnesotaCandy andTobacco Association
[la]
[ig] today has a different name.
A: I believe it does, yes.And I don't know
p ]
p i ] exactly what it is.
Q: IUI right.?his association that you can't
124
(n] remember the name of is a successor to the Minnesota
1241 Candy and Tobacco Association.
A: That would be my understanding.
ps]

Page 68
[I]

[i]

[4

Q : Right?
A: I again I need - I have not read this

-

131completely.
[dl
[5]
[61

Could you ask me the question again, please?
Q: Certa.inly.Thisdocument refers to a
contribution of $45,000 in funding from The Tobacco

m Institute.

A: That's not what I read. I don't believe that's
accurate.
[lo]
Q: Well i t says, 7heAssociation is requesting an
[ i l l aggregate of $45,000 in funding fromTheTobacco
[127 Institute and the tobacco manufacturers in order to
[is] allow the association to continue its direct
[id] involvement on tobacco industry issues;" right?
A: That's an accurate reading of that paragraph.
[is]
Q : Okay. So does [iq
[ i q HOWmuch money doesTheTobacco Institute give
[re] to the Minnesota Wholesale Marketers Association?
A: Off the top of my head, I don't know the answer
[ig]
[20] to that question.Again, that's something that would
p i ] require some research to find out. But I - I don't
[nl recall off the top of my head.
[n] Q: All right. Do you understand that between The
Tobacco Institute and the other tobacco manufacturer
[2q member companies of the Institute, it gave last year
[el
[el

-

-
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[I]
[2]
[3]

Q : SoTheTobacco Institute still, as of this year,
contributes money to this successor organization;

right?
A: I'm sure that we support the wholesale
organization that's in place today.
[6]
Q: And as a matter of fact, they are considered one
m of the members of the tobacco family;aren't they?
[a]
A: It depends on who you're talking to. I don't
[9] consider them a part of the [lo]
1 mean "the tobacco family" is not a term of any
[I 11 precise definition. I don't consider them a part of
( i 4 the tobacco family, whatever that is.
Q: Well have you ever used the phrase "the tobacco
[i3]
[la] family?"
[is]
A: L%-huh.Yes,I have.
[16]
Q: What do [ i n What do you refer to when you're using it?
A: In most cases if I were to use that phrase, it
[lei
[ig] would be referring to probably the Institute and
p ] member compames. I thmk most - most commonly that
p i ] would be [nl
Q : Now in addtion to the Minnesota Candy and
p ] Tobacco Association and its successor, there are
1241 other trade associations that TheTobacco Institute
p51 contributes money to here m the state of Minnesota;
141
[S]

Page 64 - Page 69 ( 1 4 )

$45,000 to the Minnesota Wholesale Marketers?
M
A: I don't know that. I can see in front of me
pi that that's what they asked for. I don't know what
[41 was actually contributed.
151
Q : Do they usually get what they ask for?
161
A: It's not been my experience.
m Q : All right. Now they have con - they have a [el I'm sorry, strike that.
1
The last page of Exhibit 3144 is a report from
[ i 01 the Minnesota molesale Marketers Association about
[I 11 their activities in cooperation on efforts related to
[ i 21 tobacco; right?
MR. FLYNN: Well miection, it speaks [ill
(14 speaks for itself. In fact it's in the future tense;
[is] you got it in the past tense the way you framed the
[is] question. It says below is a list of contemplated
1 .r i 71- efforts.
Q: Well let me rephrase the question and direct
[ie]
[is] your attention to the second page of the exhibit.
[ a ] There is a list of what the association had done in
1211 the year 1995 involved in tobacco-related efforts and
[ 2 q issues; correct?
A: That's what the document says.
[a]
,1241
Q: And amone the things that the Wholesale
[I]

David M. Horazdovsky, TI 30.02(t)
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attending tobacco industry lobbying meetings to
[q formulate strategies and receive lobbying
[3] assignments; right?
141
A: That's what point number one says.
[q 6 : AU r i g h t k e there tobacco industry meetings
[s] of the various cooperative groups that get together
m and talk about strategies in the state of Minnesota?
[a]
A: Any client that I've ever worked for that has
191 any type of association with other interests has [to] you have meetings where you talk about things like
[ i i ] strategy and who's going to do what and how is it
[izg going to get done and (131
Yeah, there are meetings.
0 : All right.You3veparticipated in them?
(141
[iq
A: I have.
Q: Now it says here they receive lobbying
[iq
[ i q assignments.Who do they receive the assignments
[ie] from?
[ig]
A: Depends who's running the meeting.
[a]
Q: Well who usually is the head of these meetings
p i ] on behalf of the tobacco industry in the state of
rm
. . ~Minnesota?
A: That role changes depending what year it is, who
[Z~I
p41 was workmg on you know, who - w h c h specitic
(251 lobbyists are on the issue.Without a specilic
(11
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[I]

A: They've had -

1 [q They've had varying levels of participation
through the years. It depends what the issue is. I
mean there's MR. FLYNN: You've answered it.
A: It depends what the issue is.
161
Q:
TheTobacco Institute has given each one of
;m
[a] those associations money on an annual basis; hasn't
[g] it?
A: I do not know if there have been annual
[lo]
[ i 11 contributions to each and every one of those. I It is my recollection that the groups that I
[12]
[ i s ] listed have at some point received support from the
1141 Institute. 1 did not say that it was an annual
[ i s ] occurrence.
Q: Has The Tobacco Institute ever donated to
[i6]
[ i q charities or causes known to be favored by a
[ i el legislative leader?
A: Not to my knowledge.
[ig]
Q: How about P u p Morris or RJR or Brown &
[a]
pi1 Williamson, has any of them ever donated to charities
[n] or causes known to be favored by legislative leaders?
A: I'm aware that charitable contributions have
[n]
(241 been made. Idon't know what the status is with
ps] legislators. I don't understand that.
[3]

[a]

,

i

-
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($1 example

of a meeting, it would be difficult to go
n back and say [3]
These are not f o r d meetings, I mean
(41 generally. It's people with the same goals talking
[s] about how you accomplish those goals.
[q
0 : AU right.
m A: It's not quite the formal thing that I I
[el sense you're thmking it is.
Q: Well typically, for example, during the '80s,
191
[lo] was Tom Kelm pretty much at the helm of the tobacco
[ i i ] lobbying efforts in the state of Minnesota?
A: I don't think there's any question that he was
[iq
[i3] not at every meeting. I think he certainly was
[i4] looked to as someone with perhaps the most
[ i .q experience.
Q: AU right.Well keep in mind that probably no
[iq
[IT] one can be at every meeting. You would agree he was
[re] the person who was pretty much at the helm of the
[ i q lobbymg efforts in the state of Minnesota on behalf
w of the tobacco industry in the '80s; right?
MR. FLYNN: Is that true without the
pi]
[qargument, just that's the question.
(n] A: I would answer yesio that question.
0 : Okay.So when it came to giving out lobbying
1241
1251 assignments, it was pretty much during the '80s Kelm

They have a - I don't know what it's called, a
n foundation or 1mean Philip Morris does do charitable giving.
[3]
[dl I don't know what connection it has or doesn't have
' [s] to a leg~slator.
a : AU right. How about with the Governor of the
[6]
m state of Minnesota, has Philip Morris or RJR, Brown &
[el Williamson, to your knowledge, contributed to
ie] charitable institutions favored by the Governor?
MR. LEMLEY: Objection. He's not here as a
[lo]
[ i i ] representative of any of those companies, he's here
1 [ i q as a TI representative.
MR. FLYNN: Again if if
[i3]
A: I don't know the answer to that question.
[i4]
Q: How about North State Advisors, has or their
[iq
[ i q PAC, has any of anyone from there donated to
[ i n charities or causes known for favored by either a
[la] legislative leader or the Governor?
A: I don't know the answer to that question either.
[is]
[a]
Q:AUright.
p i ] Now sir, I would like to turn to the issue of
(pl legislation, and specifically within the Minnesota
[n] 1egislature.Areyou aware that the companies you
[ a ] mentioned, the grocers, the retailers, the petroleum
1251 marketers, they're considered allies ofTheTobacco

-

- -
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and his colleagues at North State who were calling
[2) the shots; isn't that true?
MR. FLYNN: That's a whole PI
[4] It's two questions, giving out lobbying
[s] assignments and whatever you mean by "calling the
[6] shots." So as phrased it's vague, ambiguous, and
m it's a dual question.
[el
A: I have trouble with the phrase "giving out
191 lobbying assignments."Again, as in any - any other
[lo] client area that I've worked on, and I've worked on
[I i ] many besides tobacco over the years, you you want
[ t q a situation where the lobbyists involved with - the
[ i s ] people involved, they're talking to people that they
[id] want to talk with, it's not like - I don't retall
[I 51 many situations where anybody sits down or stands up
[ i s ] in a room and says you talk to this one, you talk to
[ i n that one. It's - it's a much more cooperative
[ i s ] system than that generally.I think to be effective
[ i s ] it has to be a much more of a cooperative system than
[ a ] that.
[21]
Q: AU right.And among the groups thatThe
[aTobacco Institute has cooperated with, includmg the
[n] Minnesota Wholesale Marketers, were these others that
p a ] you mentioned, the retail group and the petroleum
pq marketers; is that right?
[I]

-
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[I]

Institute in the state of Minnesota; right?
MR. FLYNN: 1 object, it's vague and
p ] ambiguous what the word means and by whom. But if
[4] YOU can address it
[s]
A: There are - I think - I thmk the - the most
[ q direct way to answer that is there are issues that
m those groups are concerned about that relate to
[a] tobacco.Their - their concern is of their own
, pi organization though. It's - I mean those people
/ [ l o ] tend to be involved either in the wholesaling or the
/ [ t i ] retailing of the product that my trade group
[ r q represents, and they do have some interest in those
[is] issues, very natural interests.
(14)
Q: Well, and they're considered allies ofThe
[ i s ] Tobacco Institute.
[i6]
A: If it's an issue that they have an interest in.
[iq
Q: And they actually have lobbied on issues
[ i s ] relating to tobacco that were of interest toThe
[ i s ] Tobacco Institute; right?
A: They've lobbied on issues - on tobacco issues
[a]
[ a ] that are of interest to them, and in many cases those
/ are also going to be of interest to The Tobacco
[23] 1nstitute.Their participation is based on their
(241 interest in the issue.
0 : Is it based at all on the contributions that The
gq
[i]

-

-
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Tobacco Institute gives to them on a basis - on a
M regular basis?
A: I would severely doubt that.'lhose
p]
[n] organizations are in business to represent their
[s] membershp.
[6]
MR. FLYNN: You've answered.
m (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
(Plainhffs' Exhibit 1424 was marked
[el
(91 for rden tification.)
[I 01
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[I 11
(121 Plainufs' Exhibit 1424, Uus is a document that
b e p s with Bates number TLMN457576;right?
[io]
A: Correct.
Q: And it's entitled "ACTION-TRAC"and dated
[is]
[i6] September 24th, 1990.
[iq
A: Correct.
[ie]
Q: What's an ACTTION-TRAC?
[ig]
A: It looks [ a ] I've never used an ACTION-TRAC.When I look at
[21] this, though, it looks like &method of trackrng
pq issues.
Q: And according to tlus document, the issue being
[n]
p s i tracked is the cigarette excise tax in Minnesota;
PSI right?

A: I have no reason to think that they're not.
n 0: AU right.Are there any other groups thatThe
R Tobacco Institute has annually contr~butedto in the
PI state of Minnesota that aren't listed here ow that
I [5] you haven't told us about?
[6]
A: Anflually.
m Not to my knowledge. I can't think of any other
1 181 groups that we annually We don't annually support the groups on this
p]
[lo] list. Imean if you're talking currently. I
[I I] don't - I'm not aware of any other ones.
Q: For how long had The Tobacco Institute provided
(121
contributions on an annual basis of bemeen one and
11.51 20 thousand dollars to the people on the list?
MR. FLYNN: If you know.
[is]
A: I do not know.
[161
0: Sir, you you m c n t i o d 117)
[ie] You seemed to take the wo
"annually" in that
1191 question. Let me take that $.Are
there other
M
(I
trade associations in Minnergta that The Tobacco
[211 lnstitute has contributed to?
[zq A: We get funding requests - I'mtrying to
[ a ] remember. I cannot recall any other speclfic
I [XI organizations.
j 1251 O: Now sir, has The Tobacco Institute - I'm sorry,

ji]

111

I

-
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A: That's what the document says.
Q: Now if we turn to the second page, there is a

strike that.
TheTobacco Institute has retainedTom Briant;
pl
131 hasn't he - hasn't it?
A: I believe that's true.
[Y
Q: AU right.And they have retainedTom Briant on
[s]
161 a number of different projects; rlght?
m A: I am aware of one contract existing Q: What contract is that?
[el
A: - with Tom Briant.
rsl
[to] Ithink we saw an earlier version of it earlier
[I I] in this deposition. It's a - there was an agreement
[ 1 q between Mr. Briant and - and the association - or
(131 and the Institute.
Q: Well does The Tobacco lnstitute fund Tom Briant
(141
[is] to work MR. FLYNN: Is this it (document displayed
(161
[I q to the witness)?
THE WITNESS: Similar to tlus.
[re]
Q: - on the Coalition for Responsible Retailers?
[ig]
A: Tom Briant works on that coalition.Without
[a]
[21] looking at - at a specific agreement, I don't know
(221 if we fund him for that. I - you know, I know he
[a]
does work on that codtion.
Q: DoesThe Tobacco lnstitute fund his work on the
1241
[~SI Automatic Merchandising Council?
[I]

list ofTheTobacco Institute's ahes in what's
called the Minnesota plan; right?
A: There are a list of organizations here, yes.
[5]
Q: Under the heading "COALITION ALLIES;" right?
(61
m A: With a question mark.
Q: It goes on to say, 'The ongoing 'Minnesota Plan'
[el
pl has enabled the industry to improve its
[lo] capabiliv - I'm - I'm sorry, let me begm again.
~ n itdgoes on to say, 'The ongoing ' b e s o t a
[I 11
[ ~ Plan'has
q
enabled the industry to improve its
[i3] capabdity tra&tional allies and expand our contacts
[i4] with new allies;"right?
A: That's what the memo says.
[tq
Q: And it - under the list of allies that
[i6]
[ r q Minnesota - I'm sorry. Strlke that.
Under the List of allies in Minnesota that were
[lei
[ig] fighting the excise tax were the Mrnnesota Grocers
(mi Association; right?
A: That's what the document says.
pi]
~n] 0: And also on the list of allies was the Minnesota
1231 Retail Merchants Association.
A: That's what the document
ps]
na Thev're there.
p]
[4]

-
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[I]

Q: AU right.And it also list the Mmnesota

PI Beverage License Association.
131
A: That group is listed.
141
Q:
right.That is not a group
IS] on your list before; was it, sir?
(61
A: No,ma'am.

AU

m

that you gave us

Q: AU right.Also listed thc Minnesota
Association of Candy and Tobacco Distributors.
PI
A: They're there.
Q: AU right.And also listed is NorthwestTobacco
(101
[I i j and Candy Distributors; right?
[i4
A: That group is on the list.
1131
0: Yes. And that wasn't on your list before; was
[is] it, sir?
[is]
A: They are no longer in existence.
[16]
0: All nght.And it says here underneath, quote,
[ i T ] "Contributions of between 1,000to 20,000 are made
[la] annually to the above," doesn't it?
A: That's what the document says.
1191
Q: AU right. Sir, do you have any information
[MI
[ a ] that would dispute what's written in thisTobacco
W Institute document, Exhibit 1424'
A: I would assume that as of the date that it was
1231
B41 written. those statements are accurate.
1251
Q: And sir [el
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That I do not know.
Does The Tobacco Institute fund Tom Briant's
on the Vending Machine Council or Association?
A: I do not know that the answer to that
[41
IS] question either.
0: Would these groups or 161
m Have these groups been considered ahes ofThe
[a] Tobacco Institute?
A: AU the groups that you mentioned were actual 9
I [to] were groups at one point. I
'm not sure if they are
1 [r 11 all active today. I don't know if there's a vending
1 [ i q group today or not.
Q: DoesTheTobacco Institute help set up groups,
:[13]
/ [ i 4 ] create groups so that they can go to the legislature
I[i5] and lobby?
[is]
A: We fund groups that are interested in issues. I
; [ i v mean we - we support groups Me that. Some of them
[ie] lobby, some of them don't. I mean ; [ig]
Q: Give me some examples that you support.
[MI
A: The Minnesota Grocers Association, we get - you
PI] know, we often get a - get a fundmg request from a
122) group Wte that, another trade association, some of
[ a ] the groups that are listed in - m tlus document.
1 [ a ] and make a judgment about whether we're going to do
[z5] f i c i a l support to that moup.
A:
[I]
Q:
[21
(31 work
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Q: Well is the Tobacco Institute a duespaying
member of the Grocers Association?
A: I don't know if our contributions are dues. I
(31
(41 would assume that we would be. If we contribute to
151 them, I would assume that we're members, but that's
16) something that I'm not personally aware of. 1
m don't [a]
We're not grocers.
MR. FLYNN: You don't know.
p]
THE WITNESS: I don't know.
[lo]
MS. WIMLL: Mr. Flynn, all morning you
j i 11
[ i q have been counseling the witness, interrupting him,
[13] and I'm going to object. I think it's a flagrant
[141 violation of the court's order. He wasn't through
[is] and you told him to stop, and I think it's
[I q outrageous.
MR. FLYNN: Stop pointing
(17
A: Well the fact is I don't know [la]
MR. FLYNN: Wait a second. Stop pointmg
[ig]
(2al your finger at me. I'U defend the witness.You do
[21] your job, I'll do mine.
(nl
MS. WIVELL: Well I would like you to do
1231. *vours.
MR. FLYNN: And speak softly, please.
[a]
pq MS. WIVELL: And according to the court

I

-

A: I don't know that there is a set formula or or criteria. I would suspect that they - there
would have to be a reasonable expectation that the
groups are interested in the same types of issues
[5] that we are.
Q: Well does The Tobacco Lnstitute expect to get
[6]
m something back for its money?
A: I don't think you can put it that way any more
[a]
191 than you expect to get something back from a trial
[lo] lawyers group that you might contribute to. I
(1 11 don't - you know, I don't understand MR. FLYNN: You've answered it.
[la
MS. WIVELL: I again object to counsel's
[la]
[14 interrupting the witness.
Q: Sir, these aren't charitable contributions; are
[iq
[i6] they?
[in
A: Not [is] I don't thmk so. I don't believe so.
Q: Tobacco Institute doesn't write off these
[ig]
(201 contributions as charitable contributions when it
p i ] reports to the IRS; does it?
A: I don't know what the tax status of these
[nl
(n] contributions are. I have no knowledge of that.
[XI
Q: And it's your testimony to the ladies and
1251 gentlemen of the iury that The Tobacco Institute

[I]
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organizations to be out front on issues; doesn't it?
n A: I have never found that to be the case.
M]
Q: Now sir, what do you understand the phrase "out
[4] front on an issue" to mean?
[s]
A: Iwould assume - in my [6] Ln my mind, I don't know how you mean it. I
m don't know. I mean you want to know what I think of
[a] the phrase "out front?"
PI
Q: Yes, sir.
A: I would suspect it means having membership
[io]
;[I i ] engaged in an issue, having perhaps lobbyists engaged
i [ i q on an issue. In the general sense 1 would think
[is] that's what you mean by that phrase.
Q: Well, sir, that's what you mean; isn't it?
1141
A: You asked me what I thought it meant, and I
[iq
[16] think 1 told you what I thought it meant.
Q: 0kay.And as a matter of fact, isn't one of the
[I 7]
[la] reasons that TheTobacco Institute gives money to
[ig] these various organizations, so they will have
[ a ] lobbyists who are engaged on issues that are of
[211 common interest with The Tobacco Institute?
[221 A: I don't know that that's the case.
[a]
Q: Well sir, isn't it a fact that one of the
1241 reasonsTheTobacco Institute gives money to these
p s ] organizations is because it wants some of these

[I]

[I]
[q
R]
(41
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doesn't expect anytlung for the money it gves to
; [a these groups?
MR. FLYNN: That's not what he said. It's
[a]
(41 argumentative. He said you can't phrase it like
[s] that.
A: I mean how - how - do we g v e m Are you saying do we give them a check and say
[el "And this is what you have to do for us?"The
p1 answer to that question is no. I mean does Blue
~[IOI Cross Blue Shield expect to get anything back from
[I 11 Smoke Free 2000 when they make contributions to
~[I
them? I would suspect that answer is no.
0: WeU sir, let me ask it this way:You're giving
[ill
[14] money to these organizations because you expect
[ i sl cooperation; don't you?
A: Every group that we've discussed here has
[is]
[ i n historically an interest in a tobacc~relatedissue.
[is] These are people that make their living either
[la] selling this product on the wholesale level or
I [m] selling this product on the retail level,generally,
( [ z i ] or the product is used in their establishments. It
1 pa seems pretty logical to support organizations like
p31 that.
Q: WeU sir, one of the things that The Tobacco
p 4
[29 Institute expects in return is for these

[I]
121

order, sir MR. FLYNN: Please speak softly.
[;?1
MS. WIVELL: And the record will reflect
PI
[4] that I'm speaking in the voice I've been speaking
in.
MR. FLYNN: You're speaking in a 16)
m MS. WIMLL: Thank goodness we have a
[el videotape so that your MR. FLYNN: But it only looks at me, it
[a]
[lo] doesn't look at you.That's the problem.You speak
[ i l l very stridently, you get very uptight very quickly.
[iq
MS. WIVELL: Well I'm sorry, Mr. Flynn, but
[la] 1 do object to your v~olationof the court's order.
1141
BY MS. WIMLL:
Q: Now sir, are you a dues-paymg member, and by
[is]
(161 "you" I mean The Tobacco Institute, of the Retail
[ i q Merchants Group?
A: I know that we've made contributions to that
[fa]
[IQ] group. I don't know what our membership status is.
Q: Are you a dues-paying member of the Petroleum
[a]
p i ] Marketers?
[zq A: I don't know the answer to that question.
Q: All right. What criteria doesTheTobacco
[n]
(241 Institute use in deciding whether to contribute to
[zs] one of these groups?

-- -.

1
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organizations to be the spokesperson on various
n issues so that it can be in the background?
01 A: 1 do not know that that is the case.
Q: Well sir, hasnltTom Kelm said that on some
141
j 151 issues it's better for others to be leading the
1 [6] charge so that we can be in the background?
m A: There are issues where groups other than The
[a] Tobacco Institute are more directly affected by a
R legislative proposal, but I don't see a direct
[ i q connection between that and any support that might be
[I 11 given.
[iz]
Q: Well sir, isn't it m e that sometimes part of
1131 the tobacco strategy is to put others other
1141 organizations or trade associations out front on an
[is] issue as the issue spokesperson so that the tobacco
[16] industry can be quietly in the background?
A: I do not know that to be the case.There are
other issues that c e r m y - other groups that are
[ i q certainly involved in tobacco issues, but they're
[ m l there for their own purposes.
Q: We" sir, let me show you a document written by
[2il
1 [ n l your father-in-law.
[a]
A: Mr. Kelrn?
PI
Q: Yes, sir.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1425 was marked
[2s1
[I]
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for ident~ftcation.)
MR. NNN: For the record, we'll object to
pi
p ] counsel's reference to that f a n d d connection. Ask
[dl that question be rephrased.?hatms
totally
15) inappropriate.
0 : SU, Showing YOU [6]
m MR. FLYNN: Wait. he's not answering [a] All right. Well ask another question because
[9] he's - he's not answering that question.
Q : Showing you what's been marked as Plaintiffs'
[to]
[11] Extubit 1425, h s is a document Bates numbered
114 TIMX0240708; correct?
(131
A:Rlght.
6::And it's to Ray Oliverio ofThe Tobacco
[i41
[ i s ] Institute, written by Tom Kelm; right?
A: That's what the memo says.
[is]
Q,: AU right. And we look at the third
[I 71
[ i s ] paragraph of the document it says, 'The issue is a
[ i g ] closc: one in the Senate - less so in the House where
[ a ] therc is a more conservative feeling about b d s of
pi] this kind.We have had many &scussions with the
[n]restaurant and tobacco lobby, and they have been
[ a ] leadvlg the charge. On this issue their standing is
p4] much higher than that of anyone drectly connected
psi with the tobacco industry;" correct?
[ti

document, and then I'll Q: Well it has notlung to do with the document.
1;1
p] sir.
MR. FLYNN: Well you're assuming then that
141
S
I ] there's a stated - that there is a hgher standing.
[6] First have the witness establish the predicate - the
m pecking order if you want him to ignore the
I [a] document. It assumes a state of facts not
191 established.
I [to] Q: Well sir, it says in the last sentenceI [I 11 MR. FLYNN: Well you want hun to read the
[ i q the document now?
MS. WIVELL: Well I'll read the document.
j[i3j
i [id] MR. FLYNN: Well you tell him not to read
[is] it, it has nothing to do with the document, now
[is] you're going to read him the document again.
MS. WIVELL: Well counsel, I'm trying to
establish the predicate that p u want me to
l [I 91 inquire - or to
MR. FLYNN: Go ahead.
with the
[a1
(211 witness. Don't take it - use the document, then not
1221 use it.
ml MS. WIVELL: Mr. (241
MR. FLYNN: Go ahead.
BY MS. WIVELL:

i
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-
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MR. FLYNN: You misread it.You misread
[21 it.Yc~usaid "restaurant and tobacco lobby."?hat's
PI not what the document says.
[a]
Q: AU right.Well let me rephrase the question.
[s] If we look at the third paragraph of the
[6] document, it says. "The issue is a close one in the
r,q Sena.te - less so in the House where there is a more
[a] conservative feeling about bills of this kind. We
[9] have had many discussions with the restaurant and
[lo] hospitaltty lobby, and they have been leading the
[ i i ] charge. On this issue their standing is much higher
(121 than that of anyone directly connected with the
1131 tobacco industry." Right?
A: That's what the letter says.
[MI
Q: Now sir, isn't it a fact that on various issues
[is]
[ i s ] that TheTobacco Institute has lobbied on here in the
1171 state: of Minnesota, it has deliberately placed others
[la] leading the charge so that the tobacco industry could
[ig stay in the background?
MR. FLYNN: That just (201
p i ] Thar. doesn't have anytlung to do with this
[adocument.Just answer the question. But the
[n] document doesn't address that.
1241
A: We don't p s ] I don't know that to be the case. We don't
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Q: Mr. Kelm says, "On this issue their standing is
much higher than that of anyone directly connected
p ] with the tobacco industry." Right?
/ (41 MR. FLYNN: Now take the time to read the
1 [s] document, as the witness asked for three questions
i [6] ago, then answer her question.
1 r,q A: That's what Mr. Kelm says in this 1etter.And
[el my assumption is that's because they're discussing in
14 1979 a bill that would hft restaurant licenses. I
[to] would say that would give the hospitahty industry a
[I 11 direct concern in that issue.
Q: And why would their standing be higher on t h ~ s
[iq
[la] issue [id]
A: Maybe Q: than that [is1
[16] Excuse me. May 1 h s h ?
[IT]
A: Yes, you may.
[18]
Q: Thank YOU.
1191 Why would their standing be higher on that issue
[20] than that associated with the tobacco industry?
A: Maybe because it's their businesses that would
(211
1 w be put out of business.
Q: AU right.WeVretalking here, by the way,
[23]
(241 about enforcement of the Minnesota Clean Indoor Air
PSI Act; right?

111

[I]
(21

-
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place people anywhere.There are other groups that
n act in their own best interests.
Q: Well as part of the strategy meetings, isn't it
[3]
141 true that it's often determined among the lobbyists
[s] who meet at those meetings, who wffl take the forward
[si position and be out front on an issue?
m A: Those - those tlungs are discussed. It's not a
[a] situation where you're malung someone do something.
[9]
Q:WellA: So it's a fairly logical situation.
[to]
Q: And isn't it true that Mr. Kelm asked people
[ i 11
113 fro111 time to time to be out front on issues so that
[ i s ] the 'tobacco industry could be in the background?
A: I don't know that he ever asked anybody that
[14]
[i5] que:stion that way
0: YOUjust don't know.
[i6]
A: I have no knowledge of that.
[IT]
Q: You don't know one way or the other; do you,
rtel
119 sir?
A: I don't know that LW.
Kelm ever asked that
[a]
1211 question of anybody.
[q Q: AU right. Now why would the standing of the
restaurant and hospitahty lobby be lugher than that
1241 associated with the tobacco industry?
PSI A: Could you pjve me two minutes to read the
111
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A: I don't know
MR. FLYNN: It speaks for itself.
A: what that's about. I don't know what House
p]
(41 File 8 4 is.
Q: Now sir, you would agree that The Tobacco
[5]
1 [6] Institute and other members of the tobacco family in
m Minnesota have worked hard to keep bills ftom coming
out of committee; right? BdIs related to tobacco.
I [g] A: We have taken strong positions, pro and con, on
[lo] tobacco-related legislation.
[ti]
Q:Letme[iq
A: Undoubtedly.
Q: Let me ask you this:When was the fust time
[I~I
[id] tobacco lobbyists started lobbying in the state of
[IS] ,Minnesota?
A: I have no idea.
1161
Q: Well you know it's well back before the '60s;
1171
[re] right?
A: I have no knowledge of that at all.
[is]
MS. WIVELL: I would like at a break for
[a]
(211 The Tobacco Institute to fmd out when The Tobacco
[aInstitute's lobbyists first appeared here in the
[ a ] state of Minnesota and started lobbying. I thLnk
(241 that that's an appropriate subject that was duly
I[zn noted by the notice, and I have a right to a witness
[I]
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1965, on one side of it or the other.
0: All right.And so 1fTheTobacco Institute
[4
[3; lobbyist who wrote this document said that they were
[4] fighting to keep out of comrmttee a bffl that would
/ [s] permit penalties for tobacco use under the age - by
[6] persons under the age of 18, you're just u n f d a r
m with that; right?
a
MR. FLYNN: I object to that 1 [91 Iobject to your interpretation of the document
/[tol because it doesn't say one way or the other, for or
1 [I 11 against what this bdl has to do with. It speaks for
[ i q itself.
A: I t doesn't say [i3]
1 [id] Was it reducing penalties to - I mean there is
[ i s ] no information here on what House File 97 was.
j [is] Q: Now sir, you looked at this document before the
j [ i q deposition today; right?
[te]
A: No, ma'am.
Q: Nobody showed you this document despite the fact
I [ig]
1 [MI that I had designated it?
pi]
A: I did not [nl I have not seen this document before today.
p ]
Q: Now one of the ttungs that we do know that was
p4] being - that - I'm sorry, strike that.
[2q
We also know that The Tobacco Institute was

who's knowledgeable on that subject.
m MR. FLYNN: Well we ain't doing it this
pl morning, so you do what you want.The witness is
[4l here.You can ask whatever yo;! want.
[s]
MS. WIVELL: Well he's remarkably
[6] unprepared in a lot of areas, and I have a right to a
m witness who's prepared.
MR. FLYNN: Well that - I guess if you
[el
[9] want to bring it to the court's attention, you can do
[lo] that.You have your options.The option now is to
[I 11 continue with your questioning.
( P h n f f s ' Exhibit 1426 was marked
(14
[i3] for identification.)
I141
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[is]
1161 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1426, t h ~ is
s a Tobacco Institute
[ i q document that begins with the Bates number 500032298;
[ie] correct?
A: I can't find the Bates number on my copy.
[is]
MR. FLYNN: It's over here.You're right.
pol
p i ] Go ahead.Thatls what it says.
[q A: Correct.
Q: hll right.And this is a document that
[n]
p4] discusses lobbying that was going on in 1%5 in a
(251 number of states, including the state of Minnesota;

[i]

[I]

1

I
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right?
MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself. I
[21
pl don't know that the word "lobbying"is in here. It
[41 says it's a progress report.
A: I don't see the word "lobbying."
[q
Q: AU right. Well you would agree this is a,
[6]
m quote, progress report, then, on bills that were
[el introduced in the state of Minnesota; right?
p]
A: It mentions Minnesota in the document.
[lo]
Q: And it mentions that The Tobacco Institute was,
[ t i ] quote, "diligently working toward keeping these bills
(14 from getting out of committee;" correct?
A: That's what the document says.
(131
Q: Ad rnght.And you have no information that
[i4]
[IS] would contradict the fact that The Tobacco Institute
[ i q was lobbying against or trylng to keep the bills that
[I 71 are mentioned in tlus document from getting out of
[la] committee; right?
A: I have no other information on that.
(191
Q: AU right. Now what pq
p i ] If we turn to the third page of the document, we
( 2 ~ jsee under the heading "Minnesota" that among the
ml bills that The Tobacco Institute was workine
b 4 a g e n t l y toward keeplng from getout i f
[251 comrmttee was one relatlng to penalhes for
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permitting tobacco use tobacco to be used by
[ p people under the age of 18;right?
131
MR. FLYNN: I'm sorry, do you have the [4]
THE WITNESS: She's here.
[51
MR. FLYNN: 0kay.The fist paragraph.
G
[ I Okay.
m A: That's what the document says.
[el Q: AU right.And you understand, sir, that in
[QI 1965TheTobacco Institute fought a law in the state
[lo] of Minnesota that would penalize tobacco use by
[ i i ] persons under the age of 18.
MR. FLYNN: Again I object
1121
A: I don't know what 1965 House File 97 did or
[is]
1141 didn't do. I have no idea.
Q: You have no information that would contradict
[is]
(161 what's written here in thisTobacco Institute
[ i q document; do you, sir?
A: I don't know what House File 97 was in 1965. I
[la]
[ig] don't know what that bill said.
Q: Well that wasn't my question, sir.
[20]
[ z i ] You don't have any information as you sit here
[ q that would contradct the fact - the facts that are
[Z~I stated regarding House File 97 in this document; do
[i]

A: I don't have any information on House File 97 in

diligently working toward keeping a bill, Senate File
[ a 350, from getting out of committee; right?
A: I don't know that.
[3]
Q: Well sir, we know that from the very fist page
[4]
[s] of the document; don't we? It says, 'MINNESOTA -The
[6] five bills introduced in Minnesota are now pendmg
m before Committees.We, of course, are dihgently
[a] working toward keeping these bills from getting out
p ] of Committees."
[lo]
A: That's what (111
Q: Right?
A: the first page of the document says.
[14
Q: And the bills are referred to on the third page
[iq
[MI of the document and include Senate File 350; right?
[is]
A: There are actually six b d s listed in that
[i6] section of the document, and I have - given that
( 1 7 this is a 1965 document, I have no idea what five
[ie] bffls the first-page comment refers to.
[iq
Q: Well sir, actually two of them are the same
(201bill; one was the Senate file number and one was the
p i ] House file number; right?
MR. FLYNN: It speaks for itself.You can
[ q
mi
. . read it as well as he can.
HOWdo you know Senate 301 1s the same as H3971
p41
MS. WIVELL: It says so, Mr. Flynn.
ps]
[i]

1
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[21

k That's what the document says.
Q: Yeah.

Now sir, Senate File 350 prohibited the
depiction of any person using a cigarette in
(51 connection with advertising of cigarettes in the
[6] state; right?
m A: That's what the document says.
Q: Now do you think that Frank Welch would write
[a]
p ] something about legslation in the state of ;Minnesota
[lo] to The Tobacco Institute that wasn't true?
[I 11
A: I don't know Frank Welch. I - I don't know the
[ l a answer to that question.
Q: SO as you sit here today, you just don't know
[i3]
1141 one way or the other; do you?
A: 1 don't know the answer to the question that you
[is]
[is] ask.
Q: Now sir, isn't it true that between 1975 and
[iq
[la] 1984, most of the anti-tobacco measures that were
[ig] introduced in the legislature of the state of
1201 ,Minnesota were dealt with byTobacco Institute
1211 lobbyists in committee or were thwarted by the direct
[22j efforts of lobbying that they &d?
MR. FLYNN: Boy, is that a
[Z~I
[XI
A: Did we [XI Are you aslung me d ~ we
d work on tobacco-related
131
141

I
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b d s during those years?Yes, we dld.What
[21 happened to them? I have - I don't know that.
pi MR. FLYNN: You answered.
141
THE WITNESS: I'm getting ready for another
151 break if you people don't mind.
[q MS. WIVELL: AU right, then let's take a
m break.
[a] THE REPORTER: Off the record, please.
[9]
(Recess taken.)
1101
BY MS. WIMLL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as Exhibit
[I 11
[I?] 1427, t h s is a document that begms with the Bates
[i3] number TIiMN283332; rtght?
[id]
A: Correct.
[is] Q: And it's a Minnesota legislative action plan
[161 that was put together by members of the State
[iq Activities Division of The Tobacco Institute; right?
A: That's what it says.
[la]
Q: AU right.And if you turn to the page that
(191
pol ends with Bates number 336 MR. FLYNN: Could I get a copy of this, if
1211
you brought one with you?
[nl MS. WIVELL: Oh, I'm sorry.
(Document handed to Mr. Flynn.)
(241
[zsj MR. FLYNN: Thank you.
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considered to be anti-smoking or anti-tobacco b u s
: [a in the Minnesota legslature; isn't that right?
( (31 A: My understanding is we had interests - you
, [a] know, certain interests in bills that were introduced
151 d e a h g with tobacco.The legslature, though, makes
161 a decision on what passes and what doesn't.
m Q: Well it doesn't say that the leg~slature
: [a] thwarted the bills, it says that they were thwarted
I 191 by b e c t lobbying; doesn't it, sir?
A: That's what the document says.
[lo]
Q: In other words,The Tobacco Institute took
[i 11
[14 credit for killing bills introduced in the
1131 legislature of the state of Minnesota from 1975 to
[I*] 1984 that it thought were anti-tobacco measures;
I[is] right?
[ I ~ I MR. FLYNN: It's just argumentative. It
[iq speaks for itself. It doesn't sly that. If the
[la] witness 4
A: We have the same d o d e n t in front of each
/[ig]
[mi other. I mean Q: And it takes credit for killing all the bills
[211
[qthat were, quote, unquote, anti-tobacco from 1975 to
mr 1984:doesn't it. sir?
MR. FLYNN: same thing
A: It does not say all the bills.
: [I]

[I]

1
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In the second paragraph on that page, it says,
'The anti-tobacco agenda was somewhat subdued after
p] the passage of the Clean Indoor h Act. From 1975
[4] to 1984 most anti-tobacco measures were dealt with in
(51 committee or were thwarted by direct lobbying."
(61 Correct?
m A: That's what the document says.
Q: All right. Sir, and you would agree that from
(81
p] 1975 to 1984 TheTobacco Institute lobbyists were
[lo] able to deal with most of what they considered to be
[II] anti-tobacco measures that were introduced in the
114 Minnesota legislature.
MR. FLYNN: Objection, there's no
(131
1141 foundation how this witness would know that. But if
[is] you do, tell her.
A: I - I do not know that.
1161
[iq Q: AU right.
[la]
A: Um Q: Do you have any information that contradicts or
[19]
1201 in any other way &sproves what is stated in this
[zi] 1987 Minnesota legislative action plan with regard to
[221 the activities between 1975 to 1984?
(nl
A: I p4 My assumption is that's the opinion of whoever
pq wrote this document.
(11
(21
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Q: It says, "From 1975 to 1984 most anti-tobacco
1 (21 measures were dealt with in committee or were
1 A thwarted by drect lobbymg;" right?
A: That's what the document says. Not all
141
/ is] anti-tobacco measures. It says most.
i 161 Q: But you would agree that TheTobacco lnstitute
I m took credit for killing most of them; right?
/ [el MR. FLYNN: Again I object, it speaks for
1 [9] itself.You've asked it four times.
[io]
A: Whoever wrote this document took made Uus
[ i t ] statement that you just read into the record.
[la
Q: And took credit for it; didn't they?
[is] MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself.
A: We've read the statement two or three times.
0: The answer is yes, they took credit for it;

Q:

(11

1

-

[is] He's not going to answer it, all right, because
1191 it speaks for itself and he said he doesn't know any
[201 more than he does. He's not going to answer the
[zr] question. It's just repetitive and it's abusive and
m it's argumentative.
[a] MS. WIVELL: On what grounds are you
[24] instructing him not to answer, counsei?
MR. FLYNN: The three I just stated,
[25]
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Q: All right.And whoever wrote h s document on
[2] behalf of the tobacco industry, you wouldn't have any
p] evidence to the contrary; would you?
A: Not that I can think of.
(41
[s] Q: SO sir, would it be fair to say that horn 1975
[6] to 1984,if there were b u s introduced, that tobacco
m lobbyists managed to get them either killed or
[a] thwarted in some way?
[gj
MR. FLYNN: Again I object, there's no
[la] foundation.The document speaks for itself.This
[i I ] witness has no foundation.
MS. WIVELL: Actually, Mr. Flynn, this
1121
1131 witness isThe Tobacco Institute, 1141
MR. FLYNN: He's as good [is] MS. WIVELL: - so I'm askmg him.
1161
MR. FLYNN: He's as good as we can get, but
[iq he wasn't there from '75 to '84.By definition he
[la1 doesn't have the predicate or foundation to answer
[19] the question with h s own knowledge.The document
1201 says what it says.Youlveestablished.
[a] If you can answer it of your own knowledge[nl
A:Imeanit'sla]That's what &us document says.
[a] 9: And as a matter of fact. it wasTheTobacco
ps] Institute's purpose to try and defeat what they
[I]
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repetitive, abusive and argumentative.
[a MS. WIVELL: I just wanted to make sure
[3] that privilege was not among them.
141
MR. FLYNN: That's MS. WIVELL: That's &he only grounds that
151
you can properly instruct the witness not to answer,
m Mr. Flynn.
[a] MR. FLYNN: If the court thinks this is an
[9] inappropriate instruction at this time with this
1101 record, we'll obviously deal with it. But I think
[i 11 you're abusing the witness.
MS. WIVELL: Well considering he'll be Live
1121
[13] in trial, I think till be very interested [id] interesting.
[is] 0: Now sir, you understand that in 1950 - or 1984,
[16] theTechnical Advisory Committee on Nonsmokmg and
[in Health introduced legslation - or I'm sorry.
[la] Strike that.
YOUunderstand that in 1984, a coalition was
[19]
[m1formed with the Minnesota Department of Health;
/ (211 correct?
[q A: I have no personal experience with the coahtion
[a]described in this document.
Q: Well you know about it, sir; don't you2
1241
A: I know what this document savs about the
1251
[ti
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coalition. Ihave no reason to doubt that it wasn't
[I formed.
Q: And you understand that there was a special
[31
[41 advisory committee on non-smoking and health that was
[s] established in 1984 by the Minnesota Department of
[6] Health; right?
m MR. FLVNN: 1 think she's on a different
[a] document. Forget the document. Just try to answer
[s] the question, if you know it.
A: I don't have personal knowledge of that. l have
[to]
[I 11 no reason to believe it's not the case.
Q: Well you understand that there was an advisory
[la
[i3] committee that recommended establishing three goals,
[id] among them preventing young people from beginning to
1151 smoke; right?
A: I don't know when that coalition was
[i6]
[ i q established. I(Discussion off the stenographc record.)
tie]
(Plamtiffs' Exhibit 1428 was marked
[ig]
j201 for identification.)
[211
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as 1428,
(221
ml this is a document Bates numbered~MN457610;right?
PI A: Correct.
Q: NOWsir, before we turn to this document, you
ps]

Minnesota Department of Health Special Advisory
/ [a Committee to be an attack on the industry; &dn't it?
A: 1don't know that.
I [q
1 141 Q: You've never seen any documents that say that?
A: I've never seen a document that described it as
S
[I
1 [6] an attack on the industry.
Q: Well sir, isn't it true that the tobacco
industry in a let me back OK Strike that.
As a result of the advisory committee's work in
[9
1 [lo] 1984, leyslation was introduced in the legyslature
[I I] of the state of Minnesota; wasn't it, sir?
A: I don't know that.
/[i4
Q: You don't know that?
[i31
[i4]
A: NO.
MR. FLVNN: I object to your tone. If he
[iq
[16] doesn't know it, he says he doesn't know it.You (171 you then repeat it with this inflection that has no
[la] basis except to try to intimidate the witness.
Q: Now sir, you would a degree that after 1191
A: h e we done with this one?
[20j
pi1 Q: Yes, sir.
[qYou would agree that as of 1984, it was the view
[23] ofTheTobacco Institute and some of its member
1241 companies that werything must be done to blunt the
1 [25] march of anti-smokers in Minnesota;right?

[I]

[I]

1

-

1

/
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I

would agree that Mr. Kelm would know a whole lot more
m than you do about the lobbying activities ofThe
p ] Tobacco Institute from 1978 to 1984; right?
A: I really don't know what he knows and what he
[dl
[s] doesn't know.
0: AU right. But you would agree he knows more
161
m than you do personally about The Tobacco Institute's
(81 lobbyvlg from that period; rlght?
A: I can't agree with that statement. I don't know
[a]
[lo] what he knows.
Q: Well he was at least involved in The Tobacco
[ ii ]
[ l a Institute's lobbying efforts during that period;
1131 isn't that true?
A: For at least part of that period. I'm not sure
[id]
(151 when his contract started.
Q: Now sir, turning to Exhibit 1428, this is a memo
[iq
1171 from Michael Brozek to Michael Kerrigan regarding the
[la] Minnesota T e c h c a l Advisory Committee on Nonsmoking
[is] and Health; right?
(201
A: That's what the memo says.
pi]
Q: Well, Mr. Brozek and Mr. Kerrigan were both
[221 Tobacco Institute employees; weren't they?
A: I don't know Mr. Kerrigan. I know Mr. Brozek
[n]
1241 was.
(251 Q: AU right.What was his position?
(11
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A: I don't believe that's an accurate statement,
[21 ma'am.

Q: Well who is William Kloepfer, sir?
A: Never met the man. I have no idea who he is.
Q: Well you understand he was a vice-president. a
R
[6] senior vice-president of public relations for The
m Tobacco Institute?
A: I don't know that.
[a]
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
p]
[to] Plainuffs' Exhibit 3142, this is a letter from
[ i 11 William Kloepfer,who is identified as senior
[ i q vice-president of public relations for theTobacco
[i3j Institute; correct?
A: That's what the document says.
[id]
Q: For the record, Exhibit 3142 is Bates numbered
[is]
[ i q 690138577; right?
(171
A: Correct.
MR. FLVNN: December of '84.
1181
Q: And this document is dated December 1984; isn't
[ig
[mi it, su?
,pi]
A: It is.
Q: And it says [n]
p]Oh, by the way, it was written toTom Humber,
1241 assistant director of corporate affairs at Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corporation; right?
[3]
[4]
[ I

1
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A: I believe he was a regional vice-president.
m Q: The first paragraph of this document refers to
p ] the Minnesota Department of Health setting up a
[4] Special Advisory Committee on Nonsmoking and Health;
[s] doesn't it?
MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself.
[6]
m A: That's what it says.
Q: And listed there are the advisory committee's
[a]
(91 recommendations centering on three goals; right?
,
A: That's what it says.
[lo]
Q: The fust of those goals is prwentlng young
1111
[I? people from be@g
to smoke; right?
A: That's on the page.
[13]
0: You have no reason to believe that that wasn't a
[141
[15] goal 1161
A: NO.
1
Q: of the advisory committee; right?
[re]
A: No, ma'am.
Q: And you were - would agree that it is clear
1791
(201 that TheTobacco Institute knew that one of the goals
[zi] of the advisory committee was to prevent young people
[afrom begiruung to smoke.
A: That's what this memo says.
p3]
Q : Okay. Now sir, theTobacco Institute as well as
(241
[2q other members of the tobacco industry considered the
[I]

-
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A: That's who the letter is addressed to.
Q: And it says in the second paragraph, "As we look
pi forward, one of our tasks is to blunt in every
[dl possible way the march of the anti-smokers in
[s] m e s o t a . . .;"correct?
161
MR. FLYNN: You've read a part of the
m sentence, but okay.
[a]
A:That's[91 As far as you read it, that's what the document
[la] says.
[I 11
Q: And then it (14 And then it goes on to say "where a special
(131 movement is underway, using legislation and
[id] propoganda to put the state in the information front
[is] of the drive for a smoke-free society;" right?
[i61
A: That would seem to be Mr. Kloepfer's opinion.
Q: All right.As vice-president ofThe Tobacco
I[iq
[re] Institute; right?
[ig]
A: That's their stationery.
0: It's your stationery; isn't it, Sir?
A: This particular piece isn't. lr's - it's
[nl the [a]
It's my employer's stationery.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1429 was marked
1241
[251 for identification.)
111
[21
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BY MS. WIVELL:

1

Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
Plaintiffs' Fxtubit 1429, Uus is a document that
begrns with the Bates number 20242';i036; right?
[5]
A: Correct.
Q : It's dated March 28th, 1985 and is a memo from
[s]
m Michael Brozek to Bill Buckley regarding Minnesota
[el legslative status report; correct?
A: That's what the document says.
(91
Q : Now sir, you've seen this document before;
[lo]
[I 11 haven't you?
A: I do not recall seeing tlus document before.
(11
Q : AU right. Why don't you take a moment and read
1131
[la] it.
[is]
A: Thank you.
1161 Thank you.
Q: Exhibit 1429 outlines legislation which had been
[IV
[iel enacted - oh, I'm sorry - w h c h had been introduced
[is] in the state of Minnesota as a result of the
[20] Minnesota Department of Health initiative that was
p i ] looked at in a couple of documents ago; right?
[nl
MR. FLYNN: Again, it speaks for itself,
[n] but [a]
A: Actually, I don't think all the - all the
(251 legislation here is a result of that.
[a]
141
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Q : Well, and the the document
111
[ 3 Tobacco Insutute lobbyists wanted
[3]

(41
I [51
1161

/

1

/

mdlcates that The
to lull that bill,

tsn't it?
MR. FLYNN: Agam rt speaks for itself
But you can read ~t to her
A:It-

m My knowledge would be that ~tadvocated an
[el lncrease m the cigarette exclse tax, and my
knowledge would also - I would be allowed to infer

191
1 [lo]

from that that TheTobacco Insutute would oppose
a
..
cigarette excise tax increase.
/[12]
Q: Why?
1 [la] A: Excise taxes are the most regressive form of
'[i41 taxes that h s state employs.
Q : Well sir, was theTobacco Institute in favor of
[isl
[i6] funds from any kind of a tax increase on cigarettes
[ i n to be marked for revenue foy the state medical
1 [Iel assistance fund?
1 [IQ]
MR. FLYNN: In '85. If you*&ow that,
'[20] that's ; [zi]
A: I don't know in 1985 what their attitude was
i [qabout that program. I'm not familiar with that
/[ill

P"W.
Q : All right. Well what efforts specifically did
1251 the

tobacco industry make to kill the bill SF 38'
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Q : But some of the legislation that's mentioned

[I]

[a

here was a result of that; wasn't it, sir?
A: I did not read in the document that that
commission was the source of this specific bill here.
Q: AU rlght.And Exhibit 1429 lists a number of
[s]
(61 bills w h c h had been introduced in the legslative
m session in 1985 and the action that was being taken
[a] by the tobacco industry on those bills; right?
A: It looks like it's a report on the status at the
p]
[lo] time the report was written.
Q: Okay. On the bills that are listed there;
[II ]
[ i q right?
[i31
A: Correct.
Q: Okay. Now among the bills that are listed there
(141
[is] is Senate File or SF 38; right?
(161
A: Correct.
Q: And accordmg to Exhibit 1429, SF 38 was a
117
[iel measure that was referred to the Committee on Health
[IQ] and Human Services whch would increase state excise
tax on cigarettes to 54 cents a pack; right?
A: That's what the document says.
pi]
Q: And according to the report from The Tobacco
[nl
[n] Institute, this money would be earmarkcd for state
p4] medical assistance funds; right?
A: That's what the document says.
[251
(31
141

[3]
[4]
r51
[6]

A: Specifically on SF 38 introduced in 1985?
Q: Yes, sir.
A: I would not know what speciIic things were done.
0 : Would -

WouldTom Kelrn be in a better position to know
the answer to that question?
m A: If he was involved in that bill, which I also
[a] don't know.
Q : Sir, you've been unable to answer a number of my
pl
(101 questions today or verlfy the truthfulness of
[I 11 statements made in various documents written by
[14 Tobacco Institute lawyers.Who in your opinion would
[is] be more knowledgeable about The Tobacco Institute's
/[I*] lobbying activities in Minnesota from 1978 to the
I [is] present?
[16]
MR. FLYNN: Wait. I object, and just tell
[i7j the witness ignore the predicate.The question I
[la] guess is Read the question back if you can do it without
[is]
[xr] the statement.
(Record read by the court reporter.)
[21]
MR. FLYNN: If you know the answer [zq
[ a ] without Ignore what she said.Just if you know somebody
[a]
1251 who would fill that bill, tell her.
Page 117
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[I]

m

Q : And efforts were being made by The Tobacco
Institute lobbyists to kill that bill in committee;

right?
A: I have to assume that wc would have opposed an
[4]
[s] excise tax increase.That, I thmk, would be a safe
(6) assumption.
m Q: My question was a little
[el My question didn't have to do with that at all.
PI My - my question was:And the tobacco industry
[to] lobbyists were trylng to kill that bill in committee;
[I il weren't they?
MR. FLYNN: Again, the document speaks for
[iq
[i31 itself.
A: Because it's listed here, it's a bill that [id]
[is] that we were concerned about, as we would about any
[I61 cigarette tax increase.
[in
Q : Wellatthebottomofthepageitsays
[la] "ACTION/NOTES,"and it says,, in part, "Efforts are
[ig] continuing to kill tlus bill in committee." Right?
A: That's what the document says.
[xr]
Q: And sir, the tobacco industry wanted that bill,
[a]
[zq SF 38. killed in committee; ddn't it?
MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself,
In]
[24) but p5l A: We have the document in front of us.
[3]

-
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A: I really
[I]
[21 question. I

-

can't give you an answer to that

It depends what your questions are, what you
want to know.
Q: Well on the issues that we've looked at so far
[s]
161 that you haven't been able to give us any information
m about, who would be more knowledgeable?
MR. FLYNN: Again it's - it's
[a]
p ] argumentative.What issue do you want him to
1 [lo] address, counsel, and then he can tell you if he
[ t i ] bows.You got this generic collection that I don't
(13know what you're referring to.
1 [is] A: could you restate the question for me, please?
[i4]
Q: Certainly, sir.
[IS] On the issues that we've looked at, including
1161 the efforts that were made to fight House File - or
117 Senate File 38, who would be more knowledgeable and
(181 be able to gtve us information that you can't?
A: I don't know who worked on Senate File 38 in
[is]
[mi 1985.
Q: h e there records of that?
[zi]
..rm. A: Not that I'm aware of.
i [ a ] Q: So you would agree that the best information we
1 [ a ] have is what's written in The Tobacco Institute's
ips] documents that we do have; is that rifit?
p]
[4]

!
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Q: And it
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[I]

14

-

p~

I

A: It's dormation that we have. It's here in

14 front of us.

--

A: Could you g v e me the question again, please?
Q: Yes, sir.

Now another bfl that's listed in this document
that was opposed byTheTobacco Lnstitute was
[s] Governor Perpich's legslation to increase the
161 cigarette tax by 15 cents per pack in order to
m segregate revenues for youth education, community
I [a] stopsmoking programs, worth - workplace
: [9] initiatives, s a m p h g bans, advertising bans, sewer
[lo] construction, mosquito control and, quote, general
[I 11 mischef, close quote; right?
1[iq A: That bill is listed in this report.
1 [ i s ] Q: Sir, and isn't it true that the legislative
[id] initiatives which were introduced into the Minnesota
/ [ i s ] legslature in 1985 were considered so sipficant
[ i s ] that every possible legislative,political, social,
) [ i q and theoretical angle was being utilized by the
[la] tobacco industry to secure victory against those
[I 91 bills?
[MI A: I would imagine that if we got involved on one
p i ] side or another of a bdl, we did what we could to
(221 be - to - to be successful.
Q: Well sir, all of these [n]
A: That would be logical.
[z4]
Q: All of these bills that are listed here were
pq
(31

It's the best we have since you don't know;
[5] right?
A: I don't know if it's the best available. It's
161
m clearly the best that we have on the table in front
[a] of us.
Q: Well sir, now another bill that's referred to
[91
[I o] here that The Tobacco lnstitute listed in its report,
[I I] Exhibit 1429, is Senate File 472 with a companion
[ i q bdl, House File 556; right?
[i3]
A: Correct.
0 : And that was a bffl that would have l m t e d
(141
[IS] cigarette samphg in Minnesota; right?
A: That' not what it says.
[is]
MR. FLYNN: Not really, no.
[iq
Q: Well an attempt was made to amend that
[lei
[ig] legislation with a result that a total ban on
1201 cigarette sampling would have occurred in Minnesota
[2i] had it passed; right?
(nl
A: One second, please.
MR. FLYNN: That's a different statement
[a]
[ a ] than the preceding question, but (2s)
You've asked two different things.
[A]

1

/

1

,

A: Could - could you give me the question again,
pl please? I just needed to reread that paragraph.
pl
Q: And an attempt was made to amend that
[4] legislation with a result that a total ban on
[s] cigarette sampling would have occurred in Minnesota
[6] had it passed.
m A: That's what this document says.
Q: Now another bill that was listed in this
[el
[el document that was opposed by TheTobacco Institute
[to] was Governor Perpich's legislation to increase the
[ i l l cigarette tax by 15 cents per pack in order to
[ i q segregate revenues for youth education, stopsmoking
[ i s ] programs, workplace initiatives, sampling bans and so
1141 on; right?
MR. FLWN: Well finish it if you're going
[iq
[i6] to read it, because You've read part of the statement.What's
I
[la] the - what's the question?
[la]
A: What's the question?
[MI
Q: I'll read it again.
[zi] Another bill that was listed in k s document
(221 that was opposed by The Tobacco Institute was
[ a ] Governor Perpich's legislation to increase the
[24] cigarette tax by 15 cents per pack in order to
[2q segregate revenues for youth education, stop-smoking

[41
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opposed by TheTobacco Institute; weren't they, sir?
pl
MR. FLYNN: Listed where, on Exhibit 1429?
131
MS. WIVELL: Yes, sir.
141
MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself, but
(5) if you can confirm that.
G
[I
A: For - for the most part, they're cigarette
m tax excise tax increase bills that I have to
[a] assume we would have opposed.
Q: Well they were considered to be a revolutionary
[91
[lo] attack on the tobacco industry; weren't they, sir?
A: I have not seen [I I]
[ i q Idon't know that.Taxes have been around for a
[la] long time. Idon't know when they've become
1141 revolutionary.
[ iq
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1430 was marked
[ i q for identification.)
(17l
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[la]
[is] Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1430, this is a document dated
approximately one month - I'm sorry.This is a
p i ] document dated approximately two weeks after Exhibit
[a1429;right?
[nl A: That's what the document says.
Q: And for the record, it's Bates number 680581757;
ps]
[251 right?
[I]

[i]

-
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programs, workplace initiatives, sampling bans, and
then other items including sewer construction; right?
p]
A: That bill's MR. FLYNN: I object to the tense [dl
[5] The document speaks for itself. I don't know if
[6] this says they opposed that or not.The portion you
m said doesn't say opposed, it just reports the
[a] existence of it.And then the action notes talk
191 about MS. WIVELL: I object to your speaking
[lo]
[I 11 objections.
[iq
MR. FLYNN: Well
MS. WIVELL: This is totally
[i3]
[id] inappropriate.And I'll call the court, Mr. Flynn,
[is] if it happens one more time.
[is]
MR. FLYNN: Oh, don't do that, please.
[ t q Just - just [la]
MS. WIVELL: I didn't think you'd want me
[I91 to.
MR. FLYNN: Well just don't threaten me
[m]
[ z i ] like that. If you want to read the thing, read the
[athing. But there's no basis for the question that it
[ a ] opposed. If you want to read it to b,
fine, read
[ a ] it to h.
He obviously doesn't know about the bdl
[ z q in his own knowledge.
[I]

-

[i]

[21

A: Correct.
Q: And there is strike that.

-

A This is another legislative report on the status
of the Minnesota legislature; right?
A: It says it's a Minnesota legslative status.
[q Q: And it's called an auxiliary update to the March
m 28th, 1985 Minnesota legislative status report.
[a]
A: That phrase is in the first sentence of the
191 memo.
[lo]
Q: And sir, if we go down to the second sentence,
[I 11 we - or the second paragraph, it reports on the
[ i q situation in the Minnesota legslature as having been
( [i3] uncommonly active; right?
A: That's the phrase used.
/[id]
1 [ i s ] Q: And it says, "A raft of legislative issues in
(161 the form of taxation, regulation and prohibitions
[in have found their way through the Minnesota
1181 legslative process.The %)-point Technical Advisory
[ i g Committee Report on Nonsmokmg and Health, introduced
[ m i in November, held the promise of 39 separate
[ z i ] legislative proposals to be advanced through both
p q houses.Ths report, a revolutionary attack on our
1 [ a l industry, was championed not only by an ti-industry
1 [24] organizations, but also by the strong h e c t lobbying
i [zs] of the Minnesota Department of Health." Right?
[4]
[s]
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[I]
[21

A: I don't know that that is aTobacco Institute
11 111 position.

A: That's what the document says.
Q: And it says, 'The ink was not yet dry on this

report before our lobbyists initiated an aggressive
[o] and focused effort in communication with legislative
(51 leadership and targeted key legislative activists;"
161 right?
m A: That's what the document says.
Q: And it says, 'This effort was very
[a]
[91 successful" - I'm sorry, strike that.
It says, 'This effort was successful in
[to]
(111 preventing a majority of the report from seeing its
[ l a way horn the drafting board to the legislator's
1131 hand;" right?
A: That is what the report says.
[lo]
Q: AU right. NOWsir, you have no reason to
[is]
[is] disbelieve what was written here in tlus report on
[ i q the ,Vhmesota legislative status: do you?
A: I have no ~nformationthat would affect that one
[la]
[191 way or the other.
Q: And sir, that would include the efforts - I'm
[mi
1211 sorry, strike that.
The effort to oppose the bills that were
pq
[23 introduced in 1985 were done with the knowledge that
one of the objectives of some of that legislation was
[25] to prevent youth s m o h g ; right?

[z]

[3]

1

1
;

-

-

m to fund Medicaid costs,The Tobacco Institute tried
[a]

;;1
/

~
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You mean Exhibit 1429?
'
MS. W E L L : Yes, sir.
MR. FLYNN: You don't have that in front of
I [dl the witness; you have 1430. So if you want him THE WITNESS: I have 1430.
[q
MR. FLYNN: to look at another document,
(61
m let's have it presented.
MS. WIVELL: Could you go back to 1429,
[BI
pq please?
MR. FLYNN: He has to have [lo]
THE WITNESS: It's here.Yeah. It's right
[I i]
(14 here.
MS. WIVELL: Now sir [i31
MR. FLYNN: Now what's the question?
1141
0 : Sir, you would agree that, according to the last
1151
1161 statement on the fkst page of Exhibit 1429, efforts
~ [ i qwere made to kdl SF 38 in committee; right?
A: That's what the document says. I have rig] This document doesn't say and I have no
[20j knowledge about why.
Q: NOWYOU know that the Senate File 38 never d ~ d
[21j
[ZZI get out of committee; did it?
A: I don't know that. Do you know that?
[n]
Q: Yeah, as a matter of fact, I do.
1241
A: Are we done with these two?
ps]
[I]

-

r4
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-

A: I don't
141
0: that when Dr. Diessner introduced SF 38 that
[s]
[6] would have earmarked certain cigarette taxes for

'

MR. FLYNN: Objection, it speaks for
n itself. If there's something you can focus him on
[31 that says that MS. WIVELL: Objection, Mr. Flynn. I'd
[o]
[s] just Like you to say the word and that's h e . We
[q don't need your continued involvement.
MR. FLYNN: We're going to get my
p]
[a] participation whether you Like it or not. Lf you
R want to focus lum on a portion of the document that
[lo] affrrms your statement, do so, but the document
[I 11 speaks for itself and it doesn't say that in my
[ l a reading.
A: I - I'd Like to hear the question again.
[la]
[to]
Q: Certainly.
[IS] The effort to oppose the b~llsthat were
[I61 introduced in 1985 were done with the knowledge that
1171 one of the objectives of some of that legislation was
[la] to prevent youth smoking; isn't that right?
[igl
MR. FLYNN: Same objection.
1201
A: I have [ a ] I have no knowledge as to specifically why any
t2z) of those b d s might have been opposed, other than
[n] I'm pretty familiar with the Institute's attitude on
(241 increasing the cigarette excise taxes. It's a pretty
[25] logical position for us to take.

position, isn't it, that cigarette tax revenues
should not be used to fund Medrcaid costs relating to
[4] smoking; right?
IS]
A: I don't know that that's our position at all.
[6]
Q: Well sir, you agree that one m A: The legislature decides what they spend tax
[a] revenue on.
[g]
Q: Well sir, you would agree that the legislature
[to] &d not pass Senate File 38; correct?
A: I don't know if Senator Diessner ever requested
[I 11
[i4 a hearing for Senate File 38.
Q: Sir, the legislation - I'm sorry.
[IS]
1141 You would agree, wouldn't you, that the
[is] legislature has not dedicated cigarette tax revenues
1161 to fund Medicaid costs related to smoking?
A: To my knowledge, they have not made that
[iq
[la] allocation of funds.
Q: And that's a position the tobacco industry
1191
p ] agrees with, isn't it?
A: I do not know that that's a fact.
1211
[a Q: Web A: I don't know that.
[zs]
Q: You just don't know one way or the other; is
[24]
[251 that right?

Q: But we do know -

pj

(91
[lo]

[I]

Q: Well sir, it isTheTobacco Institute's
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to kill that document; don't we?
MR. FLYNN: 0bject.The document speaks
for itself.And what the bill did or didn't do, I
[ i t ] guess it speaks for itself.
, [ l a If you know h s , tell her.
A: 1 don't know - I [13]
[ i d ] I don't know what specific reason the Institute
i [is] would have taken a pos~tionon that btll other than I
[16] know that cigarette excise taxes are not a method of
/ [ i q taxation that the Institute endorses.
1 [la] 0 : But we do know from the last sentence on page
/[is] 1429 that efforts A: I'm not sure where you*ke.
MR. FLYNN: Wait.Where are you?
Q: - continued to kill the bill in committee;
[a]
right?
Irrr, A: I'm not sure where you are.
MR. FLYNN: What are you looking - 1429.
1251
I

Page 125

[I]
121
131

-

!
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Q: No.

(11

[q

1

1

141

'

[5]

[6]

(Plainulwrs' Exhibit 1431 was marked
for idenacation.)
BY MR. FYNN:

Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1431,

1 I:
Im

-

A: ~ . - h u h .
Q: - this is Senate File 38;isn't it, sir?
A: Looks to be a copy of Senate File 38 from 1984.

Q: And we know that the first time it was read was
[lo]
[i I] January loth, 1985;right?
(121
A: That's what it says.
[ I ~ I Q: We know that from the front of the document.
ti41
A: Correct.
[is]
Q: And we know that there is no other indication
[16] that any action was ever taken on this bdl; right?
i[iq
A: There is no indcation that the author ever
[la] asked for any action to be taken on this bill.
1 [ig] Q: Well sir, apparently you would agree that The
I [20] Tobacco Institute was successful in killing h s
! [ZI] bill; right?

i

Objection, it's pure
: 1 i. . ugumcntative.
I don't know that.All I know is that the
MR. FLYNN:

11241
@

A:
bill
was not heard in the committee that it was referred

.-

.-
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I

to.Why?There are million reasons why that doesn't
m happen.
0: Now sir, you don't know what was done by The
pl
141 Tobacco Institute to kill that bill; do you?
MR. FLYNN: Objection. It assumes a state
[s]
[61 of facts that is not established. But it's
m argumentative as phrased.
[BJ
You don't know what 191
THE WITNESS: 1don't [lo]
MR. FLYNN: - they did the bill period;
[ i l l right?
[la
M E WITNESS: No. It's (131
A: It is slightly more helpful to have this piece
[is] of paper in front of me, because from this piece of
[is] paper, there is notlung here to indicate that there
(161 was ever a hearing requested on this bill, and
[ i n that Ihave no idea what the Institute may or may
[is] not have done in regard to any aspect of this bill.
Q: Well sir, isn't it true that every legslative,
[ig]
pol political, social, and theoretical angle was used to
(211 get the tobacco industry out of the 1985 session of
[athe Minnesota legislature?
a. A: I have no idea.
.m
Q: AU right. Could YOU turn to the last page of
[24]
p s ] Exhibit 1430, sir.
[i]

Page 133
[i]

for identikation.)

I ::

BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[dl Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1432, this is a report to the
[5l State Activities Policy Committee ofThe Tobacco
[6] Institute datedjune 3rd, 1985 from Roger Mozingo;
correct?
A: That's what the document says.
[B]
Q: What was Mr. Mozingo's position?
R
(101
A: I don't know.

Im

/[ri]
[iz]

Q:Fortherecord,Exhibit1432isBatesnumber

505094479; right?
A: That's what the document says.
[la]
Q: There is an update on Mmnesota legislation that
[I*]
[is] begms - or that is on page 4482. Could you turn to
[I61 it, ~ k ?
[in
A: Yes, ma'am.
1 [re] Q: There it says, "Mr. David /[tg] And then Ican't pronounce his name again. I
PO] got a mental block.What is it?
iDl]
A: K r o g ~ n g .
Q: Krogseng. Okay, let me start again.
11221
1231 There it says, "Mr. David Krogseng,TI
p41 legislative counsel in Minnesota, and Mr. Michael
[2q BrozekTI Regional Vice President, joined the

-
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THE WITNESS: Just a second. Do you
[I]
[ ~ these
j
back in any particular order?

need
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meeting and reported on the coordinated industry
m efforts responsible for defeating all anti-tobacco
[3] legislation in the regular session of the Minnesota
141 legislature." Rtght?
[5]
A: You just read what the document says.
[q Q: And you have no reason to hspute what's
m reported here; do you?
[el
A: Not at all.
Q: rUI right. Now sir, one of the bills that was
[9)
[lo] introduced would have prohibited - I'm sorry, strike
[ I l l that. No A: Could we could we do a very short break?
[la
(131 1- we're almost at another hour point here. I'd
1141 like to MR. FLYNN: How far do you have?Are you
[is]
, [I61 nearly done?
MS. WVELL: Oh, I have
I ($71
;[la] No, I'm not nearly done, so let's take a break.
[ig] What time is it, George?
([XI MR. FLYNN: Well I got 10 after.We've
p t ] been at this 2:40, two hours and 40 minutes on this
[22) tape machute. We can go off the record.
THE WITNESS: Is it okay with you?
[23]
n
MR. FLYNN: Yeah. sure.
. s .i
gs] THE REPORTER: Off the record, please.
.-.- - - .
[I]

THE REPORTER: No.
A: The last page of 1430.
[q Q: Yes. Doesn't it begin by saying, "Every
[q possible legislative,political, social and
~r]theoretical angle is being utilized in our efforts to
[el get out of this session unscathed?"
~s] A: That's what h s memo says.
[iq Q: And it goes on to talk about needing a complete
[ i 11 victory; doesn't it?
114
MR. FLYNN: Objection, it speaks for
[is] itself.
(141
A: You've partially read this document.
[is]
0: AU right. It goes on to say, "Since Minnesota
[ t q has seen fit to designate itself, as Surgeon General
1171 Kmp stated, quote, a model for the country, quote,
1181 with regard to anti-smoking legslation, our only
[la] choice in this matter is a complete victory;" right?
A: That is the opinion of Mr. Brozek.
[201
Q: And who is he, sir?
pi]
A: To my knowledge, Michael was a regional
[n] vice-president withThe Tobacco Institute.
Q- Mr. Brozek goes on to say, "Anythmg less could
p4]
PSI be used against us in other states. We will employ
PI

141

-

1

-

'
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111 all means
[ ~ sir?
j

to secure that victory." Isn't that true,

A: That's what this memo says.
Q: And you don't know what means were used to keep
SF 38 from ever reachmg or getting out of the
committee that it was assigned to; do you?
m A: 1have no idea.
Q: Now sir, you understand that a full court press
181
[91 was put on in the state of Minnesota to try and
[lo] prevent the legtslation which had been introduced
[I 11 during that session; right?
[iq
MR. FLYNN: Object, as phrased it's vague
[I 31 and ambiguous.
[la]
A: Whatever the definition of "a full court press"
[iq is.
[i61
Q: YOUjust
[ i n You don't know what that phrase means?
[ t ~ ] A: I don't know what context it's being used in and
[ig] what it refers to or Q: Now sir, there was a coordinated industry effort
[a]
p f ] to try and defeat all the anti-tobacco legislation
[nl that had been introduced into the legislature in
[nl 1985; wasn't there?
A: Agm, I don't know that.
[24]
(Phtiffs' Exhibit 1432 was marked
psi
(31
[a]
[s]
[s]

-
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[I]

(Recess taken.)

[a

BY MS. WVELL:
Q: Sir, I'm going to hand have the court
reporter hand you a document entitled 'THE
ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGN: ENOUGH IS ENOUGH,"by The
[q Tobacco Institute, dated January 1989.
m A: We're f i s h e d with 1432?
[a]
Q: For the time being.
R
(Phtiffs' W b i t 1433 was marked
[to] for identification.)
[3]
141
[51

-

BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
Phntiffs'Extubit 1433, that is the document
entitled 'THE ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGN: ENOUGH IS
EVOUGH;" right?
A: That's what the document says, correct.
Q: For the record, it's Bates numberTM.427387;
[in
1181 right?
[tg]
A: Correct.
Q: I'd like you to turn to page 28, please.
[MI
[rij
MR. FLYNN: Dated January '89.
Q: Sir, this document was written after you became
1221
1 i,n1. a lobbvist for The Tobacco Institute; rifit?
A: h a t would seem to be the case)[24)
Q: At page 29, you see, toward the bottom of the
1251
1111

[iz]
1131
[id]
[is1
(161
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0: So you don't know anytlung about that.
m A: I have never heard a story like that. Ever.
Q: By the way, sir, in one of the documents we
[31
(41 looked at earlier, there was a reference to Wes Lane
151 be~nga public affairs media resources consultant for
(61 the tobacco i n d u s q Do you recall that, sir?
l m A:l1 [el I t might help if you tell me what document
I [91 you're on.

page the statement, "Fact: 'Earmarked' cigarette
[a excise taxes are an unreliable source of revenue;"
(31 right?
A: What - whlch page are you on?
[a]
S
[I
Q: Page 28.
A: I was on 29.
m Q: Sorry.Do you see on page 28 the statement,
[el "Fact: 'Earmarked' cigarette excise taxes are an
p1 unreliable source of revenue?"
A: Yes, ma'am, I see that.
[lo]
Q: All right.Would you read that to yourself
[it]
[ i q through the next page where it starts again "Fact?"
[i3)
A: Okay.
[id] Thank you.
[is]
Q: You've read it?
A: I have read it.
1161
Q: Sir, is ~s statement that begins "Fact:
[iq
[la] 'Earmarked' cigarette excise taxes are an unreliable
1191 source of revenue" The Tobacco Institute's policy on
[zo] earmarked taxes?
A: I don't h n k there's any question that it was
pi]
[nl as of January 1989.
Q: Is that the policy as of today?
[n]
A: I would say yes.
pq
Q: Is tlus the policy of the Tobacco Institute
[ZS]
(11

I [I]

'

A: I don't recall readmg that.
Q: And I'm referring to the
(121
(131 second-to-the-lastparagraph.

A: I've read the paragraph you've suggested.
Q: AU right. It says there under the heading

,[i4]
[is]
; [i6]
[iq
[la]
[ig]

11
1

[z3]
[za]
[zq

last page, the

"PLjBLICAFFAIRS/MEDIARESOURCES,"it says 'YES." It
says, 'TI Labor consultant,Wes Lane "
What's Mr.Lane's position with regard to the
Tobacco Institute?
A: l don't believe he has a position as of today.
Q: What was his position in the past?
A: This document says he was a labor consultant.
Q: Why did
A: I have Q: I'm sorry,go ahead.

-
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beginrung in the early '70s, for example?
w A: That I don't know.
Q: But to the best of your knowledge, this has been
M
(41 a policy of the Tobacco lnstitute for a long period
[q of time, what's written here on pages 28 and 29 of
[6] Exhlbit 1433; right?
m MR. FLYNN: Object, it's vague and
[a] ambiguous. He's kmd of dated it already, but if you
p ] can answer it any better A: It would be my understanding that this certainly
[lo]
[I I] was the policy at the time h s was written, I
(13 believe it is today, and it's also the policy of a
(131 whole bunch of non-tobacco organizations.
Q: Well sir, would you agree with the statement,
[la]
[is] 'We don't accept the concept that activities should
[i6] be taxed based on possible social cost?"
A: Where are you [iq
[I 81 Where is that coming from?
Q: It's not from the document, sir.
[19]
MR. FLYNN: Do you want to hear it again?
1201
A: Could you repeat it, please?
pi]
Q: Yes,sir.
p ] Would you agree with the statement, "We don't
(241 accept the concept that activities should be taxed
psi base on possible social cost?"

Page 140

[I]

labor consultant?
A: This document indicates that unions are
traditionally opposed to regressive modes of
[61 taxation.
m Q: Well didTheTobacco Institute pay Mr. Lane
[a] money?
A: I don't have any
[g]
1 [lo] 1have no idea. I don't know.
Q: DO you have any - I'm sorry, strike that.
i [ i I]
[ l a What was h s role for theTobacco Institute?
A: This document said that he was a TI labor
[I 31
[ i q consultant.What a l l labor consultant does or &d
[is] at that tlme, I have I really don't know.
Q: How long was he a l l Labor consultant?
[16]
A: I don't know the answer to that question either.
[in
Q: Now sir, you're aware that in 1987,le~slation
l[ie]
[ i g was introduced in the state of Minnesota which was of
[20] considerable concern to the tobacco industry; right?
[zi]
A: I'm not aware of specific legislation that would
[n) fall - fall into that category, but it would seem
[ a ] reasonable that such legislation was introduced.
Q: Well you were a tobacco industry lobbyist at
[a]
, ps] that time; weren't you, sir?

'

-
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MR. FLYNN: I object, it's so vague and
[I]
p ] ambiguous and broad, I don't know how he can answer
[3] it. But go ahead.
[41
A:Idon't[5] 1 really don't know exactly what you mean. I
(61 mean it depends on tlungs like how do you determine
m social costs and what do you factor in, how do you
[a] choose what not to factor in? So it's a very large
191 question.
Q: Well il something - no, strike that.
1101
[I 11 Iwant to turn back to the legislative effort
[ I 4 that was made in b e s o t a on behalf of the tobacco
(131 lobbyists after 1985.
But before I do that, let me ask you a
[id]
[is] question: Do you know what happened in the last hour
[is] of the session in 1985 to the bill the bills that
[ i n had been passed concerning cigarette smoking, that
[lei had been passed by the House and Senate?
[19]
A: Without knowing specifically what those b~lls
[mi were, 1 really don't know what happened in the last
p i ] hour.
[q 0 : All right. Have you ever heard the story of the
[23] bill being misplaced - the bills being misplaced or
(241 mislaid SO they couldn't be reconciled?
A: I have - 1 have never heard a story like that.
[25]

A: What I've just read is what I know.
Q: All right.Why did theTobacco Institute need a

[i]
[a
[3]

I

1 [ i l A: I was.
a: And you particularly 1 (4
[3] You specifically participated in coordinating
activities to defeat, for example, a 1Fcent
cigarette tax increase in the state of Minnesota in
1987; right?
m A: Well I [el Without seeing some documentation on that bill,
p ] I don't recall that specifically,but that would be a
[lo] logical If such a bill was introduced, it would be
1111
[ i q logcal to assume that I was involved in opposing
[i3] it.
(Discussion off the stenographic record.)
I rib]
' [ I 51
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1434 was marked
[i6] for identification.)
IT171
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[ie]
[ i g ] Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1434, this is another one of
[zo] Michael Brozek's report on the status of legislation
i[zi]
Minnesota;right?
A: That's what it says.
1 [22]
Q: This is aTobacco Institute document?
l[nl
A: I would assume that it is.
Q: Brozek as a tobacco employee -
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A: Brozek was aTobacco Q: -Tobacco Institute employee at the time it was
pl written; right?
[4]
A: Yes, ma'am.
Q: All right.And for the record, Exhibit 1434 is
[s]
[sl datednMN283375; right?
m A: Correct.
Q: Why don't you take a moment or two and read it.
[a]
[9]
A: Thank you.
[lo] Thank you.
Q: All right. Sir, this particular exhibit, 1434,
[i I ]
[ i q talks about the coordinated efforts that were made to
[Ia] defeat the 1Scent cigarette tax increase in
[i4] Minnesota; right?
A: That's what the document talks about.
[is]
Q: All right. In fact, you were involved in that
[16]
[iq process as is described in this document; right?
[re]
A: That's correct.
[ I ~ I Q: And that process included a continuous 6day[20] per-week phone bank, among other efforts?
pi]
A: That's what the document says.
pq
Q: The [n] Well you understand that what's written here in
[24] the document is true; isn't it? You recall this;
PSI don't you?
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I
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A:IhaveMR. FLYNN: Well that's - that's a
[21
PI separate question. Do you recall it?Thatlsyour
[4] question.
[sl
A: Do I recall this specific phone bank?
[61 I don't I don't I have no specific memory
m of t h ~ sspeclfic phone bank.
[a]
Q:It[q A: I don't have any reason to doubt that it didn't
[lo] take place, it's just that I don't do I mean I had
[ill no direct I have no direct recollection of it.
[iq
Q: Now sir, having read the document, you have no
[la]
[I41 doubt that the - the items that are delineated here
[is] that were directed at defeating this tax increase,
[ i q they were actually carried out; weren't they?
A: I have no reason to believe that they were not
(171
[te] carried out. I do not have personal knowledge on all
[ i q of them that they were carried out.
Q: Now the second page of the document refers to
(201
p i ] meetings that you took part in with lobbyists for the
[221 wholesalers; right?
A: That's what it says, yes.
[n]
Q: And with lobbyists for the smokeless tobacco
[241
[25]lobby; right?

coordinated effort to try and defeat the legislation
that was introduced that was considered anti-tobacco.
p]
A: You're referring to the 1Scent cigarette tax
[4] increase.
I [5]
Q: Well there was more; wasn't there?
[q A: That would not surprise me, but I don't recall
, m off the top of my head what bills were introduced in
[el 1987.
191
Q: AU right.
THE REPORTER: Let's go off the record a
[lo]
[I I] moment, please.
[12]
(Discussion off the record.)
[la]
(PLaintlffs' Exhibit 1435 was
[I41 marked for identification.)
[I 51
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[iq
(171 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1435, h s is a Minnesota
[lei Iegslative action plan developed by the State
[I91 Activities Division of The Tobacco Institute; right?
A: That's what it says.
(201
[ ~ I I Q: It's dated October of 1987?
[22j
A:Itis.
Q: And if we turn to the page that ends with Bates
[23]
[ a ] number 200, it discusses the 1987 experience in the
[251 ,Minnesota legislature; doesn't it?

[i]

[I]
[a

-

I

-
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A: It says that also.
[I]
Q: Let me ask you this, sir: In addition to the
[21
p ] contracts that we saw earlier with the grocers, does
[41 The Tobacco Institute have formal written contracts
[s] with any of these other trade association groups that
[6] we've talked about in the deposition?

m

A: I don't believe they do. I don't believe there
are contracts existing.
M
Q:SotheA: To the best of my knowledge.
[lo1
Q: The money that's paid to these groups is is
[I11
112) paid not in terms of a contract requirement; right?
[la]
A: I would [id] I would call it organizational support.
[ ~ q Q: What does that mean?
[i6]
A:MuchMe[ I ~ Oh,
I
much like Dayton Hudson,Target, Blue Cross,
[lei Blue Shield, contribute money to organizations like
[ I 9 The Coalition for a Smoke Free Mmnesota. I - it's
(201 the - I don't think there's a contract between - I
[ ~ I don't
I
know, but I would guess that they're - they're
[ a supporting that organization because they, I assume,
[ a ] agree with the goals. I - I would characterize this
1241 as organizational s u v ~ o r t .
~ c ~ tlus
n is
d the' iund of organizational report
j2s]
[el

-
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that's referred to in the last sec two and three
[q paragraphs of the second page of m b i t 1434;
i [3] right?
MR. FLYNN: Again, they speak for
[a]
[5] themselves, but A: I'm not quite sure what you're asking there.
6
s
- the
1 m Q: Well let me put it t h ~ way:The
[el wholesale lobbyist, does the - the There's reference to the wholesale lobbyist in
[g]
[lo] this document; right?
[ill
A: Lh-huh.
Q: DoesTheTobacco Institute give money to that
1121
I [i3] lobbyist organization?
A: Without looking back at the records, I have no
1 [i4]
1 [IS] idea if we did in t h ~ particular
s
year, but it [i 61 that would be a fairly logical thing for The Tobacco
[ I ~ Institute
I
to do.
Q: AU right. How about the -The Smokeless
[lei
[ i q Tobacco Council that's referred to here, didThe
[zo] Tobacco Institute give money to them?
A: Not that I'm aware of.
[2i]
Q: AU right. Now, sir, you would agree that this
[ a
(nl was - I'm sorry, strike that.You would agree that
[24] in 1978 - I'm - strike that.Wrong year.
YOUwould agree that in 1987 there was a
[25]

111
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-
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A: It is entitled 'THE 1987 EXPERIENCE."
Q: AU right. And sir, it refers to the 1987
R legislative session as one of the most punishing in
[4] our industry's history; doesn't it?
A: I've not read the document.Would you like me
[s]
[61 to do that?
m Q: Why don't you read this page.
MR. FLYNN: I think while you're doing
[a]
PI that, you got this double marked.
[la]
MS. WIVELL: Do I?
[II ]
MR. FLYNN: Yeah.
[la
MS. WIVELL: Let's go off the record.
[13]
ME RE PORTER: Off the record, please.
[id]
(Discussion off the record.)
MR. FLYNN: For the record, 1435 and 1427
,[IS]
[ I ~ seem
I
to be the same document, but we'll just go on,
[ i q figure it out later.
[I81
BY MS. WIVELL:
[ I ~ I Q: And sir, you had the opportunity to read the
/[20] page of Exhibit 1435 that ends with Bates number 200;
1 [ a ] right?
A: I have.Thank you for that opportunity.
/[22]
Q: All right.And it says in the first sentence
[23]
1241 under the heading 'The Challenge," "Minnesota's 1987
1 [25] leashtive session was one of the most punislung in
[I]
[21

1
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Q: Well sir, isn't it true that tlus bill &d come
m out of committee, as demonstrated by the fourth page
i [J] of Exhibit 1436?
[4]
A: Where is that?
Q: 1436 is the bill.
~S bill.you got wo
MR. FLyNN:
m copies of the bill.
[el A: Ah, here we are.
MR. FLYNN: For the record, 1 [g]
J[IO]
A: Yes.
MR. FLYNN: the witness is now loolung
[I 11
1 [12] at the fourth page of what's been marked as M b i t

111 our industry's history;" right?

[I]

A: That's what tlus document says. It certainly
PI was the opinion of the author.
[a] Q: AU right. Now sir, you have no information
p~

!e

[s] that would disagree with that assessment of the 1987
[6] legislature; would YOU)
m A: I have no information that would disagree with
[el that.
Q: AU right. Do you agree with what's written
R
[lo] there?
MR. FLYNN: The whole [ill
[la That sentence?
[la] MS. WIVELL: Yes, sir.
A: It looked U e it was a very busy session.
it41
[is] Q: Now among the thmgs that are listed there is a
[is] list of smoking-related legslation that was
[I ?I introduced; right?
[la] A: That appears to be the list here, yes.
Q: All right.And sir, the industry tried to kill
fig]
[zo] all those bllls that are listed on tlus page; isn't
(211 that true?
[q A: There are a lot of bills listed here. I would
[n]say it's probably accurate to say that we were
[a]against most of these bills and tried to mod@
psi them. Without going back into the history of each

/

1

-

1436.
A: Whch is a later version of page one.
/[is]Tlus looks like it was heard in committee and
1161 passed.
117 Q: AU right.And then it was defeated - strike
[lei that.
Then the tobacco industry was succcrsful in
ill91
[zo] keeping this bill was progressing; right?
MR. FLYNN: Take the m e , read the
(211
[n] whole - because there's another page of history
m other than this page, which is I guess how you read
/ [a]these bills. I don't A: These really are separate things.
[I31

1[14]

i
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one, it's a little difficult to say we tried to kill
[21 them all.
p] Q: Well, you would agree that The Tobacco Institute
[dl was against House File 32, the vending ban; right?
[SI
A: Yes.
Q: And you would agree that theTobacco Institute
161
m was against or worked against House File 27, the
[a] smokmg restrictions in schools bill; right?
p] A: That one I'm not sure about.Without loolung at
[lo] that bill, it would be difficult to say.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1436 was marked
[it]
(14 for identifkation.)
(131
BY MS. WlVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[14]
[iq Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1436, this is House File 227;
(161 isn't it?This is the bill that's referred to
1171 A: Correct.
[la] & - i n [is] It's referred to on page - the page that ends
[m] with Bates number 200 of Exhibit 1435; right?
pi] A: Correct.
Q: And sir, this bill would have, at least in part,
IZJ
(231 beginning in the 198990 school year, prohibited
p41 cigarette smoking and the use of other tobacco
pq products in school b u i l b g s by all personnel;

According to the - to the official record in
pq t h ~ document,
s
it was read the second time on March
1 p] Sth, amended, and I believe the handwritten notation
141 is that it - that it was progressed as amended [s] Q: And "progressed [q A: - on March 5th.
m Q: means nothing was done; right?
[el A: That's a request [gl In most cases, to the best of my memory, that's
[rol a request by the author of the bdl to put the bdl
[I 11 back on general orders of the calendar.That is the
[la way I remember - recall that, in general, in the
/ [la] legislative process.
Q: But bill House File 227 made it to the floor and
/[141
[IS] died there; right?
[16]
A:It(171 It looks like the author progressed the bill.
[lei It looks like the author put the bill back on - on
/ [I q general orders.
[m] Q: And what does that mean, sir?
A: That means that the author either didn't like an
1211
[ZI amendment - well I mean it's hard to say what the
[nl author's reason for doing that is.
[a] MR. FLYNN: Well what does it mean to a
[zs] layman? Does he withdraw the bdl?

[I]

-

-

,
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right?
m MR. FLYNN: You've stated a portion of the
PI bill, but anyway, if you can affirm that.
A: That's what the bill says.
[4]
Q: All right, sir, and the tobacco industry fought
151
(61 that blll; d~dn't
it?
m A: I have no recollection of fighting this bill.
[el As I look at the bill, I don't see that it was p] that the author ever requested a hearing on it.
[lo]
Q: WeU sir, was this one of the bdls that the
11 11 tobacco industry succeeded in kilhg before it got
114 out of committee?
[13]
A: I don't recall opposing t h ~ bill.
s I don't
[la] recall a hearing ever being requested on thls bill.
[is] That is up to the author to do. I don't have any
[is] recollection of opposing this blll.
Q: Well sir, could other persons who lobbied in the
1
[lei leg~slatureon behalf ofTheTobacco Institute in
I191 1987 have worked to lull House File 227 whch would
[m] have restricted smoking in the schools?
pi] A: To my knowledge, no one would have had reason to
[m do that.The blll was not heard in committee.The
[a]blll It looks to me like a bffl that was introduced
p4]
~zs]by the author and not proceeded with.
[I]

Page 148 - Page 153 ( 2 8 )
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[I]

[I]

THE WITNESS: Well it's just -it's stdl

[q alive but it's put back on general orders; it doesn't
p] proceed to the next reading.And that's usually at
[a] the author's request.
[q Q: And sir, that's what you do when you don't have
[q the votes to pass it; right?
m A: I have to believe that could be one reason why
[el you progress your bill. But the real question is
pi why - YOU know, who knows what
I don't know that that's why Representative
I [lo]
[I 11 Nelson progressed his bill.
[la
Q: All right, sir, you know that another one of the
[ I ] items that was on the lepslative session agenda for
[la] 1987 was a bill relating to consumer protection,
(151 prohibiting vending-machine sales of tobacco and
[t6] tobacco products; right?
(171 A: From the list in 1435, it looks like there were
tiel at least two House bills on that subject.
Q: All right.And I'm referring to House File 32.
llpl
[2oj You're aware of that b d ; aren't you, sit?
[zi]
A: I have [zq 1 couldn't recite that bill to you, but I have
1 [z3] absolutely no reason to doubt that House File 32
1 [a]dealt with anything besides vending maclunes.
([zs] (Discussion off the stenogra~hcrecord.)

-
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Q: AU right, why don't you do that.
A: It looks like a complete and total vending
(;1
PI machine ban.
0 : Yes.And the tobacco industry opposed this
[PI
[ q bill; didn't it?
A: We opposed a total and complete vending m a c h e
(6)
m ban.1Again, looking at this bill. I don't see that
(81
R the author requested a hearing for it.
Q: Well sir, that's not my question. My question
[iq
[I 11 is:The tobacco industry opposed House File 32;
[ i q isn't that true?
MR. FLVNN: Objection, it's argumentative.
[i31
[id] He's answered it already.
You can answer it again.
[I
[iq A: I don't know that we opposed House File 32. It
[ i n doesn't look ltke the It looks like another bill that was offered by a
[18]
[ID] legislator, and I see no indication here that it was
[201 heard.
pi]
Q: Well sir, during h s legislative session, each
[221 lobbyist working for the tobacco team was assigned a
[n] speciEc legislator, committee and administrative
[ZPI head to be responsible for; right?
MR. FLVNN: Again I object. If you're
ps]

-

[3]
[41

1

because I think Q: That's what I'm trymg to do.
[21
A: 1 know. I'm really trying to be nice.
[3]
Q: Well sir, it says here that, according to that
[4]
[s] sentence, each lobbylst was, quote, "responsible for
[6] each legislative measure's progression;" right?
m A: It says, "Each lobbyist as assigned a speclfic
[8] legislator, committee, administration agency head,
[g] staff member or issues analyst to be - to be
[io] responsible for each legislative measure's
[I I] progression."
Q: AU right. Let me put it this way
[iq
A: It doesn't say that the lobbyist was - that's
[IS]
1141 why it's a very confusing sentence and I'm nat - I'm
[is] not wen sure what the author of h s document was
1 [i6] trying to say here, which is, I guess, the point I'm
/ [ i n trying to make to you. I don't know what he's
1 [le] saying.
Q: You would agree that when any piece of what is
[ig]
[zo] considered to be anti-tobacco legislation is
[nil introduced in the Minnesota legslature, someone is
[qassigned to be responsible for looking after that
[ a ] piece of legislation; right?
A: It oftentimes isn't one person that does that.
,[24j
ips] It's not I mean-
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[I]

[I]

reading [a A: 1 don't know that that's true.
MR. FLYNN: - the document, it speaks for
pl
141 itself.
0: Well could you turn to page 201 of Exhibit
[5]
[6] 1435.There is a discussion of the lobbylng team
m that was in place in 1987;right?
A: I've not read it, but that's what it looks to be
[el
[gq titled.
Q: AU right.And would you read this page to
(101
[I 11 yourself.
[iq
A: Yes.
Q: Also please read the next page.
[is]
LIP]
A: Sure.
Q: You've read those, sir?
[I 51
A: Yes, I have.Thank you.
[iq
[iq
Q: Now that
1181 Those pages of Exhibit 1435 describe the efforts
[ig] that were made against the b d s that were introduced
[B] that the tobacco industry thought they were opposed
p i ] to during the 1987 legslative session; right?
[q MR. FLYNN: It speaks for itself,but [n]
A: It describes specfic thmgs that were done
1x1during that legslative session.
[251
Q: And it says here, "Each lobbyist was assigned a

specific legislator, committee, adrmnistration agency

[a head, staff member or issues analyst to be

responsible for each legislative measure's
progression." hght?
A: I'm very confused. It says that and I'm very
1 [s]
1 [6] confused about what the author is saying there. I
m don't know exactly what that statement means.
i [a] 0: Well sir, are you denying that the tobacco
/ [9] industry, for each one of the issues that is listed,
[to] the legislation that was introduced in 1987 that's
[ i 11 listed on page 200 of Exhibit 1435, didn't assign a
I [iz] specific lobbyist to try and kill the bill?
MR. FLYNN: Well that's a whole different
[is]
[id] question, but A: That's not what this i s
1 [16] That's ,I guess, my problem with your
(17 question. I don't know if that's what this sentence
[is] says.
Q: AU right. Well it says here 1191
[20]
A: And I
Q: - that each lobbyist was assigned i [zi]
MR. FLYNN: Wait, were you done?Wait
[nl
(n] wait, wait. Let him a n s w e r h e you done with your
[Z~I answer?
A: Actually, I'd like you to restate the question
[zs]

BV MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's :'. m marked as
PlaintLffs' Exhibit 1437, thts is a copy of House
[6] File 32; right?
m A: Yes.
Q: And this is a bill that is referred to on the
[el
191 List of those that were being fought by the tobacco
[to] industry; right?
A: It appears on the list in document number 1435.
[ i 11
Q: And according to your prior testimony, those
(14
[la] things that were listed on 1435 were being opposed by
[IP] the tobacco industry; right?
A: They were certady of interest. I do not
[is]
[i6] recall specitically that each of these things were
[ i n opposed by the tobacco industry.They are It appears to be a list of bdls that related to
[it11
1191 tobacco and therefore we would have an interest in.
Q: NOWsir, thts bill, according to its title,
(201
p i ] would have related to consumer protection, and
[zq prohibited cigarette sales in vending machines;
1231 right?
A: I've not read the full bill yet. Perhaps I
[a]
p5] should do that before I answer.
PI

[I)
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We certainly identlh, legislation that we're
interested in, as this list would indicate, and a
system is set up to track and and see where that
legislation is, what's going on with it. But it
doesn't - it's not like one person gets an
[q assignment to follow that stuff.
m Q: AU right.You would agree, sir, that House
[8] File 32 begins with the statement that 'The
[sl legislature finds that the strict regulation of the
[la] sale of tobacco and tobacco products is essential to
[ i i ] the protection - to protect the children of this
[14 state from this addicting and hazardous substance;"
i [ i q right?
; [i4] A: That's what the J [is] That's what this bill says.
Q: AU right. Now let me ask you this: Knowing
that that's what the bill says that was introduced,
1 [is] you would agree that it was the in the tobacco
[ i g industry's interest to either kill that bill or
[mi change it in some way so that it didn't have that
) [ z i ] opening statement; right?
! [q MR. FLYNN: I object to that as pure
i [nlargumentative and without any foundation. But if you
1 i24] can address it, go ahead.
A: I don't agree w ~ t hthat statement at &.This
[zs]
[i]
[a
[3]
141
[51

1 I:
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isYou know, I forget what we - there's a phrase
[q
[3] for this opening section one and the legislatures
[ q the legslature has hstorically~elimmatedthose
[51 policy-type statements from many bdls as they go
161 through the - through the process.^^ is not m I mean that policy statement isn't what the bill
[sl was about.As I read tfus bill, it's about do you
[g] have to ban completely and totally tobacco vendmg
[lo] machmes in order to control who buys the product
[I 11 from them?
[i2j
Q: AU right.WeU sir. let me ask you this: Has
[I a] the tobacco industry consistently, excluding last,
[la] session, fought bans of cigarette sales out of
[ I 51 vending machines?
[is]
A: I don't [ i q I can't say that we have ever supported a total
[is] ban on vending machines. We tlunk there are other
(191 ways and there are other reasonable, less-intrusive
pol ways to control who uses a vending machine.
Q: Sir, isn't it true that TheTobacco Institute
1211
[n~
and the other members of the tobacco family in
p ] Mrnnesota fought House File 32?
A: I'm trying very hard to find a forum where we
1241
[25] would have fought it.The bill looks to me Wre a
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ready. if a bill was going to appear on it, on a
121 hearing schedule.
Q: So you A: It's their decision.
C
k You've asked to have bills not appear on hearing
[ii
/ [s] schedules; haven't you?That's part of what
m lobbyists do; ~ s n 'it?
t
MR. FLYNN: Okay. Now without all the
' [el
[91 mflecttons, the same question. If you can answer it
[lo] any better, or you can answer it again.
A: 1 think I've answered it as well as I can.
[I11
Q: You have asked to have committee chairs not give
bills hearings. haven't you, on behalf of The Tobacco
![id] Institute?
[is]
MR. FLYNN: That's the fourth time you've
1161 asked it now. He'll answer it one more tune.
i
A: I don't have [is] I don't have direct recollection of going to a
[ ~ s committee
l
chair and asking that question I have
[ a ] recollections of talking to committee chairs about
[2i] what their schedule was, what was going to appear.
Q:Well, you would agree that from time to time you
[zz]
have approached, on behalf of The Tobacco Institute,
(241 legslative leadership and requested that a bill not
[zs] be heard.

(11

[i]
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bdl m Thls bill looks to me like a bill that was
p ] introduced and not heard. It was introduced, read,
[4] assigned to a committee, and not heard. It would be
(51 very ddficult for me to to describe to you a
(61 forum where we would have opposed this particular
m bill.There clearly It shouldn't surprise anyone that people
(81
[g] disagree on whether to control vending machines, you
[lo] ban them or change them or - there are any -any
[I 11 number of ways to deal with the subject, but I don't
[iq know that House File 32 ever went anywhere.
Q: WeU sir, did anyone from the tobacco team go to
1131
1141 the author of this bill and ask that it not be heard?
A: Not to my knowledge.
1151
Q: Did anyone go to the c h u m a n of the Committee
[iq
[ i n of Health and Human Services and ask that this bill
[is] not be heard?
A: Not to my knowledge.
[i91
Q: Could have happened and you just don't know;
1201
p l ] right?
~n] A: That is one p j That is one possibility. I don't know that
anybody ever made the request that you just
ps] described.
[I]

A: That [4I don't have a direct recollection of a
[3] conversation like that, but that is - that is
141 something that a lobbyist might do.
Q: Well that's something that you have done; isn't
(51
(61 it, SU?
m A: I have no direct recollection of that. But that
[el is sometlung that a lobbyist, for any group that has
[Q] a lobbyist, might do.
Q: On what bills have you done that, sir?
[io]
MR. FLYNN: He's already answered that.
A: 1 don't know.
Q: Now sir, if you were concerned that a bill you
[is]
[i4] opposed might have support, isn't it one strategy to
[is] keep that bill from getting a hearing?
A: Lobby~stsdon't generally get to decide whether
[I61
[ i q a bill gets a hearing or n0t.A committee chau gets
[is] to make that decision.
[ig
Q: And lobbyists use their m u e n c e to try and
(201 make sure, sometimes, that bills they oppose don't
[ a ] get committee hearings; isn't that true?
A: I have to believe that over the course of the
[nl
(231 history of the state of Minnesota, lobbyists have
[ a ] made that request of - of people. Whether the
[zs] request is honored or not is up to the committee

-
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Q: Well sir, the tobacco team from time to time
m approaches committee chairs and requests that bills
p ] not be heard; right?
A: I'm sure there are instances where that - where
[4]
[s] lobbyists for any number of groups discuss the
161 hearing schedules with committee chairs, for tobacco,
m for about any other client group that you can think
[el of.
191
Q: And when you referred to in your last answer
[lo] "hearing schedules," you're talking about making
[ i I] sure that a bill doesn't get a hearing at committee;
[ l a right?
A: That's the choice of a chair or a - or a - or
[is]
[MI the author of a b d . If the author doesn't make a
[is] request for a hearing, it's unlikely that a chair is
[is] going to put it on hls schedule.
Q: But you would agree that the tobacco team from
1171
[lei time to t h e has approached committee chairs and
[is1 asked that what it considered to be anti-tobacco
POI b a s not be gven hearings; right?
A: That's something that could have happened. I
[211
PI don't recall a specific instance where that
[23] happened. 1- fcan say that we have asked I can
[%I tell you from my direct experience that 1 have asked
p51 a committee chair, if he had a hearing schedule

I

-

-
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chair.
Q: Sir, do you know if other lobbyists on behalf of
[21
PI the tobacco industry have made requests that certain
[a] bills, U e House File 32, not get hearings?
A: 1 have no recollection whether anyone asked that
[sl
[6] House Bill 32 not receive a hearing.
m Q: Now sir,we know based on Exhibit 1435 that
[el there were efforts directed at defeating legislation
191 which had been introduced in the 1985 legislative
[to] session, whch are described on pages 201 and 202 of
[ i l l that exhibit: right?
A: I thmk it refers to the '87 legslative
(14
(131 session. Did you say '85?
Q: I'm sorry, I thought - or I - I did, but let
(141
[is] me rephrase the question.
We know, based on Exhibit 1435, that there were
[is]
I [ i q efforts directed at defeating legislation which had
( [ i s ] been introduced in the 1987 legislative session which
[ig] are described on pages 201 and 202 of Exhibit 1435;
: [zo] right?
1211
A: That's what the exhibit describes, correct.
[22]
Q: It describes here a continuous &jay-per-week
1231 phone bank: right?
A: ~ a l k about
s
a hone bank.
n41
psi Q: Talks about nbrnerous post c a r d ~ m dwaves of
[i]

111
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letter writing.
[a A: I don't see "waves."It talks about Q: Well I see first wave, second wave and third
(31
[41 wave. Don't you?
A: That's what it says. I
[51
[6] Yeah, it does use the word "wave."
m a : Now sir, there are numerous - strike that.
[el Talks about 20.000 post cards being printed and
[g] distributed by wholesale, retail, and member
[lo] companies which were sent out so that people can send
[ i 11 them to their legislatures legrslators.
114
A: Uthey chose [i3] If they close to send them to their legislators,
1141 that was the purpose.
Q: And sir, those efforts were aimed - strike
[iq
[16] that.
Sir, turning back to House File *bit
32, this
i
[la] bill also would have provided the Attorney General
[ie] with authority to institute civil actions in the name
[ a ] of the state of ~ b e s o t in
a district court for
[21] violations of the bill; right?
[ZZI
MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself,
i n ] but
p4)
A: That's what the bill says.
psi Q: And sir, isn't it true that The Tobacco
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others to speak to the city council of Chanhassen
1 ( 9 opposing a cigarette sale through vendmg rnactunes
PI ban.
A: The appearance of other witnesses would not
[4]
n necessitate my being in the room.
Q: That doesn't answer my question, sir.
YOUwere there k c a u w you had a r m g e d for I [el A: No.
Q: - other witnesses; hadn't you?
I 191
A: Are you asking me if I had arranged for other
[lo]
([I I] witnesses, or are you askmg me if that's why I was
(12) there?
Q: Sir, you had arranged for other witnesses to be
1[13]
(141 there.
[151
A:lhad1161 Ihad arranged for other witnesses to be there.
Q: Ln other words [iq
[is] By the way, were these other witnessesTobacco
[ i q Institute personnel?
A: Without looking back on the records, I don't
[ml
p i ] remember who t e s a e d before the Chanhassen city
[zq council specifically. I know that there were [n] there were other people that testified on the
i psl Chanhassen ordinance.
pq Q: Now the other people that teshfied, were they
1 [I]

[I]

/
/
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Institute knew that the Attorney General of the state
M of Mrnnesota &d not have the authority at the time
p ] this bill was introduced to institute actions in
141 violation of laws prohbiting sales of cigarettes to
[51 minors?
A: I don't know what the Attorney General's powers
161
m were in regard to initiatmg - initiating legal
[el actions in regard to selling cigarettes to minors.
w The language that you refer to in House File 32 I
[lo] assume is specilic to a violation described in House
[ i l l File 32.
Q: And House File 32 would have prevented
[iq
[ I ] cigarettes being disbursed by vendng machines;
(141 right?
[iq
A: To anyone.
Q: TOanyone.That's right. Right?
[16]
A: That would seem to be the purpose of the - of
[in
[ l e i the bill.
Q: Now sir, didTheTobacco Institute support the
[is]
mi prevention of cigarette sales via vending machines
p i ] that's referred to in House File 32?
[221
A: Could you restate that for me, please?
ml
Q: Certainly.
[24] DidTheTobacco Institute support the prevention
[25] of cigarette sales via vending machines as referred
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tobacco family members?
m A: As I have already mentioned, I don't know - I
[s] don't recall specifically who testified.
Q: Now sir, you're aware of the fact that 86
[41
S
[ I percent of adult daily smokers started smoking by the
[q age of 18; aren't you?
m A: Am I aware of that as a fact?
[el
Q: Yes, sir.
A: I am not aware of that as a fact.
[a]
Q: Well sir, you're aware of the fact that 44
[lo]
(111 percent of teenagers who smoke regularly are daily
1 112) smokers; ri&t?
A: 1 have no knowledge of that.
[is]
Q: Sir, are you aware of the fact that one.third to
[14]
[ i q two-third of - two - I'm sorry, strike that.
Are you aware of the fact that one-third to
[iq
1171 one-half of ktds who experiment with smok~ng
become
[I el regular smokers?
[is]
A: I don't know the statistics that you're W g
[ m i about.
[211
Q: Sir, are you aware of the fact that 70 percent
'[nl of teen smokers, pven the chance to do h g s
m j differently,wouldn't start smoking?
[z4]
A: I have no idea what study you're - you're
p s ] quoting.

(11

[I]

I

,
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to in House File 32?
A: We opposed a total ban on vending machines. We
EZI
p ] supported at some point in history other ways to
(41 control access to vending machines. I don't know if
[sl that was in 1987 or - or another year.
[6]
Q: Now sir, you have in - in the past lobbied
m personally against vending machine bans sales
[el strike that.
You have lobbied personally in the past against
p]
[lo] bans on cigarette sales from vending machines;
[I 11 haven't you?
1121
A: That is true.
Q: You've lobbied not only the state legislature,
[I~I
(141 but you have lobbied White Bear Lake and Chanhassen
I151 and numerous other municipalities who have considered
[16] such bans.
MR. FLYNN: Object to the question as vague
[in
[ i s ] and ambiguous, what you mean by "numerous other."
A: I have not lobbied in all those places that
[19]
[ m i you've talked about. 1- I remember being at least
[21] in the room in Chanhassen when this issue was
pq discussed by the city council.
p] Q: Why were you there, sir?
A: Very curious as to what would happen.
[ZQ]
0 : You were there also because you had arranged for
psi
[I]

-

Q: Have you read the Surgeon General's
[I]
[21 addresses teen smoking?
PI
141
(51

report that

A: I have not read the whole report.
Q: Have you read the portion that talks about teen

smoking?
A: I don't believe that I have.
m Q: Now sir, while you were lobbylng [a] By the way, when you were talking about lobbying
R Chanhassen, you did lobby to prevent the ban of
[to] cigarette sales to via vending machines.
MR. FLYNN: I object to your question. He
1111
I [ i q hasn't admitted he lobbied anytlung in Chanhassen,
/ [ i s ] but if YOU want to ask him that A: 1 was in the room the night that the Chanhassen
M
[I
(151 city council discussed an ordinance to ban vendrig
[i6] machines. 1 don't have a recollection of speaking to
[ i q any member of that city council.
Q: But you did, just so we're clear here, arrange
[is]
(191 for speakers to speak to the city council.
[~OI
A: yes.
Q: And you did so so that they would speak in
1 [2t]
[qopposition to the vending machine sales ban; right?
recall if we were simply opposed to the
Ij 1241 banA:orI don't
if we had - if there were alternatives to be ,
I p s ] offered.There was - it's a 161
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It's a fairly contentious question, whether you
[a have to ban somethmg in order to - to control its
PI use.
Q: Well sir, you were aware at the lime you went to
[dl
(51 the Chanhassen city council meeting where the subject
(61 of cigarette smoking - or cigarette sales via
m vendmg m a c h e s was discussed, that for youth under
[el the age - or between the ages of 13 and 15 in the
[91 state of Minnesota, the success rate for buying
[lo] cigarettes from vendmg machines was 65 percent;
(1i ] weren't you?
[12]
A: I don't know if I was aware of that statistic [is] statistic at the m e or not.
[id]
Q: Well sir, you were aware at the time that you
[is] went to Chanhassen and arranged speakers to speak in
[ i q opposition there, that the success rate for teenagers
[ i q buying cigarenes out of vendmg machines, according
[la] to one study, was 82 percent; right?
A: I have no [I 9
1201 I do not know that I've read the study that
p i ] you're quoting born.
[a Q: Well sir, were you aware that - of mformation,
[23] when you were lobbying Chanhassen, that over one-half
pd] of tenth graders who smoke named vending maclunes as
p s ] their primary source of cigarettes?
[I]

[I]

'

[I]

a question pending.
A: I'm very unclear as to what document 1438 has to
is1 do with the Chanhassen / G[ I I'mgetting very confused about where - whether
m you want me to be in White Bear Lake or whether you
[a] want me to be in Chanhassen. I don't understand the
191 relationship between this document to the series of
[ l o ] questions that you asked me about Chanhassen. is
[I I] that clear?
Q: Just SO we're clear, the Chanhassen ordinance
(14
[i3] that we've been discussing would have banned
[id] cigarette sales from vending m a c h e s ; right?
[is]
A: That's true.
0 : N right.And when you arranged speakers to
[is]
[ i q speak in opposition to that vending machine ban, you
(181 were doing so in your capacity as a lobbyist for the
[ig] tobacco industry; weren't you, sir?
MR. FLVNN: I object, it's just
,[20]
[21] argumentative whether it's a lobbyist or what. But
[ a ] if you can answer it again, go ahead.
1
4 A: I don't know if it's a lobbying activity. I
[ a ] mean it
1 [2S]
Iwas involved in the Chanhassen o r b a n c e
[3]

[dl

-

/
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MR. FLYNN: Okay. I - I object.Youlre

-

BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1438, this is a document Bates
numberedT'LMN458047;right?
[p~ A: Correct.
Q: And you received this document EromTom Briant
[n]
[24] at or about the time it was written; isn't that true?
A: That's what the document says, that 1 did.
ps]
['el

[tg]
[a]
pi]
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Q:Uright.AndW.BriantsentyouamteBear
121 Lake study data sheet, according to the cover letter;
PI right?
A: There is an attachment from the White Bear Lake
[dl
151 TobacceFree Youth Project.
Q: All right.And that's the second and third
[61
m pages of the Exhibit 1438.
[a]
A: Correct.
[9]
Q: Now sir, by the way, arranging speakers, that's
[lo] part of your l o b b p g activities;isn't it?
[ti]
A: In some cases.
0: Well, when they [iq
[is] When you arranged for speakers to speak about
[id] the Chanhassen ordinance, that was part of your
[ i s ] lobbying activities;wasn't it?
MR. FLYNN: I object, it's vague and
1161
[ i n ambiguous. It's semantical. It is what it is. I
[re] guess a court or jury can call it what it wants.
A: I don't know if that's a lobbying activity or
[19]
[x)] not.
0 : YOU- you don't know; is that your testimony?
1211
[q MR. FLYNN: He's answered.That's what he
[ n ] said.
[24]
A:I'm1251 Can I ask a question, please?
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because Iwas a consultant toTheTobacco Institute.
[q Whether that - there I mean - I
A I'm not sure that everythmg that I do comes
[4] under the defirution of lobbying.
[s]
Q: And did you arrange these speakers in your
[q capacity as a consultant for the tobacco industry m Institute?
A: To the extent that I was involved in having
[a]
[sl someone there to answer questions, it would have been
[to] because I have - I was a consultant toTheTobacco
[ i l l Institute.
[la
Q: Fair enough.
1131 Now turning your attention to Exhibit 1438, Mr.
[id] Briant provided you information about the tobacco [is] the Chanhassen ordinance; right?That's point two on
/ [i61 the front page.
1 [ i n MR. FLYNN: Again it speaks for itself. He
/ [ l a ] gave him the ordinance, but Here, stick with page one.What it [19]
[20] Do you want the question reread so you got it in
p i ] mind?
(221 THE WITNESS: I'd like to read this fist.
[nl
MR. FLYNN: Okay.
MS. WIVELL: All right, go ahead.
[z4]
MR. FLYNN: Take the time to read it.
[zq
[I]

rzq now slipping the word 'lobbying." He denied
131 1obbying.N he said is he's there. So as phrased,
[41 I object to the question.
Q: Well let me rephrase the question.
[51
[q When you were arranging speakers to speak about
m the Chanhassen proposed ban on selling cigarettes out
[a] of vending machines, were you aware that over
p ] one-half of tenth graders who smoke named vending
[lo] machine as the primary source of cigarettes?
A: I cannot say that I was aware of that. I don't
[I 11
(14 know what study you're readmg from.
Q: Well actually,sir, I'm reading from a
[la]
[id] something that Mr.Thomas Briant sent to you dated
(151 November 14th, 1989.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1438 was marked
[iq
1171 for identifkation.)

111

MR. FLYNN: You want to take a break?
Q: I'd like an answer to my question, since there's

-

-
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M E WITNESS: Okay, I've - I've read it.
m Q: Mr. Briant provided you the Chanhassen ordinance
pi that we've just been talking about; didn't he?
A: This letter indicates he did.
[o]
Q: And he also provided you the sheets which are
[sl
[6] attached entitled 'White Bear LakeTobaccwFreeYouth
m Project;'' right?
1 [el A: That's what this is, yes.
Q: All right. And those sheets give you some,
I [g]
'[lo] information about the success that children -or I'm
[I i ] sorry, youth have in purchasing cigarettes from
1121 vending machines; right?
[la]
MR. FLYNN: Well they speak for themselves.
[id]
A: They gtve me some information lrom a recent /[i51 to quote the document, results from a recent
1[is] University of Minnesota survey.
Q:AUright.Andth~~~[te] That survey showed that for youths between 13
[ig] and 15, the success rate for vending maclune
[a]
purchases was 65 percent; right?
A: It would seem that that was what this survey
indicated.
Q: All right.And also according to Uus document
[23]
(241 that you received, for purchase attempts made by a
1 [251 15-year-old*I and a 14-year-oldboy, the success
[il
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done.That - that's an hour over what your mentor,
Walburn, said you'd take for this. We've been on

rate for vending machine purchases of cigarette sales
was 82 percent; right?
A: That's what h s survey says.
[3]
Q: Now sir, also accordmg to this document that
[dl
[ q you received, over half of tenth graders who smoke
[6] named vending machines as a primary source of
m cigarette sales - or purchases; right?
A: That's what this study says.
[el
Q: And sir, it goes on to say almost 60 percent of
191
[lo] the people who smoke start by the age of 14; right?
A: That's what this document says.
[I 11
Q: AU right.And you had that information at the
[iq
[13] time YOUhad all of this information at the time you
[MI
1151 were arrangmg speakers in opposition to the
[ i q Chanhassen ordinance which would have banned
[ i n cigarette sales by vending machmes, right?
[la]
MR. FLYNN: Object, there's no foundation
[ig] for that. But if you know that, go ahead.
pol
A: I - I don't know that I p i ] 1 cannot tell you defhtively that I read this
[nl ~nformationbefore 1 arranged for speakers at
[n] Chanhassen.
Q: Well, but you knew it before you went to the
[a]
psi Chanhassen meeting; right?
[I]
[a

i;

the record with this since - for three hours and 39
minutes with this computer system you got, and we've
1
been here for four hours and 15 minutes. I'm t e h g
you in 20 minutes the deposition is going to be
: m over.
[el
BY MS. WIVELL:
1 (91 Q: Sir, it is highly unlikely that you provided the
[ l o ] information contained in the two sheets that are the
[I 11 last two pages of Exhibit 1438 to the Chanhassen city
[I 4 council; isn't it, sir?
1131
MR. FLYNN: He's asked answered it three
[id] tirnes.Answer one more and then I'm going to
[is] instruct him not to answer again, because you keep
[16] badgering him.
[in
A: I have no moUection of providing this
information to the Chanhassen city council.
,,[is] specific
0: Did you share the information contahed in these
1 [19]
[20] two sheets with the people that you arranged to speak
[ a ] at the Chanhassen city council meeting?
[a A: 1don't recall doing that either.
Q: Did Mr. Briant share with you, while you were
p4] lobbying against vending machme sale bans, the
pq information that he had received from Professor Jean
[3]
[4l
js]
(61

I

-

1
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MR. FLYNN: Same objection.
[4
A: I don't know that.
~1
Q: Sir, why did you stand in the back of the room
(41 and not speak at the Chanhassen city council meeting?
[q A: I'm not an expett on any of these matters. I
[q don't think that there's any problem with a citizen
being at a public meeting.
Q: Oh, I'm not suggesting there is. I was just
[a]
[9] wondering why you hadn't said anything.
Now sir, according to this information, most [lo]
[I I] 90 percent of people begin smoking by the age of 21;
[ i a right?
A: That's what this information indicates.
(131
Q: Sir,did you share any of the information that
[I41
[ i q we've just gone over from this White Bear Lake
[ i q TohcceFree Youth Project with the Chanhassen city
1171 council?
MR. FLYNN: Again, object, there's no
[iq
(19) foundation. He never talked to them, I don't know
pol how he could share it. But go ahead, answer the
p i ] question.
A: I don't recall ever speaking to a Chanhassen
[221
[yj) city council member.
0: Well &d you share in any way, send them the
p4]
p51 information on these two pages about how successful
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Forster of the University of Minnesota concerning
1
sources of cigarettes for tenth graders in two
Minnesota cities?
A: I don't specifically recall that he shared that.
[41
(51 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1439 was marked
[ q for identification.)
m
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[a]
[Sl Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1439, this is a cover memo - a
1101 cover lener from Jean Forster, assistant professor
[I 11 at the University of Minnesota to Mr.Thomas Briant;
[ i q correct?
I [i31 A: That's what the document says.
Q: And it attaches an article she had written
[id]
[iq entitled "Sources of cigarettes for tenth graders in
[ t q two Minnesota cities;" right?
A: That's the title of the article.
(171
Q: AU right. Now this document bears the Bates
[I 81
[la] number TIMN48 I'm sorry, 458040 through 458046;
[201 right?
pi]
A: Correct.
t2z] Q: Now would you take a moment and read the letter
1231 that's the Grst page 1241
A: Sure.
1 ps] Q: of the exhibit?

[I]

I

[I]
pl
p]

-

-
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young folks are at buying cigarettes out of vending
machines? Did you ever give them this information?
MR. FLYNN: Objection, it's just
pi
[4] argumentative. It's asked and answered already.
A: I think I've already answered the question.
[5]
Q: No, sir, you said you didn't speak to them. I'm
[61
m asking if in any way you provided the Chanhassen city
[a] council members with the information that's contained
191 in these two pages?
A: 1 do not recall providing them with that
[lo]
[I 11 information.
Q: You didn't; did you, sir?
(14
A: I do not recall providing them with that
[13]
[id] mformation.
Q: Highly unlikely that you would have; isn't that
(151
[I61 true, sir?
MR. FLYNN: Ma'am, you're either going to
i
[IS] be civil or we're going to stop this deposition.
jt91
MS. WIVELL: Oh, I'm being civil, sir.
r201
MR. FLYNN: The tone and your inflection is
[2i] absolutely inappropriate.You're entitled to examine
[nl the witness.You can be forceful. you can be
I n ] professional, you can be emphatic, but not what
p41
you're doing. Further, it's three and a half hours
- ~,
L251 into tlus. ~ g g o 20
t minutes and this deposition is
[I]
pl
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A: I've read the letter.
Q: AU right. Sir, was, at the time this document
pl
A was written, Mr. Briant working on behalf ofThe
[4] Tobacco lnstitute?
A: I don't know ifhe had a contract with the
[q
[ q Institute or if he was working in his capacity as
m executive director for the wholesaler group.
Q: But you understand that Mr. Briant did pass this
[a]
A information on at one point in time to The Tobacco
[lo] Institute; right?
A: Nothing here indicates that.
1111
Q: Well, this document was produced to us by The
[iq
[ i 31 Tobacco Institute.
A: That would indicate that the document was @ven
(14
[is] to them then.
a: All right. Now sir, did you have [16]
[ i n Have you ever read the article that's attached
[is] to the cover page of Exhibit 1439?
1191
A: I don't believe that I have.
1 [zoj Q: Did anyone
1 [ a ] A: I don't recall reading- this.
[nl
Q: I'm sorry?
A: I don't recall readmg m s article.
[n]
Q: Did anyone ever share with you the information
[24]
I24 that is contained in this article?
[I]
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A: I have no direct recollection of reading h s

[I]

[q article or d~scussingh s article.
p~ Q: Sir, what isTheTobacco Institute's position on

[;1

PI

It does not say that.
Q: It says, "It could be asked, 'How will we
control dsbursements of cigarettes from vending
I m machines; and if we are serious about this, why not
[a] discontinue vending machine sales?"' kght?
[9]
A: That's what the document says.
(101
Q: Sir, wasn't it a fact that internally at The
l ~ i iTobacco
i
Institute at the time this document was
i(i21 written, that question was very much at issue?Why,
j[i3] ifTheTobacco Institute was trying to - I'm sorry,
(141 strike that.
1 [ i q Earlier in the par - or the paragraph above, it
1 [ i s ] says, 'The preamble should make it clear that the
[iq industry has been and is on record that smokmg is an
1 [la] adult custom;" right?
A: That's what it says.
[ig]
Q: And the question about why not discontinue
[mi
[ a ] vending machine sales follows that; right?
[22]
A: It does.
Q: AU right.And the tobacco industry has never
[a]
/[?al supported
municipahty or state b&g
the sale
1 [2s] of vendmg machmes - or cigarettes through vending

youth s m o h g ?
A: Unequivocally, we oppose the use of tobacco
is]
products by minors.
m Q: Well sir, isn't it true that ifThe Tobacco
[a] Institute really opposed the sale the use of
[91 cigarettes by young people, by youth, by minors, that
[lo] The Tobacco Institute would have supported bans of
[ i 11 cigarette sales through vending machines instead of
[121 opposing them?
A: That does not follow at all. I don't - I don't
ji31
[la] believe it is necessary to ban somethmg in order to
[ i s ] control its use.
Q: Well sir. you would agree that a very, very
1161
[IT]
small portion of tobacco sales are through vending
[la] machmes; wouldn't you?

[a]

(41

[5]
161

-

1191
[MI
1211

pzq
[a]
pol
[2s]

MR. FLYNN: Close enough.
Q: All right.What &d I make a mistake on?
A: I believe you said "If it could be asked "

/

/

/
1

A:Today?
Q: Yes.
A: They're ~Uegaltoday in Minnesota.
Q: In Minnesota.
A: I suspect that it's about zero.
Q: Up to last year well no, let's step back.

-

any

You understand that nationally vending machme
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sales of cigarettes provide only a very small
[;1 proportion of cigarette sales; don't you?
p~ A: I don't know the numbers, but I think it's
[a] probably a pretty small number.
9: Sir, if vending machine sales provide such a
[5]
G
[I small proportion - or a small proportion of total
cigarette sales, and if preventing the use of
[a] cigarettes by people under the age of 21 is an
[9] objective ofThe Tobacco Institute MR. FLYNN: It's not under 21,it's 18.
[lo]
MS. WVELL: Well let me rephrase the
[ i 11
[ l a question.
Q: Sir, if - if vendmg machme sales provide a
[is]
[la] small proportion of total cigarette sales, and if
[ i s ] preventing the use of cigarettes by minors is an
[r q objective of The Tobacco Institute, wouldn't it be a
[ r q good idea to discourage or prohibit or stop s e h g
[re] cigarettes out of vendmg machines in order to keep a
(191 large percentage of children, who are apparently able
pol to buy them out of vendmg machines, from doing so?
A: I don't agree that that follows. I don't agree
pi]
pzq that banning of that device is the only way you
[n] accomplish the goal of stopping people under the age
[24] of 18 from purchasing cigarettes.
Q: Well sir, I I don't think I said it's the
ps]
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machines; right?
p~ A: We do not support banning vendmg machines as
A the solution to the problem posed by this question.
141
Q: Well, my question is a little different, sir.
[s] Has the tobacco industry ever supported any
[6] municipality or state banning the sale of cigarettes
m through vending machmes?
A: We do not support vendmg machine bans.
.[
[Q]
Q: Never have.
A: We do not support vending machine bans.
pol
Q: Never have; right? Not once.
[r i ]
MR. FLYNN: He's answered the question.
[la
A: I don't recall any situation where we support
1[i3]
I [la] bans on vending machines.
1 [is1 Q: Well I'm not talking about banning vending
[i6] machmes, I'm tillking about banning cigarette sales
[IT] through vending machines.TheTobacco Institute [I a]
A: That's precisely what I'm tallung about.
(19
Q: AU right. I just want to make sure we're clear
[MI here.
[a]
A: Thank you.
[a Q: Sonever mi. The Tobacco Institute has never suv~orteda ban
I.
pa] on the sale of cigarettes through vin'ding machines.
[ a ]
MR. FLYNN: Don't - don't answer it. He's

(11

[i]

m

1

-
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only way.
M A: I don't think it's the preferred way.
Q: Well sir, is [3]
[a] Wouldn't it be one way to do it?
A: Clearly,it would be one way to do it.
[s]
Q: Sir, showing you what's previously been marked
[6]
m as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 460, this is a memo from
[a] William Klwpfer, vice-president of The Tobacco
191 Institute, to a variety of people; correct?
A: It looks like a memo Irom Wiham Kloepfer to a
[lo]
[ i l l bunch of people.
0: All right.And Exhibit 460 also attaches a
114
[ i s ] responsive memorandum to Mr. Kloepfer from Jack
[I"
Mills; right?
[is]
A:Yes.
Q: Now the second paragraph of that document, the
(161
[ i 7 j last page of Exhlbit 460, says, quote, 'The second
[ i s ] paragraph of your suggested statement worries me. If
[ig] it could be asked, 'How will we control disbursement
1201of cigarettes from vendmg machines; and if we are
[ z i ] serious about this, why not discontinue vendmg
[zq machine sales?"' Bght?
A: That is substantially what that paragraph says.
[a]
MR. FLYNN: You didn't read it quite right.
pa]
A: It's not quite accurate, but [XI

answered it four times. I appreciate the order
MS. WIMLL: I want the record M

[I]
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MR. FLYNN: I
MS. WIVELL: to be clear here.
MR. FLYNN: I know what the order says. I

also think at some point you just become totally

m abusive.
[a]

MS. WVELL: I just want the record to be

R clear, Mr. Flynn, since there seemed to have been
[lo]
[ i I]
[i2]
[is]
[la]
[is]
[16]
[is]
[ig]

; :1
[22]
/ (231

'

some mistake.
Q: The Tobacco Institute has never supported any
ban on the sale of cigarettes via vending machines.
MR. FLYNN: A g m , I'm instructing him not
to answer.You can back in that fancy computer and
you can see the exact question and answer. It says
that three times.
MS. WIVELL: I'm trying to make sure the
record is clear since said '%banningvending
machmes."
MR. FLYNN: It's plenty clear, counsel.
It's just become abusive.
MS. WIVELL: Let's just let me ask it
one more time and we'll go on.
MR. FLYNN: No, he ain't golng to answer
it,,ust s;oon,~kay.

-
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You can read your record. If you don't think
[a it's in there, then I guess I'U stand the gaff for
p ] it. I think it's in there five times.
[41
BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Now sir, you're aware that in 1988 a legislative
151
is] plan was adopted by the tobacco industry for the
m state of ,Minnesota.
A: I'm not specifically aware of that.
[el
Q: Let me show you what's previously been marked as
(91
[lo] Plaintiffs' Exhibit 760.Th1s is a legislative plan
[ i 11 that was enacted by the industry after the 1987
[14 legislative session; right?
A: That's what it says. It would have been after
1131
(141 the 1987 session.
Q: All right.And sir, you would agree that the
(151
[i6] tobacco industry after the 1987 session adopted a
[I r] specific plan to prevent the imposition of what it
[is] termed anti-tobacco legislation in the state of
[ig] Minnesota, right?
[a A: That looks like what this document is.
Q: And that included a plan to create a wall of
pi]
pq flesh in the Minnesota state legslature when bills
[23] were debated that were considered to be anti-tobacco;
[ a ] right?
p5] A: I've not read this document so I don't know
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rates; right?
A: As far as LWmesotaactivity is concerned?
n[3] Q:
Nationally.
A: I am not personally aware of that. I [dl
[s] As I said, I just glanced over h s memo. I
[6] don't know the signtficance of it.
m Q: It says, "Attached for fmal approval is the
1 [el proposal for an insurance program, 'Dixouragmg
1 191 Health Insurance Industry Discrimination Against
~ [ i o ]Smokers.'This proposal is for a much needed
(1 11 component of our workplace program." hght?
A: That's what the document says.
[la
0 : And it goes on to say, 'The objective is simple,
[i3]
[id] to discourage unfair health insurance practices
[is] against smokers;" right?
A: That's what the document says.
[iq
Q: Now you have no information which would dispute
1111
[la] that sentence; do you?
[ ~ q A: I have no information as to whether a f i a l
[zo] approval was ever given or to dispute that sentence.
1211
Q: All right.
[ZI A: 1 Q: Now sir, do you have any ~nformationyou can
[nl
[z4] share with us about smokers versus nonsmoker
p s ] insurance rates?

1

[I]

[I]

'
/

1
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where -where you're at here.
0: Are you familiar with the phrase "the wall of
[21
p ] flesh?"
A: You just said it. I don't know where that [4]
[q how that relates to any to a lobbying plan. I've
[6] not read this document.
m Q: AU right. Well have you ever read any lobbying
[s] plan for the state of Minnesota that was established
pl by The Tobacco Institute that referred to the wall of
[IO] flesh?
A: That's not a phrase that I've ever used, but
[I 11
[ t q that doesn't mean somebody else didn't.
Q: Sir, earlier in this deposition we talked about
[iq
[la] a list of items of interest toTheTobacco Institute
[is] that was attached to a specific contract with the
1161 tobacco - I'm sorry - tobacco distributors. Do you
[ i q r e d that?
[ie]
A: The wholesale group?
Q: All right.And you recall that on that list I
[ig]
[zo] asked you a question about smoker versus nonsmoker
p i ] insurance rates?
[I]

'

pa]
1251

I don't know what program this memo is referring
to, and I don't - I - I don't recall legslation
dealing with that topic.
Q: Sir, have you ever seen the attachment to this
[6]
m document?
[el A: i would guess not.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1441 was marked
[el
[lo] for identification.)
MS. WIVELL: I'm sorry, I'm going to have
[I 11
1121 to take a break.
THE REPORTER: Off the record, please.
1131
[ill
(Recess taken.)
[4]
[s]

[19
[is]
[iq
[ i 81

A:Right.
Q: All right. Isn't it true thatTheTobacco

Industry Discrimination Against Smokers;" right?

pq memorandum; right?

w

Institute has adopted a specific policy of opposing
different insurance rates for smokers versus

nonsmokers?
A: I do not recall that being the case in the state
[21
pi of Minnesota as far as the Institute is concerned, as
(41 far as my work on it is concerned.
THE REPORTER: Let's go off the record,
[5]
(61 please.
m (Discussion off the record.)
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1440 was marked
[el
[91 for identification.)
1101
BY MS. WIVELL:
0: Sir, showing you what's been marked as
[ii]
[ l a Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1440, ttus is a document fromThe
[is] Tobacco Institute Bates numberedTIMN0034814; right?
A: That's what it says.
[iq
(151
Q:AUright.You'veseenitbefore.
A: I have not seen this document before.
[16]
Q: Have you read it?
[ I
A: I've just glanced over it right now.
[ie]
Q : AU right. It's (191
[ a ] The subject is "Insurance Program Proposal;"
(211 right?
A: That's what it says.
pq
Q: All right. Now sir, you understood [n]
You understand that there is aTobacco Institute
~251 policy concerning smoker versus nonsmoker insurance

BY MS. WIMLL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as Exhibit
1441, this is entitled "Discouraging Health Insurance

A: That's what the title says.
[ig
~201 0: And that is the title of the document which,
[zi] according to Exhibit 1440, was attached to that

(241

,

A: That would seem to be correct.
Q: NOWsir, has the tobacco industry opposed

psi dtfferential insurance premiums aimed at smokers?
Page 192

[I]

A: In my work on tobacco issues, that has never
been an issue in this state.That has - I -

pl

-

pq
[nl

[i]
[q

/
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[I]

A: Not in my experience with them.
Q: Well sir, isn't it true that this document talks

1, m about that very thing as a policy?
;

pi

A: I have no idea if this document was ever
approved. I do know that I have never seen this
document in connection with my work, and I I not
/ m aware of any issue raised at any level of government
[el in this state regarding the question addressed by
p] this proposal.
Q: Well sir, according to Exhibit 1440, the plan
[lo]
[I i ] was cleared by Covington & Burling and Shook, Hardy &
[ i q Bacon; right?
(131
A: They're good lawyers, but they're not The
(14) Tobacco Institute.
Q: Sir, according to this document, the plan,
[is]
[i6] that's Exhibit 1441, was cleued by Covington &
[ i q Burling and Shook, Hardy & Bacon; right?
[is]
A: Exhibit 1440 says that that's the case.
0: AU right.And sir, you, as the tobacco
[I9
1201 industry's spokesperson here today, cannot tell me
1 [21] whether tlus plan was ever approved?
A: I cannot teU you that because I have never seen
it in connection with any of my work with TheTobacco
pa] Institute.
0: Now sir, you have no evidence that tlus plan was
1125]

1

141
[sl
[GI

Ig
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not approved; right?
A: I have no evidence that it was approved
[q
Q : No, sir. that wasn't my question.
p]
[41 You have no evidence that this plan wasn't
[q approved; do you?
[s]
A: I have m I do not.
Q: Now sir, this plan refers to going to the
[el
[9] commissioner of a variety of states, the insurance
[I 01 regulator for a variety of states, to talk to them
[ i 11 about unfair insurance premiums dnected at smokers;
[121 right?
A: I have never read the document and I have no
[la]
[id] idea what it suggests that we do.
Q: All right.Well, if you look at the page that
[IS]
1161 ends with Bates number 542 of Exhibit 40 - 1441,
[ i n there are tactics listed; right?
[la]
A: That's the title on the top of the page.
1191
Q: All right.Why don't you take a moment and
[20] review the tactics that are listed.
pi]
A: I've read the pages that you suggested.
[nl
Q: AU right. Sir, among the tactics is - is
[ a ] suggested that the tobacco industry work through
[ a ] national associations to establish relations with
ps] state insurance regulators; right?
(11

[I]
I (21
[3]

-

R of Insurance Commissioners on the subject of
[5] differential premiums?
1 [6] A: Not to my knowledge.
j m Q: You just don't know one [B]
A: I don't know.
i 191 Q: - way or the other; do you?
1 [lo] A: I don't know.
Q: Sir, you said that
[ I11
1 [ 1 4 You've said several times that you have no
/ [i3] knowledge of the differential premium issue arising
(141 here in the state of Minnesota.Are you aware of it
1151 arising elsewhere?
[i6]
A: I am not aware of it arising elsewhere.
[iq
Q: Well is it The Tobacco Institute's policy that
[la] cigarette smokers should not have higher insurance
1[i9] premiums than nonsmokers?
A: I don't know if that's The Tobacco Institute's
1[a]
[211 policy. It is not an issue that I have ever
[qaddressed.
Q: Do you know ifTheTobacco Institute has ever
In]
1241 argued that cigarette - I'm sorry, strike that.
Are you aware ifThe Tobacco Institute has ever
[25]
I

-

1
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[i]

MR. FLYNN: Again I object, it speaks for
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argued to any regulator that there should not be a
[21 differential premium for smokers versus nonsmokers?
A: I am not aware of that argument being made.
p]
Q: YOUjust don't know of any circumstance where
[dl
151 that has occurred.
[q A: I I do not know of any circumstance where
m that has occurred.
As I search my memory, the only connection with
[a]
(91 the issue of insurance had to do there was a
[lo] clause, I believe, in a bill that was passed several
[I 11 years ago, four, five, six years ago, dealing with
[ l a privacy and an employer's ability to Gre someone for
[13] smokmg at home off the work place, where that issue
i [id] was raised, and I believe that we supported a
i [is] provision in that bill to specifically allow
[16] differential rates.That's one of the reasons this
[ i q really makes no sense to me.
To the best of my knowledge, that is the only
[la]
[ig] connection that I recall between tobacco and
[m]insurance rates, and it's the opposite of what you're
(211 attempting to put forward here.
[q Q: Well sir, if we turn back to Exhibit 1440, it
[ n l says in the second paragraph, 'The objective is
[ a ] simple, to discourage unfair insurance practices
1251 against smokers."
[I]

[a itself.

A: The document says that.
(31
Q: hnd if we turn to page the page that ends
141
[s] with Bates number 545, we see the name ofThomas

-

H.
b r m a n , who is Minnesota's insurance commissioner;
m right?
A: I see a list of several insurance commissioners,
[a]
[91 andThomas H. Borman's name is on that list.
Q: And he is Minnesota's insurance commissioner?
[lo]
A: He is not Minnesota's.
[i
11
( 1 1 , Q: Was. I'm sorry, he was Minnesota's insurance
[IS] commissioner; wasn't he?
A: My guess would be that at the time this document
1141
(151 was written, he was.
Q: AU n g h t . h d it's true, isn't it, that The
[I61
[ i q Tobacco Institute's person who was hired to perform
[la] this - I'm sorr): strike that.
The Tobacco Institute hired a person to
[ig]
(201 institute this proposal; right?
pi]
A: Not to my knowledge.
p21
Q: Do you have any [n]
A: In Minnesota?Not to my knowledge.
0: Sir, you have knowledge that The Tobacco
psi Institute hired someone to put this program into

-

[6]

-

:
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place; right?
MR. FLYNN: He just answered that.
[21
A: I do not have that knowledge.
(31
Q: I'm not talking about Minnesota, sir, I'm
(41
[s] talking about nationally.
A: I have no knowledge that this program was ever
[6]
PI approved by The Tobacco Institute. I've never seen
[a] this stuff before.
Q: Despite the fact it was designated, counsel
(91
[lo] &dn't show it to you; is that right?
A: I did not review it.
[ i I]
MR. FLYNN: Objection. Don't worry - let
[la
( 1 3 him worry.We7Uworry about that. He hasn't seen
1141 it, he said. Go on.
[lS]
A: More importantly, 1 haven't seen it in
[is] connection with my work with The Tobacco Institute.
[iq
Q: SO YOU have no
[la] You can't tell us as you sit here today as The
1191 Tobacco Institute spokesperson whether this document,
pol which was designated for use in this deposition, was
p i ] ever put into place.
A: I have no knowledge that any of this proposal
M
(231 contained in Plaintiffs' Exhibit 144 1 was ever even
[ a ] approved byTheTobacco Institute, let alone put into
ps] place.
[I]

-
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Q: Now sir, did The Tobacco
MR. FLYNN: You've answered.
Q: - Institute ever I ~ b b ythe National Association

Has The Tobacco Institute ever engaged in
activities where it has encouraged there not to be
p ] differential insurance premiums for smokers versus
141 nonsmokers?
A: I am not aware of any activity by TheTobacco
[sl
[6] Institute in that area. I'm not aware of m 1personally am not aware of any activity in
[a] that area.
Q: AU right.And sir, have you ever heard the
191
[lo] term 'The Smokers Caucus" used with reference to the
I [I I] Minnesota legislature?
A: Not to my recollection.
[iq
Q: Sir, show , [13]
MS. WIVELL: I'm going to have the court
[is] reporter mark th~s.
(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1442 was marked
TIOK
[i6]
[ i n for idenhfication.)
[i]

1 [lei
I [ig]

BY MS. WIVELL:
Q: Sir, showing you what's been marked as

[ 2 0 ] Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1442, tlus is a
[211 numbered TlLMN457679;
right?

1

;;

0035455

document Bates

A: Correct.
Q: All right.And it says -

[ Z ~ IIt makes reference in
[25] second paragraph on

the last sentence of the
the first page to "...the
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Governor has targeted - was tatgeted to receive
(;1 phone calls from hsgruntled Smoker Caucus members;"
p ] right?
A: That's what it says. I have no idea what it
[A]
[51 means.
Q: You've never heard of ofThe Smokers Caucus?
[61
m A: I don't remember ever using the phrase and I
[el don't remember, frankly, ever hearing the phrase. I
pj don't know what it m a s .
(101
Is it a group
. of citizens who smoke? I don't
[ l l ] know.
Q: That's what I'm trying to find out, sir.
[iq
(131
A: 1 don't know.
Q: But YOU don't know.
[i4]
[is]
A: Idonotknow.
Q: All right, sir, you told us at the beginning of
(161
[ i q h s deposition, I think - and I'd Like to try and
[re] find my notes here, let's see if I can remember
[tgl correctly - that when you were dealing with the
[m] legislature, you wanted to be full, fair and honest.
121) DOyou r e c d saying something to that effect?
[pl
MR. FLYNN: I tIunk the record speaks for
[nl itself. I don't remember that, but if it's there,
(24) it's there.
A: I don't remember it, but it's certainly what one
psi

1
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[I]
12)

I

1

,

-

1

I

1

(
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would strive to do.
Q: Would you agree that - let me back up again.
(21
p ] Have you ever asked to see any internal tobacco
141 industry documents on smoking and health?
(51
A: No, not [6] I do not recall ever a s h g to see any of
m those. I've been exposed to what appears in the
[a] press the same as everybody else. I don't recall
w ever requesting to see a specific document.
[iq
Q: Why not?
A: Never had occasion to do it.
(1 11
Q: Well, after reading about some of these
[14
[13] documents that you've seen in the press, have you
1141 ever asked The Tobacco Institute to see some of them?
[iq
A: I'm not a scientist. I'm not trained as a
[ i q scientist. I don't [in
I think like most of the American population,
[la] 1 the dormation that 1 have is the same
[ i g information that everybody else has. It's there's
[20] not a lack of information on the - on the topic.
0: Well isn't it important to you to know whether
pi]
[22) the information you're providing to policy makers is
[n] truthful?
MR. FLYNN: I object, it's argumentative in
p41
1251 that it assumes he provided health-related
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2:20.At 2:30 this is going to be done, over, so I'm
[21 giving you another [4 You got 10 minutes left, and that's more than
[4] enough under any reading of the agreement, Ms.
[51 Walburn's statement, the time for IM~.
Merryman's
[6] deposition.
m Q: Now sir, you intended that the policy makers
[el that you spoke to on behalf of the tobacco industry
p ] believed what you say; right?
A: That's the general hopc.
(101
Q: And it would be reasonable [ i 11
A: On - on behalf of any client.
1121
Q: Well we're focusing on theTobacco Institute
[iq
[ I ~ Ihere -or the tobacco industry here today.
Wouldn't vou aeree that it - it would be
ri51
;is; reasonable fir pol& makers to rely on the
[ i n dormation that you provided them during your
[la] lobbying activities?
A: I think it's unreasonable to assume that I'm the
[I91
[20] only person providing them with information. I think
(211 that's an unreasonable assumption.
[w Q: I'm - I A: Because I've never seen a legislative issue.
[a]
1241 tobacco or otherwise, where there weren't at least
125) two sides.

[I]

-
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legslators with information that they want, and I
1
t h k for the most part that that was done.
131
.Q.: Well you wanted to be complete in providmg them
[4] this dormation; didn't you?
A: I Uunk I have been. I don't recall a complaint
[i]
[6] from a le~slator
ever that I have not been complete.
m Q: Well sir, how about the issue of marketing to
; [a] minors and sales to minors, did you ever ask for
1 191 information that the tobacco industry had about
[to] marketing to youth?
[1I]
A: It is very (121 It is very clear, at least to me, that the
1131 position of this industry is that we do not - we
[id] oppose the use of this product by people under the
(151 age of 18.That - I mean it doesn't 1161
You don't have to have a lot of research to
[I q understand that point.Thatls a pretty simple
[la] concept.
Q: Have you ever seen any marketing documents that
[is]
[zo] address the issue of whether or not groups under the
p i ] age of 18 were targeted A: I have seen materials that we use in training
[n)
i [n] clerks, Operation I.D.,
We Card.Thatlsthe lund of
/ p41 information that I've seen.
1 ps] MR. FLYNN: Just for the record, it's now

[I]

[I]

-
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information, which hasn't been established.
A:IOf course I I strive that the information
that I provide to anybody is honest and truthful.
[5] It's part of being a responsible human being.
Q: Well sir, I ask again: Isn't it important for
161
m you to know whether the information that you're
[a] providing to policy makers in the state of Minnesota
(91 is truthful?
[to1
A: Of course.
Q: And didn't you want to have as much information
[I 11
114 as possible when you talked to policy makers about
[IS] the subjects that you were addressing with them?
[lo]
A: I have as much information as 1 think 1 need to
1151 get that job done. I don't need to read
1161
I mean, my God, do you know how many millions of
[i-r] pages are printed on the issue we're dscussing? No
[la] one could read all of it.
Q: Well s& wasn't it important
[iq
(201 A: And I wouldn't understand most of it.
[21]
Q: Wasn'titimportantforyoutoseekout;he
[qinformation that your employer might have on smoking
and health so that you could talk to the legislators
[ a ] about the issues?
A: MY responsibiliw, as I see it, is to provide
ps]
[I]
[21
131
[4]

-

-

-

Q: Oh, I understand that, sir, but I'm
[I]
(;1 about the information that you, sir, and

talking

other
p~ tobacco lobbyists provided to legislators. Let me
141 rephrase the question.
It would be r s o n a b l e , wouldn't it, for policy
[5]
1 [6] makers to rely on the information provided by the
1 m tobacco industry's lobbyists?
A: To the extent that that - that information is
j [a]
p ] provided, that would be a reasonable assumption.
Q: And sir, it's reasonable, isn't it, for the
[lo]
[I I] members of the public to rely on the information
(121 provided by TheTobacco Institute; isn't it?
(131
A: Again, the members of the public receive
[id] information from innumerable sources on this subject.
Q: I understand that, but that's not my question.
[is]
[ i q I'm going to move to strike as non-responsive.
My - my question is simply this: It would be
[ie] reasonable, wouldn't it, for members of the public to
[I91 rely on the information provided byTheTobacco
[ZOI Institute?
A: I think members of the public make up their
/[zi]
[22] information - their minds on information provided by
/ [ n ] any number of groups, including the Tobacco
/ I241 Institute. Some people may rely on it, others may
1[25] not; that's not sometlung I have any control over.

1
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Q: iU1 right. NOWare you aware of any instance

--

~
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say; don't you?
1 [ a MR. FLYNN: Objection, it's argumentative.
i [3] He's not here for the public. He's a lobbyist.
i [dl A: I - I don't do speeches to the public. I
1 [5] don't It's not somethmg that I deal with.
Q: Well you would agree that you want the people
that you direct your lobbying activihes to on behalf
[9] of - of the tobacco industry to believe what you
[lo] say.
A: That is true.
Q: AU right. Sir, do you have any knowledge of
[is] discussions that have taken place recently with
(141 legislators about tradmg a cigarette tax for
[is] elmination of &sclosure of certain ingredients on
[i6] cigarettes?
MR. FLYNN: I - I'm going to request
[iq
[IS] that If this is after this lawsuit was fded, it's my
[ig]
[XI] understanding that everyttung since then is not
[211 material or relevant. Isn't that the ground rule of
[athis h n g ?
[a]
MR. DAVIES: Yes.
MR. FLYNN: So if this - 1- I [z4j
[zs] If this occurred in the last year or two, I'd
[i]

where anyone lobbying on behalf ofThe Tobacco

pi Institute has ever admitted to any policy maker here

m the state of Mmiesota that cigarette s m o h g
causes &sea=?
MR. FLYNN: Objection, it's argumentative
[sl
m that they addressed the subject, but go ahead.
A: I don't have anv personal knowledge of any kind
[el
[9] of a statenlent like tha;.
Q: Well, as the person who is speaking here today
[lo]
[I I ] as the spokesperson for The Tobacco Institute, are
1121 you aware - can you direct us to any instance where
[is] a wltness on behalf ofTheTobacco institute has ever
[id] admitted to a policy maker that cigarette smokmg
[is] causes lsease?
MR. FLYNN: Objection, that's so vague and
1161
( 1 7 ambiguous and broad A: I can't recall any situation where that question
[lei
[ig] has been asked, and I certarnly cannot recall who it
1201 might have been asked of or the circumstances. I
[211 don't know that that question has been asked to
[ z q anyone.
Q: AU right. Well my question wasn't about
psi
1241 whether the question's been asked, my question is
[2s] about whether TheTobacco Institute or any of its
[dl

[5]

;1
'
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ask you not to - to exclude that period from
answering your question.
p]
MS. WIVELL: Well I would Like, Mr. Flynn,
141 you to know for the record that witnesses for the
[s] state of Minnesota were asked those questions.
[sl MR. FLYNN: Did you let them answer?
m Well my position is that I'm asking you to
[el exclude the last few years after this suit got filed
p ] from the question, because it has nothing to do with
[lo] anythug involved in this suit.Answer the question
[ i i ] with that restriction.
[iq
A: Excluding time since this suit was filed, I am
1131 not aware of that situation.
[id]
Q: You're aware that last year the state of
[is] Minnesota introduced a bill - or there was
[i6] legislation introduced in the state which was passed
[IT] which would require the no, strike that. Sir [la] or I'm sorry.
1[iq
MS. WIVELL: For the record, I - at this
j PI point I have additional questions, but I cannot ask
1 [211 them because of the witness's lack of information. I
[nl believe it has become apparent during tlus deposition
[ a ] that the witness does not have sufficient information
[z4] or knowledge with regard to the noticed topic, and he
[25] was not properly prepared and did not properly

lobbyists has ever adrmtted to a policy maker in the
[z] state of Mmnesota that cigarette smoking causes
p ] &ease.
MR. FLYNN: It's been asked and answered.
[o]
A: I don't know that that question has ever been
[sl
[6] asked, whch makes it hlghly unlikely an answer has
m wer been gven.
Q: You cannot point me to one circumstance where
[el
p ] someone on behalf of the tobacco industry in lobbying
[lo] activities in the state of Minnesota has ever told a
[I 11 policy maker that cigarette smoking causes disease.
A: I cannot point you to such a place.
[iq
[i3]
Q:AUright.Have[id] Or can you point me to such an instance where a
[ i q lobbyist on behalf of the tobacco industry in the
[is] state of Minnesota has ever admitted to a policy
[ i q maker that cigarette smoking was addictive?
MR. FLYNN: Same objection. It assumes the
[iel
[ig] subject arose without a foundation.
[mi
A: I don't [zi] 1 have no recollection of such a statement.
1221 Q: NOWsir,A: Or such a 1.731
Q: can you drect me to any instance where a
j241
(25) lobbyist for the tobacco industry in this state has

[I]
[;1

(11

-

-
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wer told a policy maker here that the cigarette
manufacturers used ammonia to free up nicotine in
p ] cigarettes?
A: I have no recollection of such a question being
141
[5] asked or answered.
0 : Now sir, has anyone from the tobacco industry
[6]
m ever told a policy maker here in the state of
[el Minnesota that people who switch to so-called low
[9] tarflow nicotine cigarettes compensate when they
[lo] smoke?
A: I have no recollection of that question ever
[ii]
( 1 4 being asked of anyone in the industry.
Q: Well I'm not aslung you whether the question was
[is]
[id] asked, I'm asking you whether anyone in the industry
[is] ever has told a policy maker here in the state of
[i6] Minnesota that cigarette smoking 1171
A:IQ: Let me fmish, sir.
[ie]
(191
A: Sorry.
0 : - cigarette smokers who switch to socalled low
[zo]
[zi] tarAow nicotine cigarettes have actually compensated
[ q by - and inhale more components of cigarette smoke?
[a]
A: I have no recollection of such a statement being
1241 made.
1251
Q: Sir, you want the public to believe what you
[I]
[a

Page 208 - Page 213 (38)

prepare for this deposition. I have requested from
[ q time to time during this deposition either the
[s] information or that the wit the information be
141 obtained, and counsel for the defendants has refused
[s] to do so.
The counsel for the defendants has also
[6]
m indicated that he is going to stop this deposition at
[a] this time, and I would like the record to reflect
(91 that I am not terminating the deposition but I am
[lo] keeping the record open because we intend to look at
[ i 11 the issue of whether The Tobacco Institute provided a
1121 knowledgeable deponent as required pursuant to the
1131 rules and to the notice of the deposition.
MR. FLYNN: Well the time has not run, so
1141
[is] you want to keep asking hun questions, go ahead. If
[is] you want to stop it and bring the court what you just
[ i q talked about, that's your choice.
MS. WIVELL: So you're not going to
lie]
[ig] terminate the deposition, Mr. FIynn?
MR. FLYNN: You've got time left. If you
/[mi
1 [zi] want to use it, go ahead.You got five minutes left
I [ q according to my count.
1 [ n ] MS. WIVELL: Well at this point in time,
[z4] based on his lack of information, we will close the
r251 day.We wdl not close the record.
[i]

-
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MR. FLYNN: Well you do It's our position the deposition is over, and if
pl you want to move to reopen it or renew it on whatever
141 basis you want to, that's your ~?oice.Therecord
[s] reflects our positions.
161
And I'm going to ask you if you want to m Does anybody else have any questions on
[el behalf PI MR. BALUNTINE: No.
MR. FLYNN: Do you want to waive the
1101
[I I] reading and sigrung of this deposition?
119
THE WITNESS: I'll waive.
MR. FLYNN: 0kay.M right.You can (14
M E REPORTER: Off the record, please.
1141
119 (Deposition recessed at 2:24 o'clock p.m.)
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CERTIFKiATE
I, Rkhard G. SHrewak, hereby ~ertity
pl
p] that Iam qualiired as a verbatim shorthand reporter;
[4] that I took in stenographic shorthand the testimony
[q of DAVID M. HORAZDOVSKY at the time and place
[q aloresaid; and that the loregoingtranscript
m consbting of pages 1 through 214 is a true and
[8] coned, lull and complete transcription of said
[a] shorthand notes, to the best 01 my ability.
[lo] Dated at Minneapolis, Minnesota. this 16th
[t 11 day of October, 1997.
[I]
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CERTIFICATE
I, DAVID M. HoRAzDovsKY, the deponent.
n
p ] hereby certlty that I have read the toregoing
[4] transcript consisting of pages 1 through 214, and
(51 that said transcript is a true and correct, fun and
[6] complete transcrptin of my deposkbn except:
[I1

m
[el

PI
[I01
Ill1

['a
(131
[I41
[I51
DAVID M. HORAfDOVSKY
[Isl
Deponent
117j
[la]
Sworn and subscrbed to belore me this day
[I91 ot
, 1997.
1201

1
9

Notary Public
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Lawyer's Notes

Patrick Davies
Covington & Burling
Attorneys at Law
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N .W .
Washington, D .C . 20004

Court Reporting

Re: State of Minnesota, et al. v. Philip Morris, et al.
Dear Mr. Davies:

Document
Imaging

Video CD

Enclosed please find the transcript, Min-U-Script, ASCII diskettes and
exhibits for the deposition of the Tobacco Institute 30.02f (Designee David
M. Horazdovsky) taken at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on October 16, 1997.
If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us know.
Sincerely,

Videography
STIREWALT & ASSOCIATES

Tr~alPresentation
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,

$ ~ ~ , i o t ~ ~

Brenda K. Stirewalt
Secretary to Richard G. Stirewalt
Encl .

P.O. Box 18188
Minneapol~s,MN 55418
800-553-1953
Fax 218-534-3405
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